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ADVICE TO L•MOYNITE—
Ross Clincy, right, special assistant to the executive director of the U. S. Civil
Service Commission, Wash.
ington, D. C., was a guest on
the LeMoyne College cam-

pus Friday. He was there to
advise students on job opportunities now being offered by the U. S. Government. Listening attentively
is Warren Moore, president
of the senior class at the college.

Dr.J. H.Jackson's Action
Called 'UndemocraticInsulting To Baptists'

Official launching of the
United Negro College Fund
campaign in the Memphis area
is just one week away.
Co-chairman A. C. Williams
has been planning the drive
several weeks and predicts
that it will get off to an excel
lent start.
Approximately $12,000
raised each year in Memphifor UNCF, and LeMoyne Col,
lege of Memphis receives almost three times this amount
from the national office of the
fund.
UNCF is a national fundraising agency for 32 members
colleges and universities. Almost $2 million is raised each
year on a nations( level.
Other member colleges in
this section are Lane, Fisk and
Knoxville in Tennessee; Philander Smith in Arkansas, Tougaloo Southern Christian in
Mississippi, Dillard and Xavier
in Louisiana, and Talladega
and Tuskegee in Alabama.

Owen College To Receive
$113,000 From Baptists Dover Crawford

Clyde Turner To
Star In Zetas'
Broadway Show

MISS Fist( of 1961-62 is
Miss Dianne Hemphill of
Nashville. She will reign at
this
year's Homecoming
game. A psychology major.
— - -

Elected Alumni
Prexy At Owen YWCA Plans A
Manassas Area
'Family Night'

Miss Hemphill is a member
of the Gold Key Honor Sudety, Student Council, Alpha Kappa Alpha sorority
and the Psychology club.

•The Tennessee Baptist Mis- tie:, More than 400 persons atsionary and Educational Con. tended and were served dinner
in the College Cafeteria.
vention convened last week at
and
Baptist
church
Castalia
voted $113,000 for support of
At the Oct. 20 meeting of the
Oweh College Alumni AssociOwen College.
ation the following officers
Dr. S. A. Owen, elected to
were re-elected: Dover Crawhis 26th term as convention
ford, jr., president; Rev. N. W.
Thirteen Negro first graders Beasley, vice president; Mrs.
president, said $91,000 was
voted for the current budget of are attending classes at previ- Marsha M. Hamilton, secreously all-white schools for tary; Mrs. Mary Telford, corThe Family Night Committhe college and $22,000 would their third week,
and most of responding secretary; Rev. C.
be used to establish a reserve the police guard have disapear- B. Burgs, treasurer; and Miss tee of the YWCA Area program has just celebrated a year
fund and liquidate obligations. ed.
Ruth Twine, assistant treasof successful work and is in
Rev. Owen is pastor of Met• The guard has been reduced urer. New officers elected the process
of beginning
ropolitan Baptist church and to emergency squad cars, and were: Miss Ruby Mister, as- another year of providing famisistant
secretary;
Gene
Cumtwo
schools
the
students are
chairman of the college board
ly programs for the Manassas
walking to and from school by, business manager and Mrs. community.
of trustees.
Sarah F. Gray, Chaplain.
without molestation.
Rev. J. A. McDaniel. direcMrs. Sadie P. Armstead and
Dr. Chars L. Dinkins,
The young first graders at- Mrs. Doris B. Lacy were ap- tor of the Memphis Urban
president of the College, said
tending Springdale and Gor- pointed Historians.
League, will be the guest speak,he college budget for the 1961don elementary schools live
Miss Twine, Mrs. Armstead er for t h e October Family
62 fiscal year is $208,625.
close enough to the schools to and Mr. Cumby compose a Night which will be held on
Rev. S. A. Baker, pastor of walk, while the students atcommittee to plan alumni ac- Thursday, Oct. 26, at 7:30 p.m..
Tabernacle Baptist church, tending Bruce and Rozelle are
tivities for Homecoming in at the Henry E. Oates Manor
Knoxville, was named vice still being transported by cars,
December. Tentative plans in- Housing Project auditorium.
pcesident of the convention. according to Mrs. Maxine A.
clude an anniversary celebra- Officers for the year are
Rev. H. H. Battle, pastor of the Smith, executive director of
tion spotlighting the 'Pilot' Mrs. James Hughes, chairman;
First Baptist church, Chatta- the NAACP.
students and the 1956 Gradu- Mrs. Ola Mae Galloway, conooga, was named to a threechairman; Mrs. Virginia MorArrangements have been ating Class.
year term on the college board made with United
Cab comThe next meeting of the ganfield, secretary; Mrs. Emof trustees.
J. Avery Smith, has been
pany to have drivers pick the Alumni Association is called ma Ford, assistant secretary;
Open House at Owen college children up in the evening and Nov. 3, at 7:30 p.m. in Room William Bass, business man- named by Secretary of Labor
on last Monday was the fea- morning and relieve volun- 25 of the College Administra- ager; and Sammie Bowen, Arthur J. Goldberg to head the
U. S. Labor Department's Wage
tion Building.
ture of Pre-Convention activi- teers of the task.
chaplain.
and Hour and Public Contracts Divisions field office on
Chicago's South Side.

Fisk Graduate
Named To Wage
Hour Position
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"TOUCHDOWN EXPRESS"
Robert Williams of Manassas
I, speeding down Booker T.

Washington's field for his
third touchdown of the evenbig. In hot pursuit of "Touch-

down Express" is John
White, • Washington guard,
Oscar Reed. No. 32, was

Thirty-four Baptist pastors world.
in the Washington, D. C. area
"We disassociate ourselves
formally protested last week with
the diabolic
attack
the undemocratic removal of against Dr. King and his leadDr. Martin Luther King from ership in the fight for firstthe office of vice president of class citizenship. We favor Dr.
the National Sunday School King and those associated with
and BTU Congress by Dr. J. him in the field of civil rights,
H. Jackson, president of the their accomplishments and
National Baptist Convention Christian statesmanship over
USA, Inc
condemning Baptists and their
In a letter addressed to Dr. leadership."
0. Clay Maxwell, president of Dr. King was removed from
the National Sunday School the office by Dr. Jackson imand BTU Congress, the min- mediately after his re-election
isters stated: "The repudiation to the presidency of the Naof Dr. King by his own de- tional Baptist Convention in a
nomination was a disservice stormy session at Kansas City,
to democracy, a reflection Mo., last month at which one
upon Negroes and an insult minister lost his life when
to intelligent young Baptists pushed accidentally from the
Clyde Turner will be the
and the friends of freedom platform.
star in the Theatrical Extr3vaover the nation and around the
Dr. Jackson was reported to
ganza to be presented at Bruce
have charged that Dr. King
Hall, LeMoyne college, Friclay,
"masterminded" the campaign
Nov. 10, at 8:30 p.m. The famto unseat him as president of
ous Broadway production is
the Convention.
being presented to the MemAfter dismissing Dr. King
phis public by Alpha Eta Zeta
from the office, Dr. Jackson
Chapter of Zeta Phi Beta Sodenied that he made the staterority, in an effort to raise
ment.
funds for their local eyeglass
project and scholarship fund.
The Memphis Branch of the
Turner, who directs
he
NAACP is completing the proshow, has appeared in Broadgram for the Freedom Mass
way productions such as "AnMeeting scheduled for Sunday
nie Get Your Gun", "Lost in
afternoon, Nov. 5 at 3:30 p.m.
the Stars" with Ethel Merman,
at Metropolitan Baptist church
"South Pacific", and as St.
Atty. Percy Sutton, trial
Stephen in "Four Saints", in
lawyer and member of the law
Three Acts on Broadway and
firm of Sutton and Sutton in
in France. For two seasons he
New York City will be guest
has sung with the New York
speaker. He is president of the
City Center Opera Company
New York City branch of the
in "Carmen Jones", "Finian's
The Memphis Club of Ten Rainbow" and "Show Boat".
NAACP and a former Ail
Force Judge Advocate and In- nessee State university met
In addition to conducting his
telligence Officer. He is vice last week and elected officers own 32-voice choir in New
for
the 1961'-62 academic year. York City, Turner has taken
chairman of the New York
The officers are Gene L. time off to appear as a feature
State Americans For DemoRobinson,
president; William singer with the De Paur Opera
cratic Action (ADA) as well
as New York County Commis- Jackson, vice president; Alice Gala. Recently he was seen on
sioner of Boy Scouts of Ameri- F. %Harmon, secretary; Ma- the Steve Allen and the Bell
Frances Westbrook, assistant Telephone Hours Shows with
ca.
secretary; June
Deadmon. Harry Belafonte and Louis
Atty. Sutton is active in civ- treasurer; Cupid
Johnson, Armstrong. During August,
ic, religious and political ac- sergeant - at - arms;
Tommie Mr. Turner toured the New
tion fields but his prime in- Bowie, chaplain, and Ira GenEngland States with the famterest is Civil Rights. He was try, advisor.
ous Broadway and movie star,
arrested as a Freedom Rider
This year, for the first time, Henry Hull, in "An Evening
in Jackson, Miss.
the club was able to present with Mark Twain".
He will leave Memphis en book scholarships from pro- "A gala evening of superb
route to Jackson, to stand trial ceeds raised at dances spon- entertainment is in store for
for his participation in the sored by the organization.
the many friends and patrons
Book scholarships were giv- of Zeta Phi Beta Sorority who
rides on Nov. 7.
en to Barbara Graham, a jun- will support this fund raising
Atty. Sutton, an ardent and
ior, and Charlene Coward, a project." said a spokesman. As
fearless worker in the Freesenior, both Memphians ma- in the past, all funds will be
dom struggle is expected to
joring in elementary educa- used to support the local eyebring much inspiration to the
tion.
glass project and scholarship
Memphis community.
The club plans to give a fund.
The Memphis Branch of the scholarship to the Memphis
Tickets are now available at
NAACP invites all citizens to freshman attaining the highest the following prices:
share in the program on Nov. average for the 1961 fall quar$2 reserved; $1.50 general
5.
ter.
admission: $1 student.

generated by "Hound" Witpowerless against the steam
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Smith, who has been a Supervisory Enforcement Specialist with the Divisions in
Washington, fills the vacancy
created by the death of former
Field Office Supervisor Frank
J. Klima.
The field office is responsible for the enforcement of the
Fair Labor Standards Act and
Walsh-Healey Public Contracts Act in about 65 per cent
of Cook county, which includes the entire southern half
of Metropolitan Chicago, and
in the adjacent counties of
Will, Kankakee, Grundy, and
Kendall.
FISK GRAD
Smith holds an A. B. degree
from Fisk university and also
did graduate work at the University of Chicago. Before
joining the Divisions as an investigator in 1942, he WAS with
the Chicago Relief Administration and the Cook County
Bureau of Public Welfare.
Smith transferred in 1947
from Chicago to the New York
region, where he WAS an investigator in the Brooklyn
and Buffalo field offices. He
also served overseas for two
years with the American Red
Cross during World War II.
He has beeri in his present position since 1956 and received

thee FISK, Page El

Memphis Club
At State Gives
2 Book Awards

There Will Be Fall Fashions, Beautiful Models,
Music--And A Big Crowd At YMCA's Show
The 65-piece concert band White, president of the school, at E. H. Crump hospital.
and orchestra of Mississippi who says. "This gives us a THE DESIGNERS
Vocational college, Ma Bena, chance to say thank you to the
The fashions in "Designers'
Miss., will provide the music Memphis schools and their fine Spotlight" will be the creations
when "Y Fashions With Mu- band directors who sent these of Miss Helen Duncan.. Mrs.
sic" is presented in Ellis au- students to us.
Lorece VanPelt, Mrs. Polly
ditorium Sunday night at 8
Carridine Swayze and Mrs.
"We are happy that our
P.m
Juda Elands.
band can support the YMCA."
Modeling the fashions will
A special feature of the pro- he said, "and we hope that
gram will be the presentation all Memphis and the Mid- be Denise Rochelle Hawkins,
Dorothy Delvin, Rose Goodof the "Secretary of the South will do the same.
man. Jean Lockett, Thelma
Year," by Mrs. Frances Hasfor
music
providing
Also
Davidson, Helen Taylor, Bobsell, public relations director
Honey- by Joyce Jones, Marion
be
the
will
the
evening
of Universal Life Insurance
Mitchmoon Garner Jazz trio and the ell, and Annie Pearl Carter.
company.
and
"Two
styling
of
vocal
Also Rose Caviness, Dorothy
The fall and winter fashions,
area's most Walk. Venice Starks, Amanda
creations of some of the city's Two," one of this
unusual
vocal
groups.
Battle, Mollie West, Claudine
most outstanding designers,
Models scheduled to appear Hester, Bernice Lewis, Vivian
will be fashioned by some of
will
in"Family
Scene"
the
in
Barnes. Shirley Williams and
Memphis' most beautiful models. WDIA's Martha Jean clude Rev. and Mrs. W. M. Ida Mae Jones. A special guest
John
Mrs.
Field,
Mr.
and
will be Bernice Banes.
Steinberg will direct the fashCrawford and Mr. and Mrs
Modeling fashions for boys
ion show.
their
and
MeFerren
George
and
young men will be RonProLeeds raised at the prefamilies.
ald
Miller, John and William
sentation will benefit the Abe
Scharff branch of the YMCA. Rev. Field is pastor of Vol- Powell. Ruby Garner Robert
MEMPHIS PLAYERS
lentine Baptist church. Mr. Davidson, jr., Charles Miller,
A number of the students in Crawford a member of the Frank Webber Alvin Lansky,
the MVC band aretfrom Mem- faculty of Klondike school, Reuben Washington, Jack Hill,
phis, according to' Dr. J. H. and M . Crawford a nurse James Hill and James,Aust.M.

Moore Children Here
To Fete Parents On
Golden Anniversary

A LINEN SHOWER for the
Abe Scharff Branch YMCA
brought in hundreds of pieces of linen and blankets
which included bed sheets,
pillow slips, bath and hand
towels. Above is Fred R.
Joseph. executive secretary
et the Branch YMCA, receiving the linen from Mrs.

Zana Ward, chairman of the
project which was sponsored
by the local Negro Women
Federated Clubs last Tuesday. Representing various
clubs above are, left-right,
Mrs. Marie L. Adams, president of the club federation;
Mrs. N. R. Robinson, Mrs.
Mary L. Taylor. Also Mrs.

By MARJORIE T. ULEN
corated with evidences of
gold in table appointments,
The Fifty Golden Years of floral arrangement including
marriage celebrated by Mr. carnations, roses and other
and Mrs. Eugene C. Moore of blooms, all in hues of gold,
698 Provine street radiated in and draped around the walls
their happiness as hundreds of throughout the club.
friends, helped them celebrate
The buffet table was overthe grand milestone which saw laid with
an imported lace
eight of their nine children, cloth and centered
with gold
twenty-four grandchildren and trees topped with a 50th sign,
four great grand children pres flanked by glowing candlelaent at the 50th wedding anni bra.
versary reception held at the
Top Hat and Tails club on Sun SON BAKED CAKE
Punch was served at one
day, Oct. 15.
They were remarried before corner of the reception hall,
their children and their off while at another a large tierspring who have all made red wedding cake dominated
their contributions to their a large area. The cake was
communities across the coun baked and brought to Memphis
try, and in the presence of by one of Mr. and Mrs. Moore's
sons, Thomas, who is a baker
their many grandchildren and
their little great-grandchildren. in Chicago.

Inez Glenn. Mrs. Mary E.
Murphy, J. T. Chandler,
chairman of the Branch YMTWO QUEENS were crownyear-old high school gradubie Young. both candidates
CA's Committee of Manageed when the Binghampton
ate and a member of Pleasand runner-ups to winners;
ment; Mrs. Blanche Davis
Civic League held its first
ant
Hill
Baptist
church.
and 0. Z. Evers, president
and Mrs. Georgia B. Smith.
annual picnic in the commuStanding in rear are, from
of the League. Adding to the
Refreshments were served
nity recently. Wearing their
left, Robert Morris, principal fun for the day was a
by Mrs. Mildred Riley, home
parade
Coming to Memphis for the
Refreshments were served crowns in front row are
of
Lester
high
school,
who
by
the color guard, NDCC,
economist for Pat Milk com- anniversary celebration were under the direction of Mrs. Misses Forestine
Frazier, crowned the queens; Miss cadets and school
pany.
band of
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Moore Eloise Casem . . . and in the left, 15-year-old Father BerMargaret Chambers, a LesLester high school. (Withers
Jr. Mrs. Moore the former Mis. back rooms were scores of trand high school student; ter high
student; Miss Rob- photo)
Marguerite Petty, daughter o beautiful gif t S. all featuring and Miss Arnelle Vasser, 18the late Rev. and Mrs. R. J. gold in honor of the occasion.
Petty; Mr. and Mrs. Oliver The event was a highlight of
Moore and Mr. and Mrs. Hay- the season, attracting sccores
wood Moore and Mrs. Alma of Memphis' pioneer families
Hurd, Mrs. Haywood Moore's and community leaders. Among
mother . . .all of Los Angeles, them were Rev. and Mrs J.
where all three of the Moore C. Mickel, Elder Blair T. Hunt,
brothers are engaged in the Dr. and Mrs. Hollis Price, Mrs.
A pre-yuletide wedding will
produce business; and Mr. T. J. Beauchamp and her
an award for superior perunite Miss DeVerne Johnson
Haywood Moore, the manager sister, Miss Martelle Trigg; Mr.
of Whitehaven and Booker T.
of a giant supermarket. Mrs. and Mrs. A. J. Walker, Mr.
formance last year.
Eugene Moore Jr. was appoint- and Mrs. Charles Williams, Mr.
Howell, jr., of Atlanta.
The Fair Labor Standard
ed by the mayor of Los An- and Mrs. James Oliver, Mrs.
The engagement of their
Act sets minimum wage, over-W
geles to be the first Negro Annie Belle Phillips, John
daughter was made known this
woman in that city's govern- Crittenden, Miss E. L. Goldstime, and child labor standardt
week by Mr. and Mrs. Lawment.
by, Mrs. J. C. McGraw, L. F. ABSENCE
rence Johnson of 749 Whiteof the reasons I was prompted for employees engaged in in:
Branch, Mr. and Mrs. Charles As is the case with
haven lane.
FROM CHICAGO
every to write .an article of this terstate commerce or in the
Iles, Jr. and daughter Kathey, new article, after the introMiss Johnson was graduatFrom Chicago came Mr. and Mr. and
nature.
production of goods for inter',
Mrs.
Kenneth
Cole,
duction and a series of weekly
ed from Geeter high school with
Mrs. Moore's only daughter Mr. and Mrs.
Of course Real Estate tran- state commerce. The Walsh,
Joseph
Carr,
writing, the article suddenly
honors and was "Miss Geeter
and her husband and family, Mr. and Mrs.
William Gurney, dissapears. This is for the sake saction aren't made every day Healy Public Contracts Act ap•
of 1955."
Mr. and Mrs. Richard Tolli- Mrs. Louise Williams,
plies to Government supply
Dr.
and
of
finding out if you are being by everybody . . . but all of
She later attended Tennesson, who celebrated their 25th Mrs. H. W.
a sudden the times comes contracts in excess of $10.000
Williamston
of
Ida
read
or
not.
I am proud to say
see A and I State university at
wedding anniversary on Sept. Bell, Okla.,
Mrs. Annette my absence was noticed and when you are involved. The and contains minimum wage.
Nashville and introduced to so8, which was attended by Mrs. Lewis,
Mrs. Porter McAdams, by popular request by letters, little advise one gets here and overtime, and safety and
ciety at a ball sponsored by
Tollison's mother, Mrs. Moore. Miss Annie
J. Polk, Mr. and cards and word of mouth I there helps when the needs health standards.
.. William Moore, who is with Mrs. Oscar
Kappa Alpha Psi fraternity in
Jones, Mrs. Effie have been asked to resume my arrive. I do sincerely hope my
Western Electric company, and Washington,
1956.
writings have benefited as
writing.
Dr. Winston Moore, a pharThe prospective bridegroom
well as entertained.
PROMPTED
Also
Mr.
and
Mrs.
Walter
macist, Thomas Moore a govis the son of Mr. and Mrs.
To the many folk who have
ernment employee in Chicago, Guy, sr., Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Once on a transaction of asked about
Booker T. Howell, Sr.. of 303
"Commenting On
Estate
Cox,
I
Real
Mrs.
noticed
Evelyn
in
the
Robinson,
and
from Washington, D. C.,
Abbott st., Atlanta.
Real Estate" my heart felt
general
Mr.
papers
and
of
one
Mrs.
of
my
Edwin
Prater,
Percy
Moore who is employA graduate of Booker T.
appreciations.
ed with the U. S. Commerce Miss Edwinor Porter, Mrs. potential sellers of a property
Washington high school in AtSo, to cut a long story short
Ellen Smith and Mrs. Alma a rare but not an uncommon
Department.
... here we go again reading
lanta and Morehouse college.
thing.
The
Howard,
seller
Mr.
wanted
to
and
Mrs.
George
Unable
to
attend
the grand
and writing trying to stay
Mr. Howell did graduate work
reunion and celebrotion, but Stevens, Mrs. Marie Mixon. sell her home because she had ahead of the man who
at Atlanta university and is
is out
Mrs. Effie Flagg, Mrs. H. C. gotten too old to maintain it.
missed
by
family
and
the
to get us, however, most of
presently employed as an audiscores of friends who had anti- Collins and Miss Grace Col- She needed a quick transac- all, we want to be content
with
tor with Atlanta Life Insurcipated bridging the news of lins, and Miss Rose Robinson, t:on to hurry clearance of per- ourselves so that we will
have
ance company in Atlanta.
the years which have separat- Mrs. Rebecca Hiram and Mrs. sonal debts to hasten a quick happier home buyers and
sellThe wedding will be solemnized him from Memphis friends Bernice Williams, Mr. and Mrs. departure. After finding a buy- ers satisfied with the knowled at the Middle Baptist church
was Henderson Moore, who Fred Hutchins, Mrs. Gertrude er and making the neccessary edge you have just completed
in Whitehaven on Sunday. Dee
also resides in Los Angeles. Armstrong and Miss Jewel arrangements we set a date for not only a good deal but an
17.
Gentry, Mrs. Willette Hum- closing. Preparations
were
MARRIAGE CEREMONY
honest and square one.
phy, Mrs. Annie L. Higgins. made by all parties concerned
Automobile, Furniture
Mr. and Mrs. Moore were Mrs.
Katherine Dunford, and the lady's daughter spent
married on Oct. 16, 1911 at 571
Signature
Rev. and Mrs. B. L. Hooks money to come and take our
Hampton
There is a reason why peaple
Place, Memphis, and
Miss Maedella Reeves, seller back with her, but alas
like to do business with us.
Tenn., by the late Rev. J. A.
and behold at the very last
You, too, will like our cow,
, Four hundred nineteen em- Lindsey. They were remarried Mrs. Maggie Jordan, Mrs.
moment
it
was
discovered
Sadie
Hall,
Mrs.
Alma
Hobteous
treatment and desire to
'ployees of the Army's Memphis before their wonderful family
our
that
seller
didn't
own
son,
the
Mrs.
Mollie
help
Hill,
you.
Mrs.
C.
MOSCOW — (UPI) — De(jeneral Depot on Airways at 4 p.m. by the Rev. J. C.
property
fully.
After
the
clouds
A.
"Open
Gillis
Thursday and Friday
and
her
daugther.
lblvd.,
were rewarded for money- Mickel, pastor of the Second
fense Minister Marshal Rodion
Nights Until 8:00 P. M.
-aving ideas and outstanding Congregational church, where Mrs. Mildred Lewis, Mr. and and the muddle was cleared.
Malinovsky said Monday that
Saturdays 9:00 to 1:00
Mrs. Lonnie Briscoe, and just A great deal of money and
on-job efforts in the Govern- Mr. Moore is chairman of
Dixie FINANCE CO.
the
time was wasted for both sides.
"Imperialist" powers are prement's Incentive Awards pro- deacon's board. Rev. Mickle scads of others.
Home Owned - Home Operated
Ignorance of Real Estate
gram during the past year ac- was assisted
paring to launch a surprise atDIXIE
EnAIFki Term. In 'rove
by the Rev. J.
transaction and its components
cording to Depot Commander C. Miller. Both
—INCLUDES —
:ack against the Soviet Union.
FINANCE COMPANY
Mr. and Mrs.
and the many minute details
Colonel Shelby L. Gillett.
Gthisp
1.1‘InE
Rn,.
5-rc.
"We like to say yes to youf
Moore are native Memphians.
The Soviet marshal told the
involved is to much to ask
With Table. nod Lawn
A total of 321 employees
loan request"
Mrs. Moore was beautiful
from the layman. But being
22nd Soviet Communist Party
earned special recognition for
5-PC. CHROME DINETTE
Examined and Supervised by
in a dress of beige lace, wearBEDROOM
GROUP
aware
of
some
of
the
facts
suggestions, while 97 were
Congress that this compels
the State Department of
ing a gold orchid corsage. She
does help. This was just one
rewarded for high performance.
Insurance and Banking.
Cut-gate Furn.
Russia to remain in a state of
Over 1,134 suggestions were was seen entering wearing a
tray. 'I RADING P0A1
2 LOCATIONS
blond mink stole.
OC N.Ahtll 'Tit 9 P.M.
!onstant readiness.
submitted during the year.
1 Rik W of InorArnunds
161 S. Main, JA. 5-1351
RR 4 5792
5255 ent,t1
Measurable return to the Other members of the family By MARCUS H. BOULWARE
152 Madison, JA. 5-7611
government for accepted ideas witnessing the ceremonies
end high performance amounted were Mrs. Moore's nieces and QUESTION: Would you conto $88,288. Intangible or un- nephews, sons and daughters sider substandard ability to
NEW YORK JOBS
rewards
might of her late brother, Mr. read, silently or orally, a speech
THRUSH Ten Thorn- measurable
As one of the highlights of
.
.
easily exceed this figure in im- Scruggs and the Hooks family. defect? — Mrs. P. M
530 - $60 Per Week
2854 Park Avenue
the Detroit born tune portance when considering the
Other special guests were ANSWER: No, I would not its fall Membership Campaign,
Homes. Free Room F. Board. Fast Service
Best
October 26, 27 & 28
the Memphis branch of the
stylist, is in great shape these impact of ideas in terms of na- Mrs. Ella James of Chicago, consider this disability a speech
COME, CALL OR WRITE
Thurs., Fri., and Sot.
tional defense. scientific knowl- Mrs. Moore's sister, and her defect. Speech impairment may NAACP will conduct a cityJA 5-3131
days. not only in voice but in edge, improved service to the daughter-in-law, Mrs. Emma be, and frequently is, related
wide door-to-door March for ABC MAIDS
to
COME & OUTFIT
body as well. The 25 year old public, reduced accident haz- James ... Mrs. Annette Lewis this condition. For instance, a Membership on Sunday afterM & M Bldg, 198 So. Main ., Room 306, Memphis
YOUR WHOLE FAMILY
ards, and ways to improve and son Leo; Mrs. Naomi pupil may stutter and also use noon, Oct. 29.
m,ss, is hoping to make it real efficiency.
Between two and 6 p.m.,
Best and son and daugther; poor grammar. Yet there is
54 and Up
Starts Saturday!
big in the near future. She For its $89,288 return, the and Mrs. Moore's cousin, Mrs little relationship between the volunteer workers will ring
will too, according to such disc Army paid out 518.150 in cash Carrie Holmes McNeil of St. two conditions.
National Council of
bells and rap on doors and inOctober 2R
jockeys as the reknowned awards — 84.750 for accepted Louis. Mo.
Jewish Women
Other problems that are vite the residents to join the
Big Week
One
Daddy 0 Daylie.
NAACP.
suggestions and 513,400 for susOther cousins of the honoree sometimes confused wth speecl
tained high performance.
Special envelopes are being
were Mrs. Bessie Timms and difficulties include: (a) im
Memphis General Depot's Mrs. Tenny Clark of Little proper grammar: (b) incorrec prepared for the house-toemployees were among the Rock. Ark.
pronunciation; (c) certain types house drive which will climax
more than 180.000 federal emMore of family included Mr. of personality adjustment; (d at a Freedom Rally to be held
ployees who shared more than and Mrs. James Scruggs, and habitual lack of preparation for at Metropolitan Baptist church
$13 million n cash awards last Mr. and Mrs. Ralph Scruggs, class recitation, and (e) menta on Sunday, Nov. 5.
...lover.
year that was paid employees Mrs. Bertha Hooks and mem- retardation.
The speaker at the program
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We might go even further and will be Atty. Percy Sutton,
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measurable Mrs. Robert Hooks, Sr., Mr say, for example,
president
of
a
New
York
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that
don't play
returns from suggestons.
and Mrs. Harold Scruggs. Mrs is not a speech defect, but "ith branch of the NAACP, who
the
Dorothy Bryant, Mrs. Hazel not" can be classified as one. will be en route to Jackson,
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NEW YORK - (UPI) -- The Burt, Mrs. Ellen Mitchell and
Miss.,
to
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send
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,)lay compared to 42 for the club, scene of the outstanding
envelope to Dr. Marcus H. MIGHTY MITE
got to
, pposit ion.
reception that was vividly de Boulware, Florida A & M Uni
CHICAGO — (UPI) — Jerry
litj
versity, Box 196, Tallahassee, Barber, 1961 P.G.A. champion,
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Fla. The writer will prepare stands only 5-5 and weighs 137
speeches upon request.
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DOWN
FRONT•t
111,QUEEN

3i4m4ermaY Anna C.byCooke_I

BEES, buzzing in a have been "ticketed" because
beehive, could not have been it was before 4. They settled
more furious than two young It in court. Quite democratic
QUEEN SELECTED
members have been enjoying
Omen competing for the title you know. This is a reply to
The accent this week seems their hospitality for some time
of queen at the Binghampton those who have been calling
to be on teen-agers; especial- but decided to get together and
Civic League's first annual this newspaper about the posily at Merry High where the organize themselves. T h e
Picnic last week. Just as a tion we are taking on it.
"Miss Green Hornet" contest meeting was called at t h e
crown was placed on one girl's "A RAISIN' IN THE SUN'
ended last week. Winning by home of Mr and Mrs. J. F.
head--winners were determin- really raised a lot of interest
popular vote were: Queen, Hughes on last Friday night
ed' by the amount of money of movie-goers when the film
Martha Jones, grade 12; first and the following officers were
resed - - another contestant ran at the New Daisy Theatre
iuncheon program. LAU 10
MODELS* LINEUP — Mrs.
attendant, Gladys Jones, grade elected to serve for this year Elm* Mardis, chairman of iary of Alpha Phi Alpha Fraassel her mother arrived on the last week. The film was a big
ternity, Saturday, Oct. 28 at right are: Misses Helen Dun11;
second
attendant,
Sandra
They are Mrs. Eugene Reid, models in the fashion show to 1 p.m. at the Flamingo Room, can, Lynn
ROBERT F. JACOX, JR.
sgene and "stopped the mu- hit with the New Daisy TheHowelL Mn.
Smith, grade 10: and Freddie president; Mrs. James Hughes, be featured at the Champagne is seen with
ale" with the announcement atre patrons. More films like
more of the Sybil Mitchell and Mrs. JosVaulx,
grade
9,
third
attendant. vice president; Mrs. W. R. Bell, Luncheon to be given by the charming Memphians who ephine Bridges. (Billy Dunthet her child had raised $70. that.
Other contestants were: for secretary; Mrs. Joe Merry, as- Memphis Alphabettes, auxil- will model in the outstanding can
Cdseen No. 1 would not relin- THERE'S A NEED for
Photo)
queen,
Mary
Jean
Cox and sistant secretary; and Mrs. Rex
qdish her throne. The result: "Thug-icide" to spray football
Eleanor
Faye
Redd;
for first Curry, treasurer. Mrs. J. A.
The sponsors found another stadium just before game time
attendant, Jacqueline Whitfield Cooke and Mrs. W. E. McKisdown and declared another in order to keep thugs out of
and
Rose
Ann
Golden; second sack were selected as publicity
champion. By then the spon- the stadiums. During last Friattendant, Pearl Griffen, Mar- chairmen.
sors were in a corner and could day night's game 27 thugs
garet
Long,
Margie Davis, and Meetings are to be held
see that any more controversy were arrested, One 13 year old
Sonja Trice; and third atten- monthly and the next one is
might result in their being boy received woends to his
dant,
head.
Nellie
It
is
Al le n, Ruby schedule at the home of Mrs
airowned—with bricks!
time for faculty
The Owen college chapter of
Alpha Phi Alpha fraternity Nell Porter. Carolyn Douglas, Eugene Reid on Hale st., On ANNUAL MISSION DAY AT
W 'A GROUP OF MEN are members, almuni members and
Phi Beta Lambda, college diBLOOMFIELD. OCT. 29
working on gigantic plans to the police department to put will hold its first board meet- Jerry Northern and Shirley Oct. 29.
vision of the Future Business
The Missionary Society of
effect a new organization. We en end to this reign of hell ing in Atlanta, Ga., on Oct. 28- Hayes.
Leaders of America, will hold
Last Saturday was the reguare told that the organization at games.
29. and Robert F. Jacox, jr., The contest under the direc- lar meeting late for the Echo Bloomfield Baptist church will
its annual Business Career on
will be a Community Service HAPPY BIRTHDAY ANNI- the regional director, is asking tion of the Student Council was Bridge club. Although many observe Mission Day at the
Monday, Oct. 30, at the college.
Club—without partisan affi- VERSARY to Mrs, Ernestine that each chapter and brother by popular vote with nominees members had to be absent, it church, Sunday, Oct. 29.
Activities for the day inThe theme for the 4 p.m.
liations with politics, religion Miller, manager of Harlem in Tennessee see t Ii a t his from each of the seventeen didn't keep bridge from being
clude a student assembly,
is,
"Magnifying
or social strata. Such an or- House No. 6 on Beale St. We chapter is represented in Geor- homerooms. Other homecoming played which is the main pur- program
Open House in the Phi Beta
Christian Fellowship Through
ganization is needed in Mem- will not ask her which anni- gia this month.
Lambda room; and refreshactivities where Miss Green pose of the club. With Dr. Car- Missions". Mrs.
Mary Lee Robphis. Luck to this group of versary she is celebrating be- Ono of the main purposes of Hornet and her attendants will
ments for visiting high school
rie P. Bigger serving as the inson, prominent city school
cause we were reading—some- the meeting is to recruit and reign will be under
men.
business students.
the direc- most charming hostess, the fol- teacher and member of Mount
MOST OF THE 250 city time ago--that it is vulgar to reclaim 1,000 Alpha men to tion of the senior class
Past observances have feaof lowing persons played: Mes- Zion Baptist church, will be
policemen who guarded the ask a women her age. We don't the fraternity's Southern re- which T. Willie
tured typing contests with troTyson
is
presidames
Vivian
Bell,
V
er
a
the
guest
speaker.
The
profour schools which were re- want to appear vulgar.
phies being donated by busigion by Dec. 1.
dent.
McKissack, gram climaxes a 'Miniature
Brooks, Rosetta
S.O.S. FOR HAROLD
cently desegregated have disness organizations in the city.
Miss Mary Katherine Jones Fern Walker, C. Bigger, your Apron Rally'.
"Our
fraternity
is
faced
with
WHALUM
.
. he has been
appeared from their posts near
Membership in the organia tremendous challenge," Ja- is president of the council. scribe, William Jones, and Paul
The pastor, Rev. L. S. Biles,
the schools. Some of the 13 missing from a meeting. Ditto
zation is composed of business
cox said. "Never before have Homecoming game will be Collins.
will conduct the morning wor- STAR
Negro pupils who were at first for Willard Bell, Charles WestMODEL—Miss Helen students, associate and honwe lived in an age in which on Oct. 28 at 8:00 p.m. when
Climaxing the setting, first ship.
motored to school are now brook and Robert Ratcliffe.
Duncan, Memphis model and orary members.
Mrs. Effie Williams is presi designer who has studied at
HOSEA BRIDGES is head- the very existence of man- the Green Hornets will meet prize for high score went to
walking. This pleases.
Honorary members are electkind is threatened to be , ex- Cairo for a thrilling match. Mr. Jones, second to y our dent of the Missionary Society
AQUATIC EFF L OR E S- over-heels in promoting the
the New York Fashion AcadThe fast-stepping majorettes scribe and third to Mrs. Bell. and invites the public to at emy, is seen in a striking ed by the local chapter and inCENES was a big success. JAYCEES "Jazz Show," which tinguished from this earth.
clude such outstanding busiIt was also at this meeting tend.
What do we mean? Oh! pardon is set for Saturday night Nov. "History will prove Alpha along with the Merry high
pose before a striking abstract
ness and professional leaders
sculpture piece. Miss Duncan
us. Aquatic Efflorescenes was 4 at LeMoyne College Bruce has always concerned itself school band will furnish the that high score for the fiscal
as L. H. Twigg, Sr., B. G.
will be starred in the fashion
he name of the big Water Hall. Onzie Horne, who is with the preservation of man- half-time ceremonies.
year was given and prizes
show which will intersperse Olive, Atty. J. F. Estes; Levi
.how put on by the Abe producing the show, swears he kind living in an environment Lane college students are in awarded for the same. Receivthe posh luncheon to be given Watkins, former president of.
Scharff Branch YMCA last is going to uncover a real of brotherly love," he said. a similar contest getting ready ing pri ze a for cumulative
by Memphis Alphabettes Owen college.
Tuesday evening. A big crowd surprise package on stage that "and dedicated Alpha men for their homecoming which is scores were: Mrs. V. M. Bell.
Mrs. D. T. Patterson, adviser,
Saturday, Oct. 28, at the Flasaw the show which was the night. We are told that tickets must again arise to this occas- slated for Saturday, Nov. 4. Mrs. V. F. Walker and Mrs
says local high school chapters
kick-off for the Branch YM- are going like hot cakes. Bet- ion and prove the right to our The Dragons will m ee t Frances Washington•
Members of the East End mingo Room. French cuisine,
will be invited and the generaCA's year-round swimming ter not wait until the last claim: 'servants of all; service the Fisk university. A delicious dinner plate with Floral club met recently in the fashions and music will mark
to all: we shall transcend all.'" Bulldogs at 2
the event as one of the most tion of interest by present
program. Jerry Johnson can moment to purchase yours.
p.m.at baked ham as the main course home of Mrs. Ethel McMurtray
members is encouraging and
Jacox said Tennessee has Rothrock stadium. Scores of
outs'anding of the season.
MELVIN BOND at the Big
take his bows. He produced
was served by the hostess in of 768 Marianna at., and made
promises to be a very active
and directed the show. Bully "M" is doing a landslide busi- always played an important Lane alumni are expected to her lovely home on Castle plans for the Annual Tea to be
group.
served on Sunday afternoon. VITAMINS AND AGE
ness. He was turning them part in the fraternity's South- be here including a chartered
To Jerry.
Heights.
The Owen college chapter
Oct. 29, at her home.
HOT UNDER THE COLLAR away by droves the other ern region, and he is expecting bus from the Chicago Alumni
and
Mrs.
M.
M.
Hughes
Mrs.
NEW YORK — (UPI) — The has won 27 first, second and
Serving as co-hostess with
are a lot of Attendance Offi- night. We asked what the "M" the Tennessee brothers to live chapter. It is hoped that this B.
meeta
C.
Lucas
attended
Mrs. McMurtray was Mrs. Mary surprise finding that older third place awards on the state
cers because the Memphis stood for. Lawrence Stanley up to their former reputation will be the greateet homecoming of home economics teach- Taylor.
women require more vitamin and national level in such
World stated that an atten- Wade and Johnny Arnold, jr., by sending a large representa- ing celebration ever. Plan to
homemakers,
and
repnew
ers
The club's next regular B-I than younger women wa• events as, the Vocabulary
dance officer "conked a fallen supplied the answer. $"%•ds! tion to Atlanta.
see you there.
last Saturday at meeting wit be held on Thurs- reparled by Dr. Helen C. Old- Contest, Outstanding Chapter
resentatives
youngster on the head with a
Wives of Sportsman club Tennessee A. & I. State uni- day, Oct. 26. at the home of
Report and Mr. Future Busiflashlight" during a prep Leaham, of the Human Nurtritior
ness Executive. Miss Henrietversity in Nashville.
day. Oct. 26, at the home of
gue game at Melrose stadium.
Along with them was Miss anna St., with Mrs. Lillie Mae Re-etch Division of the U. S. ta Person was recently elected
thousands steps to go?
Attendance Officers streamed
Department of Agriculture.
president of the chapter.
Malfred Bolden, Thomas Angelyn Craft, district presi- Odom as co-hostess.
"it was not an attendance ofPrice, Jim Cunningham, Lewis dent of the NHA and state
ficer. It was a guard." While
Thomas. and Larry Lee are vice-president. Miss Craft is a
the charges and cou nt e rthe most swinging boys a' senior at Merry High and very
charges were flying, our newsTennessee State from Mem- outstanding in many other acBy
paper got accused of saying it
tivities beside the NHA.
phis?
Was an attendance officer. We
LAURA WILEY and
are innocent this time. More
Millard Brown and Paulette
wer to the guards at the
LOIS BOLDEN
Brinkley are going strong? We be letting you its on the hapwonder what Granville Harri penings of the club, so stand
WE ARE NOT ASKING FOR Hello kids, this is Laura and than the state schools. A stu is saying about all of this.
by for coming information.
2803
investigation
Congressional
a
Lewis Woods and Charles TOP TEN
Lois bringing you the latest dent in a small college has
of the Officers E. C. "Sugar thru-out this man-made town. more opportunities to take part Terry are having heartaches
LAMAR
BOYS
Jones and J. W. Jubert and "COMPARISION
7 A.M. 111. MIDNIGHT
in dramatics, debates, athle- and convulsions about the re- James Hughes,
OR
Mr. Tom Hayes episode. It
tics and glee club than in a ports they're getting on Phyllis Billy Doss
Open All Day Sunday
was too routine to ask for a CONTRAST"
Willie Kenmons
university. He is likely also to and Lee Ann Cooper?
congressional investigation. As High school seniors often face
get more personal attention
A certain senior at Hamil- Vernon Davis
we received the report, Offi- the problem of deciding beinstructors and to en- ton has flipped a lid over Ben Thomas Elrod
cers Jones and Jubert "ticket- tween a small college and the from his
Lewis Woodward
ed" Hayes for parking on the state university. Although the joy social life more, because Peete? If interested contact tu Grundy
Nolan
for further details.
1 lb Box
southside of Beale Street, near small college offers f e w e r he will know everyone.
Millard Brown
his office, after 4 p.m. Hayes courses from which to choose. The university offers better There was a birthday party Howard
Finley
specialized
opportunities
for
contended that he should not it is usually more expensive
4 Roll Pac194
given at the home of Miss
work and for the inspiration Dorothy Campbell on Sunday Marion Brewer
GIRLS
of contact with famous teach- night, Oct. 8. The decorator
24 Oz. Size 254
ers, while a small college gives and the decorations were beau- Carla Allen
a greater spur to personal initi- tiful. The decorations were pink Sammie Edwards
OZ. Size
ative and growth from competi- and mint green and to set the Verna Hooker
tion in a limited circle. Some colors off, Miss Campbell was Willie Jo Smith
Annie Ruth Phillips
educators think that young dressed in a brown outfit.
; COUPON GOOD WITH
people should attend a small Some of the kids on t h e Ann Burford
college for the first two years scene were Jerrleen Deloach, Patrice Moore
$5.00 PURCHASE
and the university for t h e Cora Johnson, Johnnie Steph- Diane Gray
last two, so that they may pro- ens, Willie Jordan, James Nen- Mary Wallace
GARDINO'S
With
Coupon
and $5.00 Purchase
fit by the advantages of both. e, Nathaniel Myles, Aaron Phyllis Davis
I.
"TOP COUPLES"
Which do you prefer?
McCarrol,
Thomas, Charles
Rose
Hancock
and
H
e
n
rs
THAT
KNOW
DID YOU
Ruby Works, IcaTie -Price. Ran. 2 lbs
Morris Webb wants to be eta Davenport, Henry Camp- Smith.
Archie Scruggs and Lee Are
a
he
has
high in society but
bell and many others.
Cooper.
LARITAS SOCIAL CLUB
Fresh-Whiting
1 lb
Carla Allen and Larry Mil
A new city-wide club is be- ler.
ing organized, it will be of- Clarence Bolden and Juani
1 lb
fering membership to refined ta Wiggins.
junior and senior young ladies.
Howard Finley and Verna
The club has not had election Hooker.
of officers but in the future Evelyn Simmons and Leor
Savings
Savings
Sayings
Sayings
Savings
it will open for all young Bennett.
ladies wishing to join. We will Pete
Casher and Erma Williams.
Larry Johnson and Lelia Ann
Aborn.
Lawson Rowe and Patricis
Our Best Grade
11).394
Dandridge. ,
Millard Brown and Grand
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Phi Beta Lambda
To Hold Meeting

Floral Club Plans
For Oct. 29 Tea
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SUPER MARKET

OPEN 1 DAYS A WEEK

GFOREST

Crackers-Tea Flake
Como Tissue
Syrup-Alaga
Peanut Butter-Swift

O Choice with Homemakers...

LL MI

15t

16

New Borden Flake Rolls
8 oz. Can - 1 Penny

•

Sausage-Our Own Home Made
Fish
Cribbs Sausage

$$$$$$$sssss

irday
2/74
Seek

TASTE THE
GREATNESS
of historic

OLD CROW
America's Preferred Bourbon

Buy Your 1961

NEW FORD
CARS OR
USED CARS

From Us
sit4ANCiNG TO SUIT
YOUR PURSE

HULL—DPRIIS
World's Largest fore

Oaul.r•

THIRD & GAYOSO
JA 6.8871

Light
Mild
90 Proo

ues
•

friend that it's "as good as ever
went down your throat." Enjoy matchless Old Crow
yourself..,very soon_
and wrote to a

OLD CROW DISTILLERY COMPANY. FRANKFORT. KY.. KENTUCKY STRAIGHT BOURBON WHISKEY. 90 PROOF

rArna

SECRET INFO
James Hughes. you have A
Secret admirer and boy she is
something else! See us for
further information.
Leroy Crenshaw, you are In
the same boat with James
so you had better see us also!
Don Brownlee, what are
you going to do about Juliana
Potter? You had better fly
while you have wings. If sem
gel what we mean.
Well, this is all for the week
so until next week BCNU.

LEARN TO DRIVE
Gen.John Hunt Morgan did...

294

If You Have Any Trouble Whatsoever
In Getting Driver's license

Call Tenn. State Driving School

BR 6-4121

58$
115$
494

HAM.. Shank Portion. . . . b . 394 Butt Portion. . .11.49t
Center Cut Slices. . 1.79$ Whole. . . .. . 454
Ground Beef
Bologna Delta Queen All Meat
lb. 394
Bacon Nu-Kris Tray Pack
lb. 494
Greens Turnips or Mustard
Bunch54
10% Double Cola . 6 Pan.
Regular 294
OFF King Size. . . & PC
394
lettuce-Head
9$
Fancy Bananas
lb 9$
Pole Beans
2 lbs. 294
Borden's Biscuits
Per Can54
Starling Franks- Cello Pack
lb.49t
Delited Grape Jelly
ia ez.29t
FRUIT CAKES
$1.00 Per lb
Place Your Order Now At Gardino's
THE FRIENDLY SERVICE STORE

THIS AD GOOD OCTOBER 21 - 28

Christian Church To
Dedicate New Walker
Education Building ••
"And when they were that goes on about us that
A $50,000 educational build- A. Gilliam and J. T. Chandler,
come to a place, which is
would destroy us we must
ing named in honor of the late memorial donations; Mrs. J.
called Calvary, there they reach back and get something
Dr. Joseph E. Walker, will W. Kelso, decorations; Mrs.
crucified Him and the that will enable us to shine
be dedicated by the congre- Ambrie Brown and Mrs. Cora
malefactors, one on the as never before.
gation of the Miss. Blvd. West, evangelist; and Mrs.
The cross elevated Jesus as
right hand, and the other
Christian church on Sunday, Warner Benson, Green Tea.
nothing else in His whole
on the left." Luke 23:33
Oct. 29.
GREAT TRAGEDY
life had done. So it must be
The guest speaker for the
No one can look at the,cru- with each of us. In an hour of
morning service will be Charcifixion of Christ without see- apparent destruction we must
les
William Westbrooks, pubing it as one of the greatest stand up for all of which we
lic relations-salesman for a totragedies of all times. All that are capable.
bacco
firm, and well-known
was worthwhile was hanging Each of us lives in the very
throughout the Memphis comon the cross unwanted by the midst of wrecks. Something
munity and the Tri-State area
mankind of His day. Speaking should enable us to soar above
where he has fulfilled speak- Members
in terms of modern thinking them. The righteous must
of the 25th Ward
ing engagements.
it was the greatest wreck of stand up. The good people
Civic club will present "A Fall
Open
House will be held Fashionette Tea" at the Lelia
human history. Yet in spite must endure hardships forced
MT. PISGAH'S WOMEN
Day was observed by the con- V. B. Harris and Mrs. Ivy were guest congregations, !along with a "Green Tea" from Walker clubhouse from 4 to
• et the wreck of all times the upon them but never give The women
7
of Mt. Pisgah gregation on Sunday. Oct. 15. Tatum were co-chairmen for Hills Chapel.
14
to
7
and a musical p. m. on Sunday, Oct. 29, and
p.m.,
' real worth of Jesus was here ground. Stalwart people must
Morning Grove
Baptist church, Cordova: and The theme of their program the affair. Rev. S. Townsend
program presented by the give away $10 in prizes to three
and Bush Glove Baptist
realized. Man's highest aspira- declare themselves.
a few of the men and boys was "Woman as Helpmate to is pastor and Mrs. R. Swift
youth of the church at 7:30 lucky ticket-holders.
churches and St. John Baptions were now thwarted and
How men operate tinder the got together
for this photo- God and Man," and the theme secretary. Visiting and wor- tist of Brownsville.
p.m.
First prize wil be five dollars,
as the sincere watched there stress and strain of this day graph when
annual Women's song, "Count on Me." Mrs. shipping with Mt. Pisgah
was nothing now to spur them will largely determine how
The pastor, Elder Blair T second will be three dollars;
on.
the world of tomorrow will
Hunt, and members of the and the third prize winner will
Turner, Bethlehem, and Mrs. Mrs. Ellen Taylor and Mrs. R. congregation have extended receive two dollars
As one looks at world con- look.
ditions we are in a position The world was greatly enA. L. Harris.
an invitation to the public to Henry Smith is chairman of
Pamphlet.
the tea.
very much akin to this event. hanced by the way Jesus enMRS. HARRIS SPEAKS
After the offering was col- attend all festivities of the day.
That which is the best in our dured His cross.
Members of the dedication
The guest speaker for the lected, words of thanks were
day and time is hangng on
The world depends upon
afternoon service was Mrs. spoken by Mrs. 7. B. Harris, committee are J. A. Olive,
CHOIR ROBES
the cross wrapped n rejection. each of us as individuals. The
Mamie Harris, a member of and closing remarks made by general chairman; Mrs. L
High Fashion Styling
The representatives of right way we behave determines the
Jackson,
co-chairman; Mrs.
Gray's Creek Baptist church. the pastor, Rev. S. Townsend.
Superbly Tailored
are hanging on the cross while outlooks of many people. The
"Woman as a Helpmate to lett. During the morning serSelections were given by Mrs. Fannie Gray was mis- E. Floye Johnson and Miss - -At An Economy Price!!
the masses are standing cas- only Bible some people will
Ida
M.
Walker,
secretaries;
ually, watching as if nothing ever see is the life of the per- God and Man" was the theme vice the mistress of ceremony representatives of Bush Grove tress of ceremonies for the Mrs. A. M. Walker,
SHAPIRO-SOUTHERN
finance;
is going on. The pattern of sons nearest them. The only f the annual Women's Day was introduced by Mrs. A. L. Baptist church. Other partici- meeting.
UNIFORM
and
Charles
Johnson,
program. 314 South Main COMPANY'
St.
JA 6.3441
moral and spiritual behavior sermon some people will hear observance at Mt. Pisgah Bap- Chattman, greetings given by pants on the program were Refreshments were served
Also Ulysses Hunt, publiciColl for Mrs. Lillie Pearce
Mrs. L. Thomas and the ac- Miss R. M. Morris, Mrs. G. at 4 p.m. through': the courtesy
has lost a large portion of its are the utterances made in
ty;
Mrs.
Helen
Ezell,
contact;
(Member
of Mt. Zion Baptist
effectiveness and those who conversations with them; and tist church, Cordova, Term., on ceptance made by Hills Chapel, Griffin, Mrs. H. M. Bairnett, of the Pet Milk company.
Church for Information)
Mrs. Ann Hall Weathers, H.
Mrs. Emma Allen rendered
would uphold that which is the only prayers that some Sunday, Oct. 15
noblest and best stand idle. will hear are those sent up Guest churches at the ob- a solo before a panel discussion
The need of our day is that by us in the darkest hours of servance included Hills Chapel was heard. Participants in the
and Morning Grove Baptist discussion were Mrs. R. Mcthose who stand for something our lives.
must stand. Standing takes on
At this time we must, like church of Cordova and St. John Kee, Mt. Olive; Mrs. J. E.
Baptist church of Brownsville Smith. Mt. Zion: Mrs. T. Braa new color today.
Jesus, show our best.
In spite the wrecks, there In the midst of our lives Sunday school at 8:30 am, dy, Hills Chapel; Mrs. E.
must be something that will today are countless wrecks. In was conducted by Mrs. N. Bart- Price, Mt. Pisgah;
Mrs. E.
enable us to stand. This is spite of them each one of
what Jesus did. At the very us must live his best. In the
moment when His enemies dark hours through which
thought that His cause was countless millions are going
defeated Jesus showcd them today we must live within the
something they had never an- best that we can do. This and
ticipated.
this'only is our salvation. We
This must happen here and must tower above wrecks that
"The greatest contribution sions for conversions."
for us. In the the midst of all would engulf us.
missions are making in NiWorking in the town of Aggeria is in education," says bor, 40 miles from the Niger
Mar ian E. McReynolds of River and 400 miles from LaRockford, Ill.. a 24-year-old gos, Miss McReynolds said
graduate student at Boa ton four different missions alone
iniversity.
existed in the area where she
A teacher for the past two taught.
years in the bush county of Employed by the Nigerian
Nigeria, the young woman government through the Afpraised the work of missions rican-American Institute. Miss
EBENEZER BAPTIST
MT. PISGAH CME
'n educating Nigerians but she McReynolds lived and taught
Annual Women's Day was Rev. M. L. Breeding of In- Titicized methods of convert- in a compound where
150 Nicelebrated at Ebenezer Bap- dianapolis, hid., general sec- ng these people because "it gerian girls attended
school.
tist church, 114 Henry ave., retary of Kingdom Extended s done with little regard for It was not her
first visit to
last Sunday and featured a of the Christian Methodist their own African cultural Nigerian soil for
in 1957 she
panel discussion at the morn- Episcopal church, delivered background."
was a member of the National
ing service.
the morning sermon and a Miss McReynolds felt mis- Student association delegation
Dr. Clara A. Brawner was vesper hour message at Mt. sions w ere "too engaged in to the International
Student
guest speaker during the after- Pisgah CME church as guest competition w ith other mis- Conference in Ibadan,
Nigeria.
noon meeting.
speaker for Men's Day obMiss McReynolds, who reMrs. M. Hargrove is church servance recently.
ceived her B.A. degr ee
reporter, and Rev. E. L. Slay
Leon German was general
from Rosary college, River
pastor of the church.
chairman for the event, and
Forest, Ill., pointed out that
CENTENARY METHODIST
F. J. Glason publicity chaireducation is one of Nigeria's
Bishop Charles F. Golden man.
greatest problems. Planning to
Quality Controlled Heavy Savory Aged Beef
of Nashville will be guest
Rev. D. Warner Browning
SS 00 add ,roonol purchosel
return as a teacher upon comspeaker when annual Men's is pastor of the church.
pletion of graduate studies,
Day is observed at Centenary MT. SINAI BAPTIST
Marian McReynolds hopes she
Methodist church at' Miss. A Musical Tea, sponsored
can help fill the need for
blvd. and Alston st., on Sun- by the junior church of Mt
teachers "in this tremendousday, Oct. 29.
BIG STAR 0,„',Co' ''oiled Heavy Savory Aged B•ef
'A PRIZE In Every Package
Sinai Baptist. will be present- Mrs. Bebe Fingal, an instruc- ly exciting, fast growing, rapRev. D. M. Grisham is pas- ed at the church betwsen 4 tor , at Manassas high school, idly advancing
country."
tor of the church.
and 6 p.m. on Sunday Oct will deliver the morning adCommenting on the effecGREATEER NEW SALEM
29.
dress on Sunday, Oct. 29, at tiveness of the, United States
4L'
lit.6i/:3
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BAPTIST
, At 7:45 p.m., the members St. Andrew AME church as the Information Agency in NiAppreciation Day for Rev. of the senior choir will pre- congregation observes its an- geria, she feels
Quality Controlled Heavy Savory Aged Beef
the Agency is
and Mrs. G. B. Brown was ob- sent a musical program. nual Women's Day.
missing a great opportunity to
served by the congregation of -Twelve Steps to Heaven," in
acquaint
Nigerians w it h the
Greater New Salem Baptist songs, and the public is in- The afternoon guest straker positive aspects
of the Ameriwill be Miss Harry Mae Simon,
church on last Sunday.
vited to both events. Mrs. principal of Magnolia Elemen- can way of life. She said that,
coupon et $5.00 adebtional purchase,
During the afternoon serv- Irine White is chairman
"in addition to the present
of tary school.
ice. Rev. 0. C. Collins, pastor the musical tea and
USIA program, greater effort
Mrs. L. Also
appearing with Miss
of Progressive Baptist church, M. Spinks president
could be made to attract stuof the Simon
will be several of the
was guest speaker, and Rev. J. senior choir.
dents and to utilize the talents
city's outstanding artists. They
W. West was master of cere- Rev. L. L. Laws is
of the American community in
pastor will include
the soloists Mrs. Nigeria."
mony. Many visitors wets pre- of the church.
Mertis Ewell and Mrs. Doris
sent for the observance.
NEW TYLER AME
Miss McReynolds observed
Sanders, organists Mrs. RosetMrs. Ada Fields is church
A record-t,reaking sum of
that a kind of dilemma faces
ta
Peterson
and
reporter.
Carolyn
Mrs.
1.,51.563 was raised by the wornN i ger i a ,is in their public
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Clear Through Washes
GREER CHAPEL AME
.- n of New Tyler AME church Rhodes Garner. and a pianist, health problems. She said that
Mrs. Beulah Preston.
Mrs. Bertie DeLyles deliver- at the Women's Day
although Nigerians have a
program
An inspiring reading will
ed the morning message last asl week.
great appreciation for westbe presented by Mrs. Ida DabSunday at Gil 'Sr Chapel AME The general
ern medicine, it is difficult to
chairman for
Light Men, Chunt
ney.
church as the Woman's Day the event
SNIP TOP Plna,r
give up traditional ways.
was Mrs. Viola
MEN TO PERFORM
speaker, and Mrs. Reba Hoff- Ware. Mrs. Gussie
"There exist water suppl y
Young was
Special tribute 'will be paid problems
man spoke during an after- the morning
as well as a high inspeaker. and Mrs.
non service.
Hattie Bush was presented at to the women of the church in fant mortality rate so the need
Mrs. Virgie Mosbey and Mrs. the aft moon
a program to start at 7:30 for public
health administraprogram
Bcrdia Matlock wtr• chairman
Evangelist Alice Tutson was p.m and to feature a group tion is great," she said.
of talertted men.
and co-chairman for the ob- acting pastor
With Nigeria's year-old infor the day.
1
servance. Rev. S. W. Houston
Appearing on this final pro- dependence, Miss
Rev. R. L. McRae is pastor
McReynolds
is pastor of the church.
gram
of
the day will be Lee said the government is doing
of the church.
Cunningham, Grant Harvey. much to encourage
responsible
Harry
Winfield,
Harold private ownership by training
Brooks, Garner Currie, Jessie men on the land for two
years
Neely, Leroy V. Johnson, and upon the completion
of a
Booker T. Jones, jr., Omar third year. giving them the
Robinson and Rev. William H land.
The Owen College Alumni Bell. Charles J. Patterson, Jr. The grovernment provides
•()NATHAN
association will hold a regular will narrate the musical.
h ous in g, clothing and food
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Miss Yvonne L. Exum is during this training period in
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p. m. in Room 25 of the Owen chairman of the program com- agricultqral settlements. Since
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With
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artdition•I purFOIKS 1155 YOU
chairman of Women's Day, and positions and an increasing
ing.
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All members are urged to be Rev. Elmer M. Martin pastor. number of semi-skilled peo
family. Expi re s
sire'""
present. The agenda includes
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Oct. 31st. E
the election of officers.
tend all services for the day tlament plan is designed to ineluding tobacco
at the church located at 867 c r ease individual enterprise
S. Parkway east.
and return people to the soil.
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WALL STREET
SCOOPS

By A. L. FOSTER

By LOU SHA1NMARK
(Wall St. Editor)

$37 million. Could be a fancy
capital gain in the deal.
Heublein inc., major purHEALTH vs. PLEASURE
The American public, con- veyor of vodka in this counsidered the most health-cons- try, reports a record $108.1
MINNEAPOLIS, Minn. (Formerly Chicago Negro Chamber of Commerce)
cious human beings since civ- million sales and earnings of
"In this modern era, there isn't
ilization began, is smoking $2.40 a share for the fiscal
One of my most recent en- with the First Federal of Chi- any reason
why every emmore than ever-and appar- year ending June 30, 1981. Acjoyable experiences was at- cago is president and operating
ently worrying less. Maybe tion on a 3 for 1 stock split
tending the "Night at Mc- manager. Earl B. Dickerson, a ployed man, regardless of race
the psychologists can explain will he taken at a stockholdCormick Place," the cocktail- member of the Cosmopolitan or creed, can't shelter his famers' meeting on Oct. 19. Reit.
dinner-dance given by the Chamber is a board member. ily in a quality home of his
cent price 67 3-4, dividends
South End Junior Chamber of $1,250,000 was provided by 800'own.".
According to estimates by
Commerce. The arrangements Hyde Parkers to help qualify
the Department of Agriculture, last year $1.00 cash and 3
committee had adopted the the institution for federal This seemingly extravagant
490 billion cigarettea, equal per cent stock, equivalent- to
statement was made by Don
slogan "Let's make this a fast charter.
to 301 packs per capita, will annual yield of 4 1-2 per cent.
moving program" and with
be consumed in 1961. The sta- The revolution which bootOfficers of the Cosmopolitan M. Black, general sales maned Nasser out of Syria is not
streamlined plans succeeded'in Chamber and especially mem- ager for International Housing
tistic points to an increase of
doing just that.
nearly 20 billion over 1960 expected to affect the oil inbers of its radio broadcast Corporation, 2101 Broadway
and-hold on to your bats- dustry. Although its own proTo be certain that the pro- committee express public ap- N. E., Minneapolis. The firm
nearly 100 billion more than duction is negligible, Syria
gram would move as sched- preciation to those business manufactures pre-cut Interna10 years ago, when the medi- plays a vital role in petroleum
uled, a memorandum was giv- people who participated in the tional Homes.
cal profession began to issue commerce because of a pipeen to the guests on which, after Chicago Special Drop Out
Black said he is preparing a
line that runs through it and
thanking them for their pras- Project program, presented re- concerted sales effort directed JOHN LESLEY (center) re- fund campaign for Provident is E. R. Lewis, a member of its warnings against the weed.
ence, specific time-lengths for cently over WGES. Those who toward the Negro market ceives a handshake along Hospital. The prize and the the board of Provident and a
Cigars and cigarillos are en- through which the rich oil
remarks were indicated.
participated expressed satis- which is "entitled to more than with a Philco portable tele- handshake were presented director of the fund cam- joying the same kind of pop- from Iraq flows on to the
ularity. The total smoked in Mediterannean. British PeWe have planned our pro- faction with the young people merely adequate
housing." vision set which he received by Cirilo McSween, chair paign.
gram, (including dinner) to employed as a part of the "No down payment is nec- as second prise in a recent man of the drive. Looking on
1961 is expected to reach the troleum, Royal Dutch Shell,
start promptly at 8:15 and to project were Chamber mem- essary
7.2 billion mark, an increase Compagnie Francaise des Pe—
International with
troles and the Near East Derun 100 minutes", the memo bers J. M. Shaw of Best Laun- Homes'
of 120 million over 1960, and
f inancing
liberal
velopment Company (owned
read, "If we have your co- dry, Ceoil Dillard, pharmacist; plan,"
about 1.4 billion more than
Black added. "We offer
by Standard Oil of N. J. and
operation, we will be ahle to Eloise Johnson, Eloise Ex10 years ago.
100 per cent financing for the
Socony
Mobil) each hold a
conclude our program by 10." clusive Millinery; Mrs. C. C.
The figures are reflected in
entire home with up to ten
23.7 share in Iraq Petroleum.
aa And, believe it or not, Wilson of C. & C. Florist; Wilthe financial statements of the
includes
years
to
all
pay.
'this
The
other
5 per cent is owned
'laromptly at 10:10, Morris Ellis' liam Roberson, pharmacist;
tobacco companies. Almost all
by the legendary C. S. Gul7erchestra (Ellis was chairman Miller T. Rodgers, Real Estate; materials for foundation and
have
reported
higher
profits
carpentry,
benkian. The pipeline will re,9f arrangements) began to and Edward S. Gillespie, Su- home, rough-in
this year, and their stocks
main untouched.
!play and in the meantime the preme Life Insurance Com- complete plumbing, heating,
have
risen
substantially.
But
GAMBLERS CORNER
*rafters had cleared space for pany of America. Also non- electrical packages, interior
there
are
a
few
that
still
offer
By EDWARD COW AN
restrain the discrimination that denial of a loan on the basis of
Those with a gambling
dancing.
members Bennie Anderson, and exterior paint, and kitchrace, religion or nationla ori- a liberal dividend, with pros- urge, who are interested in
WASHINGTON - (UPI) - flourishes there.
It was a superbly planned Landscaper; Dr. Paul Boswell, en cabinets."
of
pects
further
growth.
growth more than in immedievening and future older din- Phil Kahn, Certified Foods; International Homes' car- The Civil Rights Commission's "Seventten states and num- gin "is not in keeping with Among these are:
ate returns may do well to
ner planning committees may and Dr. A. J. Simon, Optom- penters completely enclose the new report on discrimination erous cities have enacted laws American principals."
Liggett & Myers. recent
look into Thompson-Ramohome . . . erect the walls, ap- in housing is a slashing, bitter and ordinances prohibiting dis- But he is "very much op- price 101
well take their cue from these etrist.
7-8, dividend paid
Wooldridge, an
ply sheathing, sub-flooring, indictment of federal govern- crimination in housing. Con- posed to further intervention
progressive young business- MAIL CARDS
electronic/
last
12
$5.00,
months
yield
by the federal government incompany heavily in defense,
men. I want to thank James The Special Project mailed roof boards, and install the ment policy and a plea for gress has remained silent."
4.9 per cent.
to the affairs and policies of
which unlike most of its comHobson, president and the approximately 700 cards to windows and doors. The buy- remedial action by Congress
Lorrilard, recent price 63
As for the executive branch. private financial
institutions.
petitors in the field, does pay
members of the South End persons thought to be interest- er does the finishing work. and President Kennedy.
1-2, dividend paid last 12
the Commission finds that the
a dividend. Recent price 57,
Jay-Cees for a pleasant, bore- ed in the program. This un- saving thousands of dollars in In 153 pages of text, part
three agencies most directly In an eloquent, page-long months $2.20, yield 3.7 per- dividend
domless evening.
last 12 months $1.40,
four of its 1961 report. the aiding private home building, dissent he declares that "pri- cent.
doubtedly accounted for the labor costs.
JUDGE PARSONS
large number of telephone in- "We have a home to fit Commission reviews in depth (Federal Housing Administra- vate financial institutions . .
U. S. Tobacco, recent price annual yield 2.5 per cent.
Judge James B. Parsons de- quiries and congratulations. every income," Black stated, the broad ambit of federal inRecommended by insiders as a
tion, Veterans Administration are primarily businterInstitu- 31 3-8, dividend paid last 12
good "buy-and forget" stock
livered the principal address. The Chamber also received "and there are no hidden costs. volvement in the housing
in- and Federal National Mortgage lions and not institutions for months, including extras $1.35,
It was a masterpiece. In about many complimentary tele- Our buyers know the exact dustry.
to put away until baby growl
The six commissioners Association) have expressed social reform." Their first yield 4.3 per cent.
fifteen minutes, Judge Par- phone calls regarding the pro- and total price of their Inter- concluded as
tiu
t presa)nd is ready for college.
follows:
themselves as opposed to dis- duty ; to make sure their in- SIGNS OF THE TIMES
sons said more of real value gram which saluted the Joint national Home before they
(copyright,
1961. Gilmark Feevestments are prudent. They
Steel production in SeptemThe housing and home fin- crimination.
than most after-dinner speak- Negro Appeal, presenting At- sign the papers."
ance industries, "profit from "None of them, however, has "will lend money on a non- ber came close to 8.9 million
ers say in an hour or more. torney Odas Nicholson, presithe benefits that the federal taken effective steps to insure discriminatory basis when it is tons, and the output for the
Judge Parsons told a story to dent, James Ea Stamps, a
government offers-and on ra- that the benefits they offer in their obvious self-interest." third quarter reached 25.6 milillustrate how he learned to founder and Lewis A. H. Cald"Some separation must be lion tons, thereby upholding
cial grounds deny large num- are made available without rebe brief.
well, president of the Chambers of Americans equal hous- gard to race," the Commission kept." Storey argues, "between estimates that production for
It seems that one of his first ber, despite the fact that the
political, social and economic the year will be very close to
ing opportunity. . .
charged.
law cases was to defend a man hour was changed from 2:30
"From the builder and the Other federal agencies which affairs. Every increase in fed- 100 million tons. A good sign. The (ire,yhouhd Corporawho was an apparent derelict. to 5:30.
eral supervision of the econoThe Duffy Mott co., of Min- tion's 1960 stockholder
lender to the real estate brok- regulate
He came into court shabbily
annual
mortgage
lenders mic life
Incidentally, Chamber memof the nation for the neapolis, has announced a new report has been
er, and often the local housing (Federal Reserve
dressed, unshaven and literal- bers are expected to get tickets
picked by "FiBoar d, purpose
of
achieving
certain
line
of
58
items
for
"figure
resources
authority
- federal
nancial World" magazine is
ly dirty. He exuded an offen- or the Joint Negro Appeal
Comptroller of the Currency, specific
social objectives auto- control", claiming their calorie" best in the special
sive odor. On the other hand dinner honoring George S. Greyhound has announced are utilized to accentuate this Federal
transportaDeposit
Insurance matically
diminishes
the
funccontent
will
average
plans
for
a
less
coast-to-coast
"See
than
tion
denial."
Ca tegory.
"Laavyer" Parsons was im- Harris to be held in December
Corp., and Federal Home Loan tion that the free
competitive
half
that
of
America
conventional
Companion"
Travel
proThe
established
the Bank board) "appear to agree
Congress
Chicago-headquartered
peccably attired. In a well pre- from
the Chamber offices. ticket for persons over 50, acCommission in 1957. It is a fact- that outright discrimination is market discharges under dem- cessed foods. Among the items corporation was awarded first
pared and memorized speech
Harris is chairman of the cording to J. E. Hawthorne, finding
ocratic
capitalism.
In
the
long
-meats,
sauces,
deserts
and
place
to
power
without
in the national weekly
body
he defended his client at
improper." But "none apparlength. Finally, the Judge Chamber's board of directors. vice president-marketing of compel or prohibit action. In ently has conducted any in- run, this can lead only to auto- fruit drinks. The company magazine's 21st Annual Recracy."
starts
At the annual meeting of the Greyhound Corporation. 1959 in its first report, it found quiry into the extent
its
advertising
campaign
port
Survey.
leaned forward and pointing a
to which
next month.
Symbolic of the achivement
finger at "Lawyer" Parsons the National Dental Society, Under the travel companion that housing "seems to be the the institutions (banks, savings HITS INTERVENTION
Brunswick corp., which be- a bronze Oscar-of-Industry
Another Commissioner, Robsaid, "Just a moment, please. our own distinguished Dr. plan, two passengers travel- one commodity in the Ameri- and loan associations) under
You talk too much. Now let James C. Wallace, jr. was ing together pay the one-way can market that is not freely their supervision engage in it." ert S. Rankin, chairman of the came an industrial giant by trophy will be presented Greyggi your attorney say something." named "Dentist of the Year." fare and receive the return available on equal terms to Moreover, the Commission political science department at dotting the countryside with hound Oct. 30 in New York
I first knew Dr. Wallace as an trip free.
WHICH RESPECT
everyone who can afford to goes on, "all of them have ex- Duke University, calls the kegling alleys, has acquired City at an awards banpuet at
Although
Judge Parsons, active president of a branch
pressed the view that race may Commission proposal "whole- Kiekhaeffer Corp., manufac- the Steller Hilton Hotel.
The reduced-fare
tickets pay."
turers of Mercury outboard
More than 5,000 annual recombined services as a Judge of the NAACP in southern will go on sale Oct.
Recalling that finding, the properly be a consideration in sale federal intervention." He
30, and
said "Exacting thought must motors, in exchange for 600,- ports were reviewed in 96
of the Superior and United Illinois who always attended will apply
between major 1961 report observes: "Today, deciding whether to make a he devoted
to developing limit- 000 shares. At current prices, categories in the 1961 compeStates District Courts, have our meetings of the State As- cities east of the
Mississippi two years later, the situation real estate loan. The introduc- ed measures
to assure non-dis- it is equivalent to.. more than tition.
been brief, he has won the sociation of Branches. If the and the west
and between is not noticeably better." Ne- tion of minority group memimination without infriging
highest respect of the entire Chicago Branch isn't using Dr. Florida and
selected west groes, and to a lesser extent bers into a white neighbor- the
right of financial institunation. Recently the Search- Wallace's services it is missing coast
and northern points. other minorities, find "much of hood, they appear to believe,
tions to pursue their economic
light, house organ of the Chi- a mighty keen fighter for civil Travel
either way must be- the housing market is closed nay predictably cause a decline
policies free from unwarranted
cago Crime Commission which rights. In hostile territory, Dr. gin
on Monday through Thurs- to them for reasons unrelated in property values."
federal control."
is not accustomed to idle flat- Wallace proved a worthy foe. day,
and the party must travel to their personal worth or CASTS DOUBT
In
of
answer
public
tery
to a recent letter
officials said:
Rankin endorsed "entirely"
Criticizing
the
this,
Comtogether.
Commisability to pay," the
"In a city where a high order from the Cosmopolitan Chammission adds: "Modern real the principal that home loans
of judicial competence has not ber, James R. Holland, man- This new plan is another sion asserts.
estate opinion, supported by "should be available to all
always been the rule. Chicago ager of the Fiesta Motel, 1251 step in Greyhound's program "New housing. by and large, several studies on
the relation Americans without regard to
citizens should feel particularly Kings Road, Jacksonville, Fla., to 'promote more transconti- is available only to whites."
of race and property values, race, color or creed."
indebted to Judge James B. sends a picture of the beauti- nental travel. The company The result: "an ever-increasing
fends to cast doubt on the view
The Commission, without
Parsons for the outstanding fal hostebry and writes: "I has already put into effect its concentration of non-whites in
that the one necessarily affects dissent, urged President Kentrial conducting of the eight am happy to know that the "See America Travel Ticket," racial ghettos, 'argely in the
nedy to issue an executive
the other."
.Chicago policemen who were Roberts Motel is owned and whereby tourists from over- decaying centers of our citiesNoting that the bank board order directing all federal
charged with conspiring to operated by colored. It will be seas can travel anywhere in while a "white noose" of new
"has adopted a policy oppos- agencies to pursue policies
commit burglaries in the 'Sum- my pleasure to direct any trav- the U. S. in 99 days for $99. suburban housing grows up
ing discrimination" by savings working towards equal oppormerdale' case. Judge Parsons elers that I An there. I will Greyhound has been awarded around them."
associations, the Commission tunity in housing."
(then Of the Superior Court) is also place literature that you a citation from the National INTENSIFIES WOES
asserts "there appears to be It also said Kennedy should
a credit to Chicago and a cred- send me of the motel on our Association of Travel Orga- ""this racial pattern." the
nizations for pioneering this Commission continues, intensi- no good reason why the other direct FHA, VA and FNMA
it to the judiciary."
desk."
program in support of the fied the problems of slums, three agencies should not take to assure that builders, deChicago is indeed proud of ORDER TICKETS
similar action."
velopers and lenders will not
Judge Parsons and the South
You may order tickets for Visit the U. S. A. campaign, shrinking city tax revenues,
It is over recommended discriminate "on the grounds DISTRICT 65, NEW YORK ducted through the Spring
End Jay Cees are to be con- the Annual YWCA "Night On Hawthorne added.
welfare costs, flight to the subRETAIL, wholesale and de• and Summer.
Dr. King regratulated for presenting him Ice" at the Chicago Stadium, The nation's largest inter- urbs, urban transportation and policy for these four agencies of race, creed or color."
partment store workers unSuch executive order is unvealed that one-fourth of the
at their well attended affair. November 1, through the Cos- city passenger carrier, Grey- overburdened municipal serv- regulating lenders that the
ion.
present
Dr.
Martin
Lu•
only dissent in the Commis- der consideration by the presiAnd, coming back to the Jay mopolitan Chamber which has hound recently began operat- ices.
ther King, jr., a check for gift would be given to the
Cees, the South End group is pledged its support of this ben- ing four transcontinental, Denial of equal housing op- sion's report occur. The major- dent. It is widely believed he
Student Nonviolent Co-ordi$12,000
to aid the Freedom
identified with the city and efit affair. The Y hopes to through-bus schedules daily, portunity begins "with the ity urges that the government committed himself to it in the
nating Committee to aid in
struggle
in
the
South.
Dr.
state units and also a member raise at least $10,000.00. Read- reducing coast-to-coast run- prejudice of private persons." require all federally supervised 1960 campaign.
their work in Mississippi.
King,
president
Atthe
of
Other recommendations:
of the United States Junior ers of this column are urged ning time on the fastest he Commission held. But it al- lenders make mortgage loans
"on a non - discriminatory
-Federal slum clearance lanta-based Southern ChrisChamber of Commerce. The to 'attend.
Scenicruiser trip to approxi- so involves "large segments of
basis."
the
It
says
supervisory subsidy contracts contain a tian Leadership Conference.
creed of the organization is:
Chamber
members
and mately 66 hours.
the business world." "Govern- agencies should devise
is shown receiving funds
non discrimination provision.
"That faith in God gives readers of this column are alment on all levels" also con- "reasonable and effective im-The president direct all from two top union officials,
meaning and purpose to hu- so urged to attend the 21st an- is According to Hawthorne, it
expected that the new "See tributes.
plementing procedures."
agencies concerned with hous- Cleveland Robinson, (on the
man life; That the brother- niversary celebration of Rev. America-Tr
avel
Companion" At the federal level, the To this there are two dis- ing and home loans
hood of mansirgfiteends' the William A. Johnson, pastor of
to investi- left). secretary-treasurer and
ticket will provide added in- Commission said. "funds and sents. Vice Chairman Robert
gate "availability of home Walter Michelson, executive
sovereignty of nations; That Greater St. John
Baptist ducement for travelers over influence, pervade, the private
G. Storey, former dean of the
vice-president (right). The
economic justice can best be church, Sunday, October 15 at
50 to spend their leisure time housing market, but they have Southern Methodist Univer- mortgage credit to nonwhites gift was
made shortly after
won by free men through free 4821 S. Michigan. Rev. Johnand other minority groups."
touring the U. S.
not been used extensively to sity Law school, agrees that -Federal measures
enterprise; That government son is a meraber of the Chamto as- Dr. King addressed a union
should be of laws rather han ber's board of directors. A resure adequate housing for per- gathering of some 600 supsonsdig
of men; That earth's great ception will follow the formal
displaced by slum clear- porters. The monies repretreasure lies in human per- program.
ance and federal highway sented the climax of a Dolsonality; That service to hu- Pilgrim Baptist church holds
lars For Dignity" drive conmanity is the best work of its 45th anniversary banquet at
life." I Salute the Jay Cees.
McCormick Place tomorrow,
EXHIBIT BOOTHS
October 22 at 5:30. Rev. J. C.
As always, many members Austin is pastor.
of the Cosmopolitan Chamber
We pick up any stray or
Drexel Chevrolet outdid itof Commerce had exhibit self with its "Chevrolet Preunwonted animals
booths at the Defender Home view," September
26. The
Animal Welfare League
Show. Proudly displaying signs color spectacular
motion picCall NOimol 7.0089
which indicated their identifi- ture was exciting.
Cosmopolication with the Chamber tan Chamber
board member
New York, N. Y. (Special) - ments as"Piles have ceased to be
ware: Agar Packing Company, Chuck Hardy was on hand
to
For the first time science has a problem!" And among these
Al Abrams Motor Sales, Coca greet fellow chamber
found a new healing substance sufferers were a very vride vamembers
Cola Bottling Co., Chicago De- and others.
with the astonishing ability to riety of hemorrhoid conditions,
fender, Chicago Metropolitan
shrink hemorrhoids, stop itch- some of 10 to 20 years'standing.
for
Mutual Assurance Company,
ing, and relieve pain - without
All this, without the use of
surgery.
Drexel Chevrolet Auto AgenTo insure eventual success
narcotics, anesthetics or astrinHIMORRHOID Discomfort
ceeeere•
In
one
hemorrhoid
case after gents of any kind. The secret is
cy, Goldblatt Brothers, Haw- in the fight against heart d
• 111.470CAalla
•11,
another,"very striking improve- a new healing substance (Biothorne-Mellody Dairy, Illinois sease, research must be coo
• At ANTOIN re...of.1.11.
ment*
was
reported
and Teri- Dyneo)- the discovery of •
•
VASOCOANTIKTOlt
maws
Bell Telephone Co., Illinois tinued ,and
and expanded. Heart
64K1 by a doctor's observation& world-farsons research instituDAW1.6
of
Federal Savings & Loan As- disease
all ages, and
Pain was relieved promptly. tion. Already. Rio-Dyne is I.
Johnson Products all economic groups„ No one
sociation,
And, while gently relie•ing
wide use for healing injured
MEN, AT LAST IT'S HERE pain, actual reduction or re- tissue
Co., Parker Howie Sausage Co., is immime You can help to
on all parts of the body.
IAA/. Niro 110ATORIA And 1.01
1
'
4
traction (shrinking) took place.
This new healing substance
Peoples Gas, Light and Coke eradicate this threat to the
A d,AtArA
111.11.4 1 011E11 take
And most amazing of all
In offered in suppository or ointno Abel.
DM • Pa '1 SI
Co.. Pepsi Cola General Bot- hearts of those you love by
improvement was main- ment form called Preparation
CIANF FORMULA 0R1A SS 00 tot • 2
tlers, Standard Oil Co.. and joining the army of Heart Fund
*AM moot.,
- ban 11 not 'an. tained in cases where a doctor's
He. Ask for individually sealed
Supreme Life Insurance Com- volunteers. For further de- DIMING A WEEKLY con- area of interest around on. Byron Headley, Wilbur °RR OWI bAttlei, Wno COD Cho,/ observations were continued convenient
Preparation H SuplAnne• Omfor NOW
tails call or write your Chi- ference of the Corporate Fin- which the foreign financing Grant, who is serving as
pany of America.
over a period of many months! positories or Preparation R
In fact, results were so thor- Ointment with special appliThe Hyde Park Savings and cago Heart Association, 22 W. ance ,D *part merit, Mr. program is being planned. chairman, and Roderick GifTHE RUMTOREX CO.
Loan Association has opened. Madison Street, Chicago 2. Wright, president, indicates The associates, seated from fin&
239 E. 115th St., Co. 17 ough that sufferers were able cator. Preparation H is *old at
to make such astonishing state- all drug counters.
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By NAT D. WILLIAMS
The sentence -They have
PAYING DUES
themselves" is the key to this
The currently popular rock whole comment. It takes us
Subscription rate: One year, $6; six months, $3.50, 12-year special Subscription
rote $10i
and roll tune "Everybody's back to the song. "Everybody's
The Tri-State Defender Does Not Take Responsibility for unsolicited Manuscripts or
Photos.
Gotta Pay Some Dues," makes Gotta Pay Some Dues." The
Published Every Thursday by the New Tr -St ate Publishing Co. Second Class Postage
more sense than poetry when members of the Woodstock
Paid
tee. Under Act ist Marc h 2, 1179.
at Memphis, T
its implications are considered Community Improvement Club
on two sides and back,
SERVING 1,000,000 NEGROES IN THE TRI-STATE AREA
pay their membership dues in
And nothing illustrates the more than one way . . . in
symbolism of the tune more some most important ways.
NATIONAL ADVERTISING — SUBSCRIPTION DEPARTMENT
clearly than what's happening They pay dues by enlisting
2400 So. Michigan Avenue
out in Woodstock among the in a competitive program of
Chicago 16, Illinois
Negro residents of the fast- home and community improvePhone — CAlumet 5-2400
growing area. Perhaps not too ment. They are paying dues
much noticed, but Woodstock is when they can point to some
growing up almost with leaps step toward improvement in
and bounds in population, busi- the repair of their residences,
nesses, and other aspects of in the proper plowing of a field
modernly expanded communi- in the correct breeding of a
There's an old saying which goes shoes, The M. I. club will use its part of ties. People are continuing
to hog, the proper tending of a
something like this: "the haves must the proceeds to award a scholarship to crowd into the once exclusive- field of corn, the improverural
area.
some
deserving boy or girl who other- 1Y
ment and expansion of t h e
bear the responsibility of feeding, clothwise would not be able to continue his or The big manuracturing plants facilities of community churching and sheltering the have-nots."
located
in or around the area es. They are paying dues when
her formal education.
We are reminded of that old saying
Many hours of hard work go into account so me for this situation. they report such improveThen
there's
the closeby Mill- ments These improvements are
when we think of the annual Charity making the project a success. However,
• •
Football game sponsored jointly by the members of both clubs are interested in ington Naval training base, the dues they pay toward jointhere's
the widening of ing the ranks of first class
Then
Memphis Frontiers club and the Mem- shouldering their community responsiphis Chapter of the Mississippi Industrial bility of extending a helping hand to Highway 51 North. All these citizenship in a growing cornhelp account for the n e w munity such as Woodstock.
College Alumni Association, popularly those who are less fortunate than they.
"Woodstock look."
Not only are they gaining
known as the M. L club.
Club members are limited in funds
q
arLIC
LO ut0F FfO
a satisfying sense of self reThis year's Football Classic took place therefore they cannot — as the old say- BT so
Negroes
t h e
spect, they are also paying the
last Saturday night between Mississippi ing goes: supply food, clothing and shelwho live and have lived in kind of dues required to gain
Industrial college and Alcorn college at ter. — Nevertheless they are keenly
and around Woodstock over the the real respect of their neighMelrose stadium.
aware of the existing needs of the unfor- the years there's an even more bors They
are laying the solid
.
The Frontiers club which is the only tunate citizens,
important reason for the new foundations for integrated camnational Negro community service club
Members of both clubs are doing "Woodstock look." This reason munity living. . . for no one
in America, will use its share of the their bit to help.
is the Woodstock Community can sensibly complain about r
fourth annual game to supply shoes to
We congratulate them for a Job Improvement Club. It's doing living near or among people I
the city school pupils who do not HAVE Well Done.
a zillion to make living more whose property is kept up and
liveable for people in Wood- increasing in value, w h o s e 1
stock . We say, "people in standards of living are high I
Woodstock community . . . re- act
f char- !
whose
i
ander right,
Woodcock" because what the
smoralsed
Improvement
progressive
doing
Club is
is disciplined a n d
The announcement by Dr. Martin Lu- Student Non-violent Coordinating Cornbenefitting everybody in the participation in community life
ther King that a block-to-block, door-to- mittee, the Nation& Student Association,
gardless of race, and despite . . . and through a coorperative
door registration campaign is planned, and .the Legal Defense and Education the fact
a lot of folk may not attitude broad enough to acis an encouraging prospect for the politi- Fund.
realize it now.
cept the principle that "every:
cal future of the Southerners. The goal
Dr King said that the voting campaign The Woodstock Community
some dues.'
I would think it both hu- preserve the Free World. So
of the campaign is to double the num- would begin in Montgomery, Ala.. within Improvement Club consists of body's gotta Pay
AND ON AND ON AT HOME
SOME DUES
ber of registered Negro voters in the 30 days. The SCLC already has nearly some 70 or 80 members. They
A N DANADBR
OO
NAA
D.NDMO
ayNbewoju
ulsdt
Under such a principle even mane and wise, in case of I presume the word DEMOC- O
South—now about 1,400.000.
5100.000 to contribute to the campaign. are led by a young man nam- the little children can pay preparations for another war, RACY should be
somewhere
This represents about 27 per cent of But each organization will h .ve its own ed McVey. Mr. McVey is one
be
enough, then we might gel
their quota. The oldsters can for our government not to in whatever new slogans are
the adult Negroes of the South, whereas budget
of those men of not too, many get in on the activity. The
somewhere. But don't try to
train Negro soldiers in South- devised. That old
saying,
about 60 per cent of the adult whites are
words.
kid
young Negroes with weak
He
goes straight to a maddest race-lover in the area ern camps.
There is no question but that the balBut since there is "Root hog or die" might be
slogans. I am amazed at how
registered. Dr. King said the registration lot is the most potent weapon in changing point. Another leader in the can work off his steam witha nothing
humane about war in revised to ROOT DEMOCskeptical they are these days.
campaign must overcome "internal apa- the South. The power of the ixillot in a group, serving. apparently in shovel, a hoe, a hammer. or any of its
phases, perhaps that RACY OR DIE. Or would They
don't believe old Nethy as well as external hostility."
social revolution can scarcely be contested. the role of adviser or assistant,'tit brush The meanest word had just as well be that be
lacking in popular groes, or old white folks,
.
is widely-known Ernest Braz- aandpa'
folk in omitted.
In communities where the Negro is A politician wants anybody's vote.
meet prejudiced
magic?
either. They are even talking
free to vote, the campaign will be a maIn Memphis when there were only 35,- zle, Shelby County Agriculture the community can even find
Wisdom, however, is anFor mass consumption, I about taking
Freedom Rides
jor test of the Negro leadership. This is 000 Negro votes, nobody paid any atten- worker and radio farm editor room to say something fair. other matter. Young Negroes suppose there should
be somea very significant program, one that will. tion. for it was felt that the results would Quite a few women are mem- In important segment of the nowadays are not in a mood thing broader and less enig- to the moon.
Maybe
bers
of
the word RIDE
the group. They have Woodstock
community. thru to take low. In both
as Dr. King predicted, change the political be inconsequential. But when 77.000
World matic. Maybe "Let's MAKE should be
Ne- the help and encouragement of
in our next war
the leadership of the Wood- War I and World War II, Democracy—Before We
structure of the South and of the nation. groes marched to the polls and
TAKE
slogan.
voted in men like long-time Woodstock
Maybe
RIDE THE
stock Improvement Club, has Southern treatment of black Democracy Anywhere Else"
Even the President of the United States. the last political contest,
BOMB TO VICTORY. Or
immediately principal and and educator, Mr. learned the big truth behind men in
uniform was woefully would be good.
respects votes, quipped the Alabama lead- thereafter some 42 white-collar
RIDE
RIGHT—NOT
city jobs R. J. Roddy. And they have the popular song, "Everybody's uncivilized and indecent.
LEFT. Or
Or TAKE THE WHITE ROCK, ROLL AND RIDE to
er of the Southern Christian Leadership opened
pened up for Negroes. It is almost axi- themselves.
Gotta Pay Some Dues"
History records shameless OUT OF RIGHT might
Conference.
help appeal to teenagers. After all,
that the greater the proportion of
violations of human dignity to cement our Asian and AfriThe campaign will be conducted un- that vote, the greater will
elderly people do not fight
be the benefits t
in and around Army camps, can allies. But when
the wars. Push button wars, of
der the auspices of seven different organi- that flow from it.
visited upon young Negroes bombs start falling,
something course, may be different,
zations: The Southern Christian LeaderThe ballot will eventually oust those
by Southern whites. With all stronger
!
will
be
needed. I wonder how many Negroes
ship Conference. the National Association Southern racists from their
the rest of the country in CROW NO MORE
strategic po-•
JIM CROW will get a chance to push a for the Advancement of Colored Peo- sition of power not only in
which
to
train
soldiers,
I
see
Congress but
would,
of course, attract Ne- button? Will we be trusted at
:
ple, the Congress of Racial Equality, the also in Dixie's economy.
no reason why black boys groes.
•
the atom controls? What lead•
should again be forced to run
But
a much broader inte- ing Negro sits now in the top
•
the gauntlet of Southern vio- grated slogan
•
would be re- councils of war? I have only
•
lence in order to serve their quired to arouse
everybody, heard of one big Negro mili•
•
country
in
the
armed
forces.
FIGHT
.
FOR FREEDOM tary man—General Benjamin
•••••••
•11.•••••••••
••••••••••
At
least
white
people
in
would
hardly
A spectacular British cabinet shake-up Africans are ready for self-rule. Only
appeal to col- 0. Davis, jr., of the Air Force.
ONE-DOOR DWELLINGS
will not be effective if private assachusetts or Michigan or ored folks, though. They
has swept out of office lain Macleod. the Africans, it is contended, should make
Don't we have any more
California do not expect a thought they were
builders
The
continue
building
to
erect
code
these
governfighting for big generals? Davis cannot be
able colonial secretary whose liberal poli- that determination.
Negro to cringe like a dog freedom in World
filmsy
mulitiple
ing
multiple
dwellings
dwellings
in
War I, and flying planes and pushing
cy is in the main responsible for the loosBut in colonial circles this is looked Memphis
appears to be anti- throughout Memphis, without when a white man looks at for FOUR FREEDOMS in buttons both at once. I
ening of John Bull's grip on black Africa upon as a rhetorical question which
think
ig- quated. Even the antiquated designed programs for long him. Most whites in the South World War II. A slogan, to the
NAACP should petition
in recent years.
nores the fundamental requirements of codes. seemingly — are not range housing. Presently, many still seem to be of such a ring true,
has
to
have
some
right away for more big brass
The hue and cry raised by the white modern society.
enforced The most glaring companies are constructing mind. But there are lots of roots in reality, and not al- of color
in the Pentagon. Nesettlers in the yet unfreed British terriHowever, Africans, free or not, are not fallacy in the code where such poor housing facilities young Negroes now who have ready have been proven of groes ought
to have a pushtories in the black man's land finally got fooled by this subterfuge.
no intention of cringing. I doubtful
premise.
They know multiple dwellings are involv- until it will not be but a matbutton man there, too,
hope the powers that be are
the ears of Prime Minister Harold Mac- that the delay is
Being a mere ordinary citimore for the protection ed is the non-existence of an ter of five or 10 years before
They say everybody will be
these same dwellings will aware of this.
millan. Macleod's policies drew fire not of British investments
zen, I can, of course, leave the a target in the next war. If
and commercial in- exit, the entrance is usually a
If not, I trust that for all selection of
front door. All multiple dwel- haunt us.
only from white settler leaders but also terests than for
a
slogan
to
the
Negroes
are to be targets, we
safeguarding the welfare
lings—constructed for public Another thing, I am opposed our sakes, they will take into powers that be. I do not wish at
from the right wing of his own Conserva- of the native
least ought to get some
population.
rental purposes—should have to ne wdwellings being con- consideration the information to be anatomized in
tive Party.
the next practice target shooting. InMr. Macleod was quite sensitive to this
an entrance and an exit. In structed in sub-standard areas. hereby relayed to them.
war, so I trust they will find tel/ectuals claim the next war gsk
The ousted colonial secretary commit- objection as he was
quite aware of the other words, there should be It doesn't really
I do not know what the slo- a good
help to bring
ted the unpardonable indiscretion (in inconsistency of
slogan which will stir will really be in idealogical 11111
,
the position of the Brit- separate and distinct facilities about better
gans
for
the
next war will be. my fellow white Americans to war.
housing for citiBritish eye) of giving open support to ish Colonial
In the end the victor
Office. This mere awareness for ingress and egress for zens. The new dwellings will In 1916 we were fighting un- fight
to the death for not only will have to conquer men's
the position and aspirations of the native of the shortcoming
s of his country's co- every rental unit in a multiple not help raise the standard of der the banner of MAKE THE the preservation,
but the ex- minds, not simply blast their
African leaders who want complete in- Ionia] policy
gave encouragement to those dwelling.
the area. The substandard WORLD SAFE FOR DEMOC- tension ON AND ON of this bodies. If that
be true, what
dependence for their people.
African leaders who are yet struggling for From a survey of multiple area, however, does have a RACY.
democracy — until it reaches should America's slogan for
Mr. Macleod has long felt that a con- self-governm
In
1941
our
direct
opposite, adverse effect
ent.
dwellings constructed in re"Arsenal of me
the next war be? THINK
tinued British policy which placed all
Unfortunately Mr. Macleod began cent years, it was discovered on the new dwellings. It is Democracy" was fighting to A good slogan might be ON BEFORE THE BRINK?
manner of handicaps in the path of Afri- pulling his
case
a
of
"casting
a
vast
your pearls
majority of them are
oars in under pressure of adcan freedom was unrealistic and c o m- verse opinion
at home. And when he at- constructed of very unsubstan- before swine."
pletely at variance with the movement tempted to
tial
material
with a single en- It is poor business to make
modify his stand he w a s
of history.
caught in a cross-fire that made his posi- trance-exit. In other words it a substantial investment in
has One door which is used to rental property in near-slum
The time element placed on a num- tion as Colonial
Secretary no longer ten. enter
and leave the unit.
ber of British territories before gaining able.
areas.
their independence is looked upon in some
po
cshsib
dr
eellings it would
It is time for our city offiThus between the howls from his own beInirnsu
liberal quarters as being uncalled for. It Conservative
for persons to cials to take. a firm stand conParty and the bitter objecescape in case of fire or other cerning building codes. There
is felt that all of the remaining British (ions of
disarip&nted Africans, Mr. Mac- catastrophes.
d fare cases where builders apply
colonies in Africa are just as ready for leod found
himself on a limb that was J ust assume thatre
fi
an
or permits to constructu
b ild- NEW YORK
their autonomy now as they ever will finally
— (UPI) — You Smaller Bibles for home use it is possible to finance
brought down by the weight of smoke would make it impos- mg for one purpose
them
but use
be.
political preisu-e
can buy a complete King James are priced as high as $4.55, and in other ways.
sible
for
firemen
to
enter
b them for another purpose.
Any delay in granting them their inde— - This
major cabinet change may mark the front door or occupants Some builders have applied version of the Bible for only the
loose-leaf, wide-margin The Society, through
its anpendence is frustrating to the natives and a shift of
New Testament is available nual catalogue, offers
emnhasis in Britain's colonial to leave. It could result in for permits to construct motels 90 cents.
a variety
unfair to the cause of social justice. The policy.
either in the American stand- of Bible materials
Though it is not likely that the wanton death for many per- but use th.! facilities as apart- A New
and exhibits.
Testament is avail- ard
Africans have argued for years that they present
ment houses. This type of disversion of 1901 or the re- There are a number of movies
time-table set for granting inde- grins.
were ready for their political and econom- pendence
able for as little as 18 cents, vised standard version
TOMORROW
SLUMS
OF
honesty
must
Memphis
if
cease
of
1948
to one or two more African
in sound and color showing Biand a single gospel for less for
ic freedom. And some of their leaders colonies
$4.
will be affected. from this mint The material used on the in- is to stay ahead of the canble missionaries at work in the ik
than it costs to mail a letter- Colorfully
have raised sharply the question of the on
tenor
mulitiple
the
of
dwellcerous
s
m
into
s
1
eat
u
that
prepared
small
political freedom will be measiiredfield and demonstrating t h e
ings is too flimsy. A fire
right of the white world to decide when and
re start- the tax-payers, pockets cons- 4 cents.
scripture
portions,
3
cents
at
reduced in time and space•
problems often encountered in
ed i n one u nit oy
f these Owen- tantl
.
The American Bible Society, each, have illustrated covers,
translating the scriptures.
ings could gut all of the units Slum areas are the breeding because it is
primarily an Scriptures with pictures a r e
papers that one of our own in a matter of seconds. Fire- places for most of our crimes evangelistic
Film strips on Bible history
service, often sells available in eight magazine- and missionary
work and posjudges said he would not stand proof material should be re- and other social ills.
scriptures for less than it costs size volumes for 10 cents MICK
for vice in our city. What a quired to construct portions So the builders of these to produce and distribute them. The entire New Testament will ters
ing illustrating Bible teachof the various units. This flimsy multiple dwellings are In 1960,
and
translation are offerthe ,Society distri- appear in this format next Janshame! Vice is ev'clent in our
would give a measure of —in essence--contributing to buted more
ed, for nominal prices, while
than 23 million uary. Price: $1.2,5.
city, even if in a small way. safety to the inhabitants,
slum areas, high crime rates bibles, testaments
free loans of exhibits on Bibles
and portions Many persons have asked the
The dice are rolling, and whisGreedy landlords are cons- and many other social ills,
in other lands and the hiswithout making a profit.
Society why it. bothers to sell
ky is being sold this very Sun- tructing many unsubstantial It would be very easy for The
tory of the English Bible
society,
an
such
portions
Bibles
at
are
and
affiliate
of
day evening, but of course its a dwelling units today which these same builders to help the Methodist
available
vailable to g
who wish
not
does
low
it
why
church,
prices
—
is
supwill
sub-sta
the
be
ndard
and
make
our
city
place
wella
of
white
apply.
man's
whisky, and the
ported by contributions, lega- just give them away. The an- to
Dear Editor:
The sale of liquor, gambling Negro dispensing it is selling slum-housing of tomorrow,
housed citizens, which in turn
cies, annuity investments and swer, drawn from experience, The Bible Society not only
I am writing to you concern- and other vices are
help reduce crimes and other
controlled it according to the whites in a POOR BUSINESS
ing a statement which appeared by whites, with Negroes
other private means. Sums is that when scriptures ate provides the scriptures. It also
The urban renewal program social ills.
oper- Negro neighborhood.
in Mr. Nat D. William's column, ating according to
from these sources make it sold, even for a nominal sum, offers guides to Bible reading.
orders, which The police do nothing about
Dark Shadows. In it he said come from higher-ups,
this, but they know what is Negro's head with a 38 special. out of Negro neighborhood and possible to print, bind, ship and they are more likely to be There are booklets on "how to
that Memphis Negroes need a The white man
is in control going on. No one is ever arrest- and the operator of the cess- grant him more living space. distribute the scriptures f o r valued and read than when read the Bible" and what to
revamping of their climate for of the police power,
read.
and no ed, but quite a few of the big pool said the victim was only Stop calling the Negro a liar less than any commercial pub- they are given away.
law and order.
lisher ran at' •-•1 to charge.
arch-criminal is ever arrested: bosses from downtown come slapped and injured by rings
Passages are suggested for
OFFERS VARIETY
when he is telling the truth.
While I. agrev with him that however, a few Negro thugs
get out very often, you know the on the hand. What a lie to cever.Listen to the voice of Wisdom PUBLICATION COSTLY
But the Society tries not to times of bereavement and for
the crime rate among Negroes picked up once in
while If ones I mean, those who wear up!
kmong Negroes, and not to the Some of the Society's publi- let price stand in the way of family reading at home.
is fairly high. I sometimes won- he has good connections,
he is white shirts, have gold braid
Now I will say that the Ne- voice that is selected from cations are more costly. \ pul- distribution.
Thousands
of A three-year plan for stimder if the white man should not arrested, but
is turned loose or their uniforms and ride gro. could improve more on his downtown. Those persons will pit Bible, for instance, coots volumes
are given away every ulating Bible use is available
not share in the guilt because. to carry on the bosses'
busi- alone. Everyone knows about own, but the first step in the lie just for the fun of telling a $16, and a large-print referyear to persons who cannot at- for 10 cents to churchgoers.
first of all, he promotes and en- ness.
the cesepools.
clean-up could be made by the lie.
ence Bible sells for 10,90 — still ford to buy them, and this prac- Any pastor may receive • copy
courages crime among Negroes. I read in one of the daily
One Negro cracked auother whites taking their cesspools
A Citizen
a bargain.
tire will be pursued as long as free.
THADDEUS T. STOKES
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A Job Well Done

LANGSTON HUGHES

Power Of The Ballot

Week By Week

•

Slogans For The War

Notwithstanding

The Shift In British Cabinet

By
Thaddeus T. Stokes
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Methodist Bible Society Distributes
23 million Testaments Portions
9
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Dear Mme. Chante: I am a But she must be neat, clean
bachelor in my early 40's, 6 and want companionship,as I
feet tall, 170 lbs., dark brown do. She should also want love,
skin. Would like to hear from security and happiness and be
ladies between the ages of 30 willing to strive with me to get
2 inches
/
and 40 years old. If not serious, it. I am 32, 5 feet, 51
please do not write. Send tall, weigh '135 lbs., light comPhoto in first letter. H. Smith, plexion.
i
Eddie Carter, 5628 S. Calu3967 S. Drexel blvd., Chicago
met ave., Chicago 37, 111.
53, Ill.
• . •
• • •
...............1.1.5,..._ _
•
Dear Mme. Chante: 1 would
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
...N
Jamaican woman who would like to become a member of
You Iwo seat:Wits ARE 5•MNDAN6 ON IRE CORNER
like to correspond with an your pen pal club. I am 22 Alt CLEANED oP...13O1 "WERE'S otie. 111114G kecou 10444.411
10 CLEAN UP./ YOUR IFOIJI. MOUTP4S!',0 110
Do goo -TAKE WIN
WELL
American gentleman. I am 58 years old; 5 feet, 8 inches tall,
j-,
GoisaG stO Dort VOR BolHoF goo.
to
years old, light brown skin, 5 light complexion. Would like
-To eE.1 CANDY ?
--7/
feet, 6 inches tall, 146 lbs. I to correspond with a young
am of the Baptist faith, quiet lady.
Lawrence Walsh, 11
2 French
/
disposition, very loving and
Street, New Lawn, Kingston
kind.
Christien White, 35 Waltham 12, Jamaica, B.W.I.
• • •
Park, R. D., Whitfield Town,
P. 0., Kingston, Jamaica, Dear Mine. Chante: I would
like to correspond with a
B.W.I.
• • •
young lady between 25 and
Dear Mme. Chante: I am in- 30 years of age. I am 35, 5
terested in meeting a nice feet, 10 inches tall, 164 lbs.,
gentleman in his middle 40's dark complexion. My home is
—one who wants the better in St. Louis but am now living
things in life. I am a very lone- here in Chicago; employed at
ly widow who wants com- the Post Office. Would like
panionship. Catholic by faith. someone who wants someMrs. Alice Edmond, 3616 S. thing in life, weighing between
Federal, Apt. 1606, Chicago, Ill. 115 and 135 lbs., about 5 feet,
• • •
5 inches tall.
Willie Lobster, 211 E. 35th
Dear Mme. Chante: I am a
very lonely young lady 20 at., Chicago 16, In.
• • •
years of age. Would like very
WASHINGTON, D. C. — A public.
Dear Mme. Chante: I am
HOME
much to correspond with a
Howard Is one of 44 insti$63,000 collection of 11 Italian
ie just
Christian man between the seeking companionship. Would Renaissance paintings and one tutions, including 21 colleges
would
ages of 21 and 24. I am 5 feet, like to correspond with Chris- sculptural piece was presented and universities, which have
ght get
6 inches tall, black hair, brown tian ladies between 30-38 who to Howard University October received donations from the
try to
complexion, dark brown eyes. desire companionship instead 12 by the Samuel H. Kress Kress collection of paintings
My hobbies are singing, col- of loneliness and want the Foundation of New York City. and sculpture. The distribuh weak
lecting records and photos. better things in life and easy
at how
The paintings and sculpture tion of the collection was bewindow. The signs are all it's just that the speculators rule that they had to be out
a By JOHN PARRY
to get along with. I am 38, 5 were donated to the university gun in 1939 "as a means of
Please write soon.
ie days.
pretty grubby — there hasn't there don't like handling it. of the African city by 9 p.m.
Id NeMary Barbour, RR2, Box feet, 9 inches tall, weigh 150 for instructional purposes. Ac- contributing to the cultural
LEOPOLDVILLE, Congo — been a new store opened in No bank or commercial enter- But there reasons are different
lbs., brownskin. Like TV, cording to the foundation, life of the U. S."
Ind.
folks,
(UPI)—A current joke in Leo- Leopoldville for a year and prise anywhere in Africa will —too many Europeans have 430-A, Jeffersonville,
•, • •
sports, music and movies. All they are to be used "to emtalking
poldville is that the only new many of those which do re- accept Congolese money for been beaten up in the African
The philanthropy program,
Dear Mme. Chante: I would mail will be answered. En- phasize and enrich the teachRides
edifice constructed since the main open have little to sell. changing, or in payment for city after dark for a white
known as the "Kress Gift to
like to meet a'woman between close snapshot in first letter. 1 ing of art history." They will the Nation," concludes this
Congo got its independence is Tennis rackets are black mar- goods. In the African section man to feel safe.
do not be on display in the Art GalRIDE
the saluting base from which ket items and so are such of Leopoldville, where 90 per
The Congolese police were the ages of 18 and 32 not over will do the same. Please
year with the gifts to a select
the president reviewed this things as a package of ciga- cent of the population lives, smart and hard-working in 5 feet, 5 inches tall and not write if not sincere.
xt war
lery of the Auditorium-Fine group of educational instituSt.,
Scott
246
White,
L.
Tom
lbs.
135
than
more
year's Independence Day par- rettes or a bottle of scotch. The the prevailing impression is colonial days. These days, weighing
L' THE
Arts Building, Sixth and tions. During the past 21
ade. It would be funny—if it latter — if you can get it — people, people everywhere. they're seldom in evidence Race or color doesn't matter. Youngstown 2, Ohio.
tY. Or
Fairmont Streets, N. W., be- years, more than 3,000 works
weren't true.
EFT. Or
much and most of the traffic control
is
impression
ginning Monday, Oct. 30. of art, valued at some $50 milThe
costs $16.
UDE to
Viewinga will be open to the lion, have been distributed by
,Leopoldville, a city of skyLeopoldville has 16 night stronger now than it was be- and street patrolling is done
fter all,
scrapers and wide boulevards, clubs and another is opening fore independence, because a by the 300 British-trained
the Foundation.
ot fight
is a city slowly dying on its shortly. It also has about 25 good 40 per cent of the native Nigerian police who belong to
Professor
to
According
ears, of
the United Nations'force: The
feet.-On the surface life seems good European restaurants, labor force is out of work.
James A. Porter, head of the
In colonial days, Africans Congolese police seem more
to go on much as it did before most of which are packed
department of art at Howard,
Negroes
Belgians left and the Con- nightly with well-to-do Bel- had to be out of the European interested in music—they've
the collection represents a
push a
qe crisis began, but a closer gian businessmen, United Na- city by 9 p.m. each evening. formed two marching bands in
valuable teaching aid at the
at
usted
loo* reveals signs of decay. tions officials and staffers Old habits die hard, and even the last six months and pracuniversity as well as a signifileadof
day
lat
now the streets are largely tice all
in the grounds
The streets are .still swept— from foreign embassies.
cant addition to the universithe top
but only once a week instead
There's no color bar, but few deserted by that time. Euro- the police camp on the outty's permanent art collection.
of
ive only
skirts
town.
of once a day, as before inde- Congolese go to the big restau- peans, too, still obey the old
"We have conducted counmiliiro
pendence. Cars still run—but rants. They're priced out of
ses in Renaissance art for many
lenjamin
if you need more than the of them by such items as filet
—
(UPI) — years at Howard by utilizing
WASHINGTON
ir Force.
most minor spare part then it's mignon at $7; a bottle of local
Two students who were beat- the Renaissance prints which
iy more
better to leave the car on a beer at $1.30 or a bottle of imen up in McComb, Miss., Wed- we have," Professor Porter
innot be
junk pile and try to get an- ported wine at $6. These are
nesday asked the justice de- said. "I am elated that our art
pushing
other. Most garages don't have big prices when the average
partment today to help pro- collection now includes origiI think
anything bigger than a spark salary of a Congolese whitetect their colleagues engaged nal works by the old masters
petition
plug in stock.
collar worker is 3,000 francs a
in a voter registration cam- of Europe in the Renaissance
sig brass
The latest model cars here, month — $60 at the official
period.
ROBERT L. (TIGER) TINS. Force Base, Ill. His brother, paign in McComb.
gon. Neincluding those of members of rate, roughly half at the black
Carl Potter of Philadelphia
LEY. left, was recently pro- James A. Tinsley, jr., w a s
"No longer will it be neca pushof the government, are 1960 market price.
LONDON — (UPI) — Bri- from commonwealth members. moted to
the rank of captain promoted to the rank of first and Tom Hayden of Atlanta essary for students to leave
models. No cars have been imo.
Speculators on the side- tain was faced Thursday with
Butler carefully pointed out
Air Force and assigned lieutenant in the inactive re- reported to justice department the campus in order to view
r will be
ported since June last year. walks in downtown Leopold- a problem that has been ig- than any controls would be in the
to the 451st Strategic Missile serve of the Air Force in Juae Civil Rights officials Thursday works of the Renaissance pewar. If
There's no indication when ville offer 100 francs for $1 nored officially for years—a imposed on all, with "no
Wing (SAC) at Lowry Air and recently was recalled to on circumstances of Wednes- riod. They will be able to
any will be, and even if they against the official rate of 50. flood of unskilled colored im- question . . . of color or
.gets, we
Force Base, Denver, Colo. active duty. He plans to re- day's beating.
come in and look at the works
were, there are almost no gar- Across the river in Brazzaville, migrants who by tradition can- creed."
et some
Capt. Tinsley has had a color- main on active duty in Caliber
Carl Hayes, a plumber, has at any time," he added. "The
ang. Inages to maintain them.
prosperous capitol of the for- not be turned away.
Most of the recent immi- ful, progressive career in the status when the Berlin crisis been charged with assault and addition of this collection to
lext war ak
Aside from foodstuffs, there's mer French Congo however, In the face of rising com- grants have 'come from the Air Force. He served in Korea is over. Both officers gradualbattery in the case. Police in the university enriches the art
ealogical 41.
t much else imported either. you can get only 60 Congolese plaints about threatened un- West Indies, Pakistan and In- Wing from 1956-57, and with graduates from Tuskegee InMcComb said that Hayes, a department, and makes posine in four stores in the francs for a dollar. It's not employment and overcrowd- dia. Butler reminded confer- with the 58th Fighter Bomber stitute and the Squadron Ofie victor
white man, had admitted the sible the development of a
European section is shuttered that Leopoldville money is ing, home Secretary R. A. ence delegates that if unre- the famed 337th Fighter group ficer School at Maxwell Air
'r men's
attack on the two but claimed special area in Renaissance
with a "for rent" sign in the worth more in Brazzaville — Butler Wednesday announced stricted immigration led to in Portland. Ore., from 1957- Force Base, Ala.. James Tinast their
their car almost ran him art within the department."
ue, what
he is considering introducing heavy unemployment, the re- -60. In 1958 he completed the sley was a U.S. Post Office down.
)gan for
Safety Engineering Course at employee before he was relegislation to curb immigra- sult could be racial strife.
Potter and Hayden flew to
THINK
tion from the commonwealth _ Many Britons. already are New York University, and in called to active duty. He will Washington Thursday. Both
Force
Air
uneasy and embarrassed by 1960 he completed the Missile report to McGuire
countries.
are connected with the NaSafety Course at Chanute Air Base, N.J.
Association
tional Student
Butler, speaking at the con- past inter-racial violence, such
Voter Registration Drive in
servative party conference at as the Notting Hill riots.
McComb.
Brighton, admitted the move Newspapers have reported
Edward" R. Garvey, presiwould be a break with "one of anti-colored practices by landdent of NSA, arranged their
our most cherished traditions." lords, prompted by fears of
lowered property values, an
meeting with Burke Marshall,
For years, Britain has freewidely-voiced fears of inchief of the justice departly accepted immigrants from
creased crime and disease.
ment's Civil Rights division.
her commonwealth nations.
Butler cited the dependence
Garvey said there were indiPolitical observers predicted
of hospitals and transport facations police had "conspired"
any curb would bring cries of
cilities on colored workers to
Markham Junior High Introduced were Vice-Presi- to permit the beating of Potprejudice and discrimination
nce them
show they are needed in Bri- School's 2600 students were dent Michael Wynn, Girls ter and Hayden. "They surtain. But, at the same time, thrilled at the compliments Vice-President Magdelene Mc- rounded the car but did noh its animmigrants from the West In- paid them by Otto Buss, as- Gee, Boys Vice President Tom- thing," he said.
a variety
dies alone rose from 2,000 in sistant to the Junior High my Johnson, Secretary Esther "We hope the federal govI exhibits.
1953 to nearly 50,000 in 1960. School Assistant Superintend- Smith, and Treasurer Rose- ernment would protect stuaf movies
An estimated 400,000 immi- ent, last Tuesday morning.
dents involved in the voter GRADY E. JAMESON. Charmary Lewis.
GLASCO JONES of Chemical Manhattan. Chemical New
owing Bigrants now live permanently
Also presented were Health registration campaign in situ- lotte. N.C., recently was named
J. C. Stone comPrincipal
Bank New York Trust Corn- York was founded in 1824 as
in Britain.
irk in the A
plimented the assembly upon Commissioner Georgia Nash, ations where they are in dan- winner of the 1961 Burlington
any. left, is congratulated a small bank on Broadway.
The home secretary pro- its excellent behavior at the Ground Commissioner Marilyn ger of personal injury," Gar- Industries Scholarship at A&T
ng t h
world's
by his sponsor. Vice president Today it is one of the
posed admitting only those outdoor assembly in the quad Bennett, and Historian Bar- vey said.
ntered in
college. The award of $500, each
Louis A. Gerber. who em- leading financial institutions,
dependent
without
means area. He said that Markham is bara Freeman, President RobPotter is national affairs for two years, is given to the
urea.
from
service
every
offering
II
only
ployed him as a clerk
which rising junior who has top rankle history
Dr. Frank C. Fields, noted who have definite promises of now the city's second largest ert Mandolph, Vice-President vice president for NSA,
years ago. The occasion saving accounts to special
jobs in Britain, or whose serv- junior high school.
Antoinette Culpepper and Sec- has headquarters in Philadel- ing in engineering. Jameson, a
and poschecks for individuals to Oakland podiatrist and wellmarked Jones' promotion to
ices were needed in this counThe National Anthem was retary Doris McQuarn of Jun- phia. Hayden, a former editor student in engineering physics, ,
le teachthe top post of manager of the large scale financing for busi- known Northern California citi- try. He said
those with crim- sung by Robert Mandolph. ior Leadership were also in- of the University of Michigan is tnvolved in a physics reare offerbank's important office at ness.
zen in civic and social circles, inal records should be barred, Mandolph has toured Europe troduced to the assembly.
newspaper, is a free lance search program sponsored at
TS, while
Lenox Avenue and 125th at..
the college by the National
the
and
government
should
Choir.
Sharon
Student
week
writer living in Atlanta.
Officers
Boys
last
Mitchell
the
with
S.
to
returned
U.
the
on Bibles
facial Science Foundation. He, is the
suffered
be
Pat22,
to
and
Bragg,
enpowered
deport
Felicia
EuWatts,
of
Potter,
imBody
JacStudent
President
two-month
a
tour
after
the hisropean countries. While in Eu- migrant criminals already liv- quline Thomas welcomed the rick Thomas spoke briefly to bruises and a cut lip in the son of Mr. and Mrs. William
Bible are
Jameson of Route 4, Charlotte.
McComb fracas.
rope, Dr. Fields attended a two- ing in Britain.
student body to the assembly. the group.who wish
rect pronunciation, (c) cer- week Intel-I-tat ional Podiatry
SPEECH DEFECT
Conference in Paris; visited
-Mk/ van IVES'Ate
.
10411i wocswc
emrlA WPIER.
,AA14...'N'
QUESTION: Would you con- tain types of personality adWARDS 50114 006
not only
justment, (d) habitual lack of Amsterdam, Nice and Rome
smote -Nitis!
ASOUT...
•PM WORK ..44E wascES ME UP Ale
NAVE
sider substandard ability to preparation for class recita- and various cities in Norway.
es. It also
NS GOES BACK I'SLEEPL
-41tAi
e reading.
a
read, silently or orally,
tion, and (e) mental retarda- Sweden and Germany.
n "how to
Before returning to Oakspeech defect?—Mrs. P. M.
tion.
I what to
We might go even farther land he will visit in New
ANSWER: No, I would not
consider this disability a and say, for example, that Xork, Washington, Cleveland
gested for
speech defect. Speech im- "ain't" is not a speech defect, slid Chicago.
A native of Oakland, Dr.
it and for
pairment may be, and fre- but "ith not" can be classified
Fields is on the Board of Govquently is, related to this as one.
ernors of the California Po•
aondition. For instance, a pu- READERS
for stimFor my free pamphTet on diatry hospital, San Francisco,
IlKi) may stutter and also UPC
available
a is a member of the Oakland
poor grammar. Yet There is group discussion, send
iurchgoers.
little relationship betwelan the stamped, self-addressed en- chapter of the NAACP and p
Om a copy
velope to Dr. Marcus H. Boul- former chairman of the Oaktwo conditions.
Other problems that are ware, Florida A. & M. Uni- land Men of Tomorrow. In
with versity, Box 156, Tallahassee, addition to his many civic acconfused
sometimes
are tivities Dr. Fie'
ech difficultie• include: a) Frs. The writer will
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Howard U. Gets $63,000
New Art Collection

'Leopoldville Dying On Its Feet Since
The Congo Won Its Independence In '60

2 Students
Beaten, Ask
U. S. Help

el

Unskilled Negroes
Plague Britain

l

es

Los Angeles School
Wins Top Compliment

Podiatrist
Returns To
United States

YES WE ALL TALK

OUCG5 IT5 SECLAXING.
GIVe5 HIS BRAIN
A REST!

AN MW,FOLKS,(TS MY
PLEASURE TI, PRESENT
OUR LEAMEAS LAW, THE
PAEL0,
6 OF TNE FLYING
TRAPEZE, 9165 PLOATING
FEAMER!

I

GMT FERSIT,SA-,113YI,UR JOS TO
KEEP C8C0 FROM eaJ_OefeA5 AM,90
hum HAM LIKE 'film!

ROY ROGERS, King of the Cowboys By Al McKimson
X FOUND
THESE
STONES SEWED ON NE
JACKET OF AN OLD COSTUME:
I'M St TNEY'RE DIAMONDS'

MY BOSOIA
FRIEND. PARTING
IS SUCH SwISET
tt SORROW..."

MAY I iNTRODUCE NE esowamir
MRS. MARTIN ? SHE OUST ARRIVED:

NEVER MIND /HE QUOTES
FROM THE 'IMMORTAL WA'
J.L.L SAVE
FOR TNE
AUDIENCE,
AND...
GOOD
LUCK'.

.I'M SORRY I MISSED TNE
IN THE WORDS
EXCITEMENT,BUT TWEE'S
OF THE
PLENTY TO DO: TIE CHARITY IMMORTAL BARD...
SHOW WILL GO ON AS
'ALL'S WELL THAT
IcatOuLEN
ENDE WELL:"

JUANITA...YOU ARE
ONE VERY TNIRSTY
BURRO; MUSSY Amp 'SET
YOUR DRINK: WE HAVE
WORK To DO:

JUMPING ToRTILLAS:
00 YOU SEE WHAT X
taff,JUA4ITA7'MERE
IC A /CONSTAR IN
THE RIVER:

SO1E7/ME3 SHE
ACTUALLY ACTS
LIKE 13OYS DIDN7
EX/57'

•{OU ,
14EAN
IlsIrlZODUCE0
HIMSELF!
SOME
NERVE!

WHY DoNT
HE GET A PRtEND
InfTROC)UCE
HIM
!
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By Walt Disney
///:' Walt Dij,erjltdoomone
World Rights Romorrod
C00DM AN ACE, one of TV's best writers, has had perk,
' sonal contacts with most of the medium's principal
comedians. He doesn't think too much of them, on the
whole. Writing for a
trade megazine recently,
Ace ascribed the fading
popularity of some of
yesteryear's biggest attractions to faults inherent in their characters:
"First," declared Ace,
"they want all the loughs
themselves. Second, with
a few exteptions like
Hope and Benny, they
will not edit themselves.
Also. they firmly resist
novelty, which is absolutely essential in television. They refuse to
acknowledge that the audience wants SOmething different.
More comedians would still be big in television if they
would accept the fact that viewers have Inure than 12-yeet•
old IQ's."
Hear. hear!
"*.milms•••

-NYthalt

00-2,I e,..;

'United Beauty School Association, A Featured Attraction At Defender Home Service Show
United Beauty School Owners and Teachers Association and all of
the outstanding beauty school owners, teachers and supervisors of
Chicago sponsored the Mammoth Hair Style Show at the Chicago
Defender Home Service Show held at the International Amphitheatre Sunday evening, Oct. 8. Shown in picture, top left, are representatives of the following beauty schools: Mme. C. J. Walker,
Sadye's Scientific, Apex, Alexander, Lydia, Morriss, Nu-Tex, Unique
and Hair-Weave. These schools were chosen as the most outstanding in hair styling. Shown in remaining pictures are the models
and their stylists. Members of the new younger teachers who are
also shop owners presented special fall styles. These beauticians,
school owners and teachers will be featured in an All Professional
Show, Monday, Oct. 23 at the Parkway Ballroom at 9 p.m. when
Alpha Chi Pi Omega Sorority and Fraternity present their Annual Founder's Day Program. Mme. Marjorie Joyner is the national
supervisor of the association.

progressive bridge. Afoy's Ruth
Beauchamp, Juanita Brinkley
Sallie Bartholomew, Ethel Tarpley, Lillian Campbell, Marion
Gibson, W a lt erine Outlaw,
Leola Gilliam, Alma Booth,
Harriet Davis, Mildred Jordan
and Rosa Robinson, along with
guests Althea Price, Catherine
Johnson, Addie Jones, Harriette
Walker, Frances Hayes, Marietta Letting, and Viola Haysbert
were the guest roster . . . and
smart toiletries, including bath
oils, colognes, and perfumes
were won by Juanita, Ethel,
Lil, Althea and Catherine.
THE SEQUINS
Decked out in bright and
MRS. TAYLOR WARD . . . PHYLLIS WHEATLEY CLUB lovely fall attire, members Of
The Sequins Bridge club trekwas "hostess with the mostest" THE PHYLLIS WHEATLEY
ked to Top Hat and Tails club
when she feted THE NON- CLUB—one of the city's oldest
last Saturday evening to be
CHALANTS BRIDGE CLUB federated organizations, rethe guests of Helen Prater.
and scores of guests recently, sumed its monthly meetings The Prater family spouse
Edat her lovely home on Neptune. after summer recess.
win and daughter Peggy, were
Mrs. A. W. Willis, Sr., was
The early Fall social event
great helping hands in the enfeatured a pink and green de- hostess for the meeting in the tertainment department . .
pert
cafeteria
.
with
scheme
.
of
.
the
corative
University Life what with Edwin doing the
Louise receiving her guests in Insurance Co. The meeting was honors at the bar, and beautemade
pinkinteresting through the ous Peggy being mothers "lita smart hostess outfit, a
orchid brocade over-blouse and relating of experiences on trav- tle helper."
els
and
tours by the members A preview
gold
green satin pants, with
of things to come,
during the vacation. Newly specifically
cocktail slippers.
Halloween, was
elected
officers,
with Miss Isa- seen in decorations, and the
Bridge tables were set for
belle
Greenlee
as president. handsome contemporary rooms
dinner with pale pink cloths
and individual corsages fashion- began their activities with en- of the club were bright with
thusiasm.
Guests at the meet- vivid splashes of color made
ed of pink-tinted mums. Cut
flowers in centerpieces also ing were Mrs. V. 0. Westley by arrangement of fall flowers.
and
Mrs.
Dorris Bodden.
were of the same pink hue
Hot and cold hors d'oeuvres
contrasted with greenery—one The October meeting was accompanied cocktails . . and
The
held at the residence of Mrs. dinner featured a turkey
centering the buffet table.
gourmet menu was of chicken Clarence Pope on McKinley menu.
supreme, tomato aspic salad, street with Mrs. E. C. Craigen, SEQUINS Ruth Mims, Ida SEVEN SONS and a daugh- Moore, Sr., returned to Mem- their parents celebrate their during reception held in Top
squash casserole, buttered broc- hostess. Here, Mrs. Flora Coch- Mae Walker, Gloria Howard, ter of Mr. and Mrs. Eugene C. phis last w e • k to help golden anniversary. Seen here Hat and Tails clubhouse are
coli, rolls that melted on taste, ran, who was exuberant with Thelma Harris, Margaret Mccoffee and climaxed with deli- the celebration of the twenty- Williams, Grace Collins, Al- Shell last Friday through Sun- Roy McLemore,
James Simp-lil'
fifth anniversary of her floral mazine Davis, Juanita Poston, day, sponsored by the Mem- son, Bob
cious peach mousse.
"Honeymoon" GarnHer spouse, Taylor, held establishment. Through her art- Rose Nell Iles, Jessie McNeely phis Academy of Arts and er, Crese Neely and
Robert
forth at the bar, set in the ful ability, she turned simple and Mildred Williams were presented performances by 11 McGhee.
smart panelled den which is twigs into a beautiful corsage there, and filling in for miss- of the local music, theatre and
Among the hundreds of folk
but one of the highlights of the and a gorgeous table center- ing members were Liz Sim- dance organizations.
on hand were Beverly Mcons and Jeanette Powell .
lovely renovated and rede- piece.
Purpose of the festival was Daniel, Rubye Gadison and
corated home which featured Mrs. Cochran termed her art who all rejoice with the good to stimulate through commu- Robert Waller, an avid
threesophomore hams delivered the challenge.
contemporary decor mingled as "making something out of fortune of Thelma, Ida Mae nity support and participation some; Frances Hooks
and Isaiah Madison,
and Ruth in winning handsome the visual and performing arts
with traditional furnishings.
nothing." She voiced her grati- apothecary
Carol
Jamison, Alma Booth from Lake Cormorant, Miss., Both are graduates of Manassas
jars
of
imported
in Memphis and the MidSouth; and her son Chris, Samuel was inaugurated as the sixth High school.
Festive attired guests en- tude to the group for their iniand to raise funds for comple- Crossley Lawrence Blackmon president of the Student Coun- OTHER OFFICERS
joyed every minute of the beau- tial patronage and encourage- soaps.
AM!
LA
CHERES
CLUB
cil of Owen college on last Frition of the Memphis Art
Student Council Vice Presitiful affair . . . and 'twas good ment of 25 years saying "thank
Dorothy Slate welcomed the Center, where plans call for and James Swearingen . . . day.
dent Alonzo Whitlock was the
to see so many friends we you" with a corsage for each
and
just
scads
more.
members of LaCheres Ami extension
Memphis
of
Madison is vice-president of marshall for the formal occashaven't seen in a long time.
member and guest.
Mrs. LeRoy (Betty) Young
club at Tony's Inn last Sa- Academy of Arts' building
Sigma Gamma Iota (Science ion, and Miss Ethel Myles,
Members of The Nonchalants. Memphis' well-known Misses turday too . . . and while eatwhich will contain an audi- has returned home from Mon- club), a member of the Speech secretary, was vice marshall.
one of the city's best known Annette and Roberta Church of ing, playing bridge and havteagle, Tenn., where she at- and Drama club,
belongs to the Other members of the Student
torium anti other facilities for
and pioneer bridge clubs, are Washington, D. C. were guests. ing fun, plans were made for the performing arts organi- tended a DeBose Conference college choir, and is a reporter Council are: Eddie F. Newby,
Miss
Roberta
for
Church
Kamade
Advisers
Loretta
Crawford,
an
Mildred
of Episcopal pro- for the weekly radio show, "The chaplain; Henrietta Parsons,
a Christmas party which will zations.
tea, Frances Hayes, Samelien interesting talk on a topic she be part of the holiday calen- The festival featured exhi- gram, that drew 21 lay peo- Goings at Owen".
assistant secretary; Dorothy
ple
and
six
is
planning
to
priests.
put
Berinto
pubNewman,
dar. Martha Flowers, Hazel bition of paintings, sculpture,
Wilson, Lillian
The new president graduated Bradford, sergeant at arms;
lication.
Members
Green.
missed
Mrs.
Bass and Ophelia VanPelt won drawings, prints, photographs Betty was one of three ad- from Delta Center High school Andrea Hill, parliamentarian.
nice McClellan, Thrift
Ruth McDavid, Elmyra Wil- J. C. Martin, who was ill, but the bridge prizes . . to the and crafts by Memphis and visers present who has served in Walls, Miss., and after com- William Sears and Patricia Ann
envy
of Wilhelmien Lockard, Shelby county artists. There ten or more years in the capa- pleting studies from Owens Banks, sophomore representawere
happy
to
hear that she
liams, Lytia McKinney and
Lola Wilson, Mary Dell Reid, was something for every age city of an advisor to church plans to attend Howard uni- tives; Willie Frank Taylor and
is improving.
Ruth Parker.
Mrs. Ward's other guests Lovely prizes from Flora's Lorraine Brister, Bernice Har- group to see . . . The Junior schools, campus, and youth versity to prepare for a career Irma Sholders, freshman representatives.
in constitutional law.
were Burnadine Holmes, Har- Flower shop added much to the ris, Alma Holt, Winifred League Puppet Show, The programs.
Franklin, Ethel Isabel, Savan- Wizard of Oz and The Small Mrs. Sadie Malone, former Sophomore Class President Rev. Fred C. Lofton, college
riet Davis, Bertha Ray, Cleo enjoyment of the meeting.
nah Mays, Jean Robinson and House of Uncle Thomas—from Latin teacher at Manassas High heodore McKnight administer- minister and dean of students,
Phillips, Gloria Howard, Leola AFOY-OFAY CLUB
ed
oath of office. Freshman is the Student Council advisor
Gilliam, Alma Booth, Callie L. The Afoy-Ofay club mem- Bernice Rivers. Special guests the King and I, for children school, has joined the faculty
Miles, bers found evidences of Hallo- were Juanita Arnold and ... demonstrations in weavink of Fort Valley State college Class President Warren WilStevens, Charlesteen
Juanita won the and pottery, the Memphi at Albany, Ga., as an English
Elizabeth Plaxico, Edith Thorn- ween about when they gathered Clarice Sykes.
BEAUTICIANS
guest prize.
Shakespeare Festival's presen- instructor.
Learn to Weave Hinson Hair to
ton, Addie D. Jones, Ida Jami- at the home of Augusta and
this
unusual
feature
of
An
And
.
Hair
on
th• Head. Amazing New
.
.
THE
Romeo
of
scenes
from
tation
GERSOPPA 'Don't setter lostellessly. DM speedy N.
son, Pauline Bowden, Warren Harry Cash last Saturday evePot. Proem.
party was the invitation ex- and Juliet, a Jazz Workshop DUKES wish to inform their het from throbbing pann et toothed's
Hawkins, Limmie Joseph, Ruby ning for dinner and bridge.
vnth
fast
acting
054-IEL.
P.M
COURSE
-40 HRS.
5 DAYS
tended to husbands and escorts
friends and patrons that they goes in seconds, guaranteed
NU -HAIR OF CALIFORNIA
Jackson, Sadie McCoy, Sallie There was no mystery about of the guests to join their under the direction of Fred
or money DKR. All dreg stores.
no
longer
sponsor
the
a
Memclosing
with
Cook,
and
"Blue
4502
S.
Sroodway,
L.A. 37, Calif.
Bartholomew and your colum- the high spirits of the hostess counterparts in dinner, if they
LOS ANGELES:
phis Symphony Orchestra Con- Monday" parties at Currie's
and her: guests, what with Dalnist.
wished, after the meeting. cert with Vincent DeFrank Club Tropicana.
Call ADoms 4-9584
The party ended on the high las' gift to Memphis — one And, accepting this invitation
conducting.
note of high scorers at bridge shared frequently during the were R. L. Franklin, Louis
Other presentations included
having their pick of lovely year—Georgia Belle Prestwood Johnson, James Henderson,
those by the Memphis Opera
prizes that included assorted visiting for a spell, while her Dr Floyd Bass and George
Front Street
Theatre
breakfast, luncheon, dinner and insurance executive husband,Isabel, who were having plenty
Theatre and of course the obbed linens; assorted planters stopped at Hot Springs, for a of cheer long after other guests
jects which were for sale to
with beautiful plants, glassware, rest and bath session at the had departed.
art lovers, and the perforstainless steel salad set, se- famed spa.
RECEPTION HONOR
mance by the Memphis Ballet
quinned guest towels and what Gus was assisted by her BISHOP
Academy . . . all backed by
have you . . . lovely loot, won aunt, Mrs. Olivia Lewis, her The Chapter of St. Mary's 30 outstanding organizations
by Nonchalants Elmyra Wil- mother, Mrs. 0. B. Braithwaite, Cathedral invited parishioners in the city.
liams, Samellen Wilson, Ruth and sister-in-law. Mrs. Fred- of the Episcopal churches of
A popular 'session was that
Parker, and Ruth McDavid . . . erick (Margaret) Rivers, in Memphis and Shelby County of the Jazz Workshop, under
and guests Addie Jones, Eliz- making the evening one of de- to a beautiful reception in the direction of suave and
abeth Plaxico, Callie Stevens lightful fun partaking of in- honor of The Right Rev. John home-spun Fred Cooke. That
teresting foods, cocktails and Vander Horst, D. D., Bishop jazz is art, is a question no
and Ida Jamison,
of Tennessee and Mrs. Vander longer debated, and doubt as
Horst on Friday. Oct. 20, from to the veracity of the fact was
7:30 until 9:30 o'clock at the deftly eliminated by the big
Cathedral parish hall.
band of Count Down, Larry
Among the hundred of Muhoberac, Jack Hale and
guests who greeted the dyna others
. Count Down with
mic bishop and his charming Lyn Vernon oss the guitar,
wife and family were the Rev Bob Butler and Troy Henderand Mrs. S. D. Rudder, rector son. Larry Mohuberac's vocal
of Emmanuel Episcopal church group was good, and the muand members of that church, sic by Count Down and comincluding Charles Iles, Sr.. pany also excellent.
Mrs. Helen Shelby, Mr. and
Louis Ferguson's trio from
Mrs. Willie Anderson. Mrs. Memphis State university was
LeRoy Young, Miss Marilyn another favorite. And of course
Watkins and her sister. Mrs. Onzie Home's big band. with
L. Alex Wilson, I. S. Sodden, Robert Bell, soloists Charles
Mrs. Virgie Bynum, your Campbell. and Juanita Redscribe, and others.
dick; Emerson Able, Gilbert
THE ART FESTIVAL
Caple, Herman Rankins, Floyd
Memphis' First Art Festiva Newman,
Daniel
Harvey,
was held at Overton Park Walter Martin, Herb Thomas,

ississippian Heads
Owen Student Council

TOOTHACHE

IN CONCERT

AT LAST!

Bruce Hall, Thursday, Nov. 2, 8:30 P.M.

PROTECTION

AT
Oct.

Mr.
1440
Angli
Oct.
Mr.
Johns
daug
Mr.
2357
Elain
Oct.
jotr.
frbl E
nth
00.
Ur.

members of the family. From
left are Dr. Winston 0. Moor*
and Thomas S. Moore of Chicago; Eugene C. Moore, jr.,
Los Angeles; Mrs. Ruth
Moore Tollison, Chicago; Mr.
and Mrs. Moore; William S.
Moore, Chicago; Percy R.
Moore, Washington. D. C.;
Haywood Moore and Oliver
R. Moore, Los Angeles. Unable ha attend the affair was
another son, Henderson B.
Moore of Los Angeles.

STR,AiGHTEN
YOUR HAIR
at HOME in one easy application! "...You can ha ye natural-looking straiglill:
hair the aide, easy SILKY &PRAYS.
was. Your hair stays straight fog
months, won't go back even wham:
wet. Easy-to-follow directions for
profesinonal-like remits.
FOR WOMEN: Gentle Strength
FOR MEN: Regular Strength

at a

Adults $1.00

Students .50

PRACTICAL PRICE!

Warn,.,, •verewlsehs a,. eethes.estte
•bout eew ECON.O.OENE the douche
Owed*, that eveenises ereteo.on •
On•M,y• ode's—,.' n oecH
•••••.. SAr4
sums ...I 4FNT11.--40 • rtelmhtfei
fru% hie< treprenew Orele• I et...cos
et IdON 0 GENE in veer oleste see
te,ner for only Nt.

Hot Meals Served Daily
11 A.M. -- 5 A.M.
WE CATER TO
• Private Parties
• Cord Parties
• Wedding Receptions
• Buffets

• St•oli s

WE SPECIALIZE IN
• Seafoods
• Pit•Bor•B-Ou• • Pizra•Pi•

Open 10 A M. To 5 A.M. N•rt Morning
WE DELIVER
ROBERT WINFIELD, Proprietor
CL 2.9331

— — cur
Econ-O-Lab
DEPT. TS.20
'ass POPLAR AVE
MEMPHIS TENNESSEE
CHIRCIII 04

What Keeps a Man at His Desk Till Midnight?
The boldness executive pays for what he gets. Sometimes the price is
high in personal sacrifice of time, energy, and family relationships.
Too high, if he is buying only money and position. What makes it a
,bargain? Finding real satisfaction in building a company for which
he is proud to work ... rich in integrity, bold in moral convictions,
firm in busineas ethics.
A corporation is as responsible as its executives. By developing men
of character, it sets job standards for others like them and assures the
community of public-minded leadership.

Eeclovid CHI 1S4 Nese

send
(CON 0 GENE

_ZONE
_

STATE

4125'

Deism 1,1 11 SI plus tax • IVOR N•utivi.nr
MONEY-BACK GUARANTEE
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A.T E. H. CRUMP
Oct. S. 1961

From
oore _
Chie, jr..
Ruth

HOSPITAL chell, 851 Haynes st , son, Keith Loi inzia
Bernard.
Mr. and Mrs. Sylvester MadMr. and Mrs. Robert Davis, Mr. and Mrs. Arthur A. ison, 1781 Castelia rd.; daugh1440 Hyde Park; a daughter, Winbush, 790 Mt. Moriah st.; ter, Wanda Yvette.
daugther, Brigette Annette.
Anglia Sharlyne.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert L
Oct. 6.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert Wil- Donerson, 1734 Hunter at.;
Mr. and Mrs. Lawrence kins, 897 Neptune at.; daugh- daughter. Shelia McKay.
Johnson, 1040 Leina at.; a ter, Deborah Ann.
Mr. and Mrs. Llysses McCondaughter, Linda Arnette.
Mr. and Mrs. Major Dennis, nell, 2060 Goff at.; a son.
Mr. and Mrs Arthur D. Lee, 148 W. Davant st.; son, Cedric
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie L.
2357 Verdun at. a daugther, Lawrence.
Brown, 404 Jeff cove; son,
Elaine.
Mr. and Mrs Emmitt H. Freddick Renard.
Oct. 7.
Ford, 3313 Rochester at.; son, Mr. and Mrs, J. W. Brown,
Xr. and Mrs. Genile Cowan, Emmitt Hanible,
910 Michigan at.; daugther,
Jr.
ow E. Person st.; a son, Ken- Mr.
and Mrs. Eddie N. Kerr, Yvonne.
neth Eric.
822 LeMoyne Pk.; daugther, Mr. and Mrs. Isaac Car00. I.
penter, 2.2 W. Waldorf at.:
Lois.
%dr. and Mrs. Larry R. Al- Oct. 15.
daugther. Casandra Ann.
lee, 232 Pauline cl.; a son, Mr.
and Mrs. Gilbert Moore, Mr. and Mrs. Melvin StrickTYron.
577 Brown mall; daugther. land, 884 Latham st.; a son.
Mr. and Mrs. James Fitch- Letitia Lynn.
Mr. and Mrs. Sterling Sullipatrick, 2385 Manchester st.; a
Mr. and Mrs. George W. van. 2966 Shannon at.; daughdaugther, Shelia Renee.
Lee, 1910 Person ave.; daugh- ter, Donna Fay.
Mr. and Mrs. Hardy Wil- ter. Robbie Jean.
Mr. and Mrs. M. C. Adams.
liams, 441-A S. Lauderdale st.; Mr. and Mrs. Willie
L. 268 Henrietta; a daughter,
a son, Hardy, Jr.
Rogers. 1598 Monsarrat ave.; Elsie Renee.
Oct. 9.
NEW CO-ETTE MEMBERS hams and Maudette Browna daughter, Felicia Tonette. Oct. 17.
Mr, and Mrs. Louis A. Mr. and Mrs. Sammie L.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wil- — Ten new membors were lee. Seated are Misses SanWakefield, 3554 Millard rd.; a Brown, 1009 Tully st.; daugh- liams, 223 N. Manassas st.; a added to the Memphis chap- dia Taylor, Roger House and
son, Louis Allen, Jr.
ter of Co-tile Club. Inc., re• Lydia Campbell. On third
son.
ter, Maroucha Renee.
Mr. and Mrs. Freddie NorMr. and Mrs. James L. cently and were honored at a row are Misses Lynda HarMr. and Mrs. Robert E.
wood, 2191 Shannon st.; a McKay, 30 W. Fields ave.; son, Neely, 72 E. Utah at.; son, reception held last Sunday in graves, Laverne Brandon,
daugther, Denise.
the faculty lounge of Le- Joyce Glason, Phoebe Weaver
Keith Leroy.
Robert Earl, Jr.
Oct. 11.
Mr. and Mrs. Oscar L. Hale, Mr. and Mrs. A. B. Owens, Moyne college. Seated on and Elie* Rims, Among the
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Hen- 2308 Douglass ave.; son, Oscar 124 Majuba; twin sons, David floor are Misses Myrna Wil- national projects et the popson, 1489 Compton st.; a son, Lee, Jr.
and Daniel.
••••
Terrence Andrew.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie F. Mr. and Mrs. John Kearney, Mr. and Mrs. John T. HusMr. and Mrs. Lee Dewitt Smith, 1716 Rayner st.; daugh- 476 Belt Line st.; a son.
sey, 227 Tillman st.; daughter,
A GUIDE
Miller, 263 Edsel st.; a daugh- ter, Diane.
Mr. and Mrs. John E. Elk- Virginia Arnette.
ter, Rosalyn Dianne.
Mr. and Mrs. Fred Jones, ins, 637 Pearl pl.; son, Jeffery
Mr. and Mrs. Alfred SlaughOct. 12.
Bernard.
845 Albert st.; son, Davis.
ter, 2034 Nedra st.; daughter,
Mr. and Mrs. Lemmie Griggs, Oct. 16.
Mr. and Mrs. Lesley Young, Valerie.
Ily
2680 Spottswood ave.; a son, Mr. and Me,
- Thomas L. 52 W. Lucca at., son, Chester. Oct. 18.
Kenneth Leslie.
Mitchell, 801 Suzette; son, Mr. and Mrs. George S.
GRACE
WILLIAMS
Mr. and Mrs. James Hill, Thomas Derek.
Smith, 3215 Winton st.; a son. Mr. and Mrs. William R.
Wilks, 689 Lyman at.; son,
937-H McDowell st.; a daughtMr.
and Mrs. James D.
Mr. and Mrs. M. J. McGhee,
William Earl.
What is your culinary I. Q.?
er, Frances Marie.
948 S. Fourth st.; a daugh- Wiggins, 2078 Hubert at.;
For a quick test, see if you
Mr. and Mrs. Robert WofMr. and Mrs. Thomas Srly- ter.
daugther, Dorothy Louise.
know the answer to this quesOder, Jr.. 3346 Formosa rd.; a
Mr. and Mrs. Glenver Smith. Mr. and Mrs. Willie Alex- lord, 1198 Hammel est.; son,
tion: Name a food that is high
daugther, Sandra Faye
1068 Holmes rd.. son, Norris ander, 741 Pr ovine ave.: David Wayne.
At John Gaston Hospital:
daughter, Christina Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. henry A. Hurt. in energy value, has some proEugcne,
Oct. 14.
Mr. and Mrs. Beater L. Ber- 736 Neptune st.; son, Tommy tein, calcium and iron as well
Mr. and Mrs. W. C. Herman
as vitamins; easily digested; is
Mr. and Mrs. Harrison Wil- Lee Smith, 578 Crump blvd.: ry, 1325 Yazoo ct.; son Jarvis Lee.
clean having never been touchhite, 247 Ingle ave.; daughter, son, W. C. Herman Lee, Jr. Lee.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie F. Neal,
Angela Barhetta.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie Wilson, Mr. and Mrs. Edward Port- 337 Dixe Mall; daugther, Tina ed by human hands—and only
costs one and half cents per
Mr. and Mrs. Perry L. Mit- 2168 Brown st.; son, Everett er, 925 N. Bellevue blvd.; Louise.
serving.
daughter, Wanda Denise.
Mr. and Mrs. Dewitt RichMr. and Mrs. Ben Mosley, ards, 1605
Did you say rice? Rate yourKansas at.; a sou,
492 E. Olive st.; daughter, Michael
self as being superior. For suDewitt.
Vickey Renee.
perior cooks all over the world
Mr. and Mrs. Hubie L. Mr. and Mrs. Willie Suggs, know the virtues of this favLavender, 578 St. Paul at.: 2971 Calvert st.; son, Willie orite and serve it around the
Tyrone.
son, Larry Von.
clock.
Mr. and Mrs. James L. Mr. and Mrs. Edward H.
Although rice isn't difficult
Maples, 1508 Elliston st.; son, Pollard, 863 N. Second st.; son, to cook, not
everyone seems to
Edward Hiawatha, Jr.
Kenneth.
produce the right results. The
Mr. and Mrs. M. L. Hargrow, "Mr. and Mrs. John T. Saine, following
"Dont's" may be
793 Bates; daugther, Debra 1115 Keating at.: daughter, helpful
along this line:
Ann.
Cassandra Maria.
Don't wash or rinse rice. You
Mr. and Mrs. Ray Madison, Mr. and
Mrs. Wendell P. lose valuable vitamins and
1593 Locust st.: daughter, Miller, 620
St. Paul at.; son, minerals.
Debra Fay.
Edward.
Don't peek when boiling
ktillialm flo
Past Ws Dye Wed Sprits *Aka* Id ai ese ONO ht halt fa
Mr. and Mrs. Jesse Roper,
rice. It lets out steam, lowers
1763 Swift st.; a daughter. Oct.'19.
Mr. and Mrs. Robert D. temperature.
Don't stir rice after it comes
Felix, 3025 Travis: son, Darwin
to a boil, This mashes grains:
Alexander.
makes
rice gummy.
Mr. and Mrs. Edward WestDon't leave rice in pan in
brooks, 2327 Hunter at.; twin
daugthers, Edna Denise and
Edwina Diane.
art, 930 Orleans st.; son John
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy Win- Lee. Jr.
frey, 1043 Tupelo at.; son, Mr. and Mrs. Narvin
PerkTommy, Jr.
ins, 2304 Cable st.; daughter.
Mr. and Mrs. Emmon C. Donna Renee.
Echols, 306 Flynn; son, LenorMr. and Mrs. Elbert W. Holris Terrell.
loway, 857 Neptune st.; daughMr. and Mrs. Leroy Cain, ter, Gwendolyn Joyce.
600 S. Launderdale at.;, son, Mr. and Mrs. Will
H.
Tod Tyrone.
Howard, 294 Dixe Mall: son,
Mr. and Mrs. D. L. Smith, Elonzo.
1634 Orr; daugther, Dorcas
Mr. and Mrs. Tommy L.
Dearlove.
Hunt, 393 Crump bv1d.; son.
Mr. and Mrs. Jack Lawrence Tyrone.
with Gary Cooper
843 Walker st.; son, Jack III.
Mr. and Mrs. Lee E. SetMr. and Mrs. Robert L. don, 167 Mt. Pleasant; daughand Jane Wyatt
Niter, 1532 Elliston; son, Mi- ter, Ora Darlene.
chael.
Mr. and Mrs. Eddie PatterOct. 20.
son, 2040 Amity; son, Eugene.
Mr. and Mrs. Walter L. WilMr. and Mrs. Albert Wells,
liams, 1532 Cane at.; daugther, 1004 Emmie; son.
with Alan Ladd
Angela Renice.
Mr. and Mrs. Willie L. Doband Veronica Lake
Mr. and Mrs. Robert J. Wil- bs, son, Steven Gerald.
lis, 467 Carpenter; daughter, Mr. and Mrs. William
L
Marian Yvette.
Moor e, 1388 Breedlove, son
Mr. and Mrs. John L. Stew - Anthony Lavell.
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"THE WORLD
AGREES ON
IGILBEY'S,
PLEASE'!"

4

ular teen-age club are the
NAACP and the United Negro College Fund. Aside from
the local chapter. Co-eitee
has chapters in Nashville
Detroit and Chicago. Miss Erma Lee Laws and Mrs. A. A.
Letting are co-sponsors ad

the chapter. (Withers Photo)
-;
which it was cooked, for more
than five to ten minutes, cook
ed rice will pack.
There are many good ways
to cook rice, but with such a
large variety of this cereal
on the market, it is best to follow the directions that are on
the package.
Now for a real pretty and
good dessert, try our Rice Bavarian.
RICE BAVARIAN
3 cups milk
1-4 cup lemon rind, grated
1.2 cup rice
1-4 teaspoon salt
1 teaspoon flavoring
1.2 cup sugar
2 tablespoons gelatin
1.2 cup cold water
1 cup whipping cream
Strawberries or other fruit

By CARLOTTA WATSON things. "Time" can do a great
Dear Carlotta:
work if properly used in the
Joe and I should be very domestic circle. It could stop
happy, but he has too much a r go men t s, incriminations
temper. Of course, he thinks and recriminations. There is
that I am the one that is un- almost nothing that a husband
reasonable.
Our arguments and wife cannot say to each
starts from nothing, later be- other if only each would pick
come serious . . . too serious. the psychological moments to
I am considered a good house- do it.
keeper. I keep everything in
The next time, just before
good order. He thinks this is you start "from nothing,"
take
an easy job.
a good hard look at your husHe has had a good job, but band when he comes home.
he never seems to realize that S‘.e if his expression
indicates
I need new clothes. In spite a chatty conversation or dumbof these outbursts, in our san- ness. If it indicates
dumbness,
er monients we wonder why it is NOT the time to
tell him
we can't agree.
how tired you are or that you
If these outbursts keep up must have that new dress.
our marriage will go on the
The same holds true for
rocks. Do you have any soluhusbands speaking at untimetion or suggestions to help
ly moments, saying untimely
us? Be both will read your
things. Any husband should
answer. Ann and Joe.
know that he !oust try to conDear Ann and Joe:
vince the little woman that
Some writer has said that
she is stunning in her old dress
there is a time to every purbefore he tells her that he
pose under the heaven. A time
can't afford to give her a
to laugh, a time to mourn,
new one.
a time to walk. Likewise there
She may not believe it about
is a time to keep silent and
a time to speak. Your prob- the old dress, but she will be
lem seems to be in your "tim- convinced that at least you
are looking at HER.
ing."
There are many husbands
who are industrious, and many
wi v es who have delightful
personalities. Each could be
ideal if he could just learn the
right "time" to rlo or say

T-ICS
DRIVE IN
Follow Ti,. Crowd

Pour into mold, chill. Serve
with fruit.
"A Guide To Good Eating"
is a service provided for the
readers of the Tri-State De •
fender through the cooperation
of the Memphis Dairy Council. Mrs. Williams is a teacher
of Home Economics at Manassas high school.

To Ti,.
Testiest Food
In Town'

Kingsburger

35c

IR•ol Big)

SPECIALS
TX -Burgers 15e
T K -Cheeseburgers

2 25;
204

COLD DRINKS

SELL TOLLS GOOD NEWS
OCALA, Fla. — (UPI) — An
Put milk and lemon rind in iron bell, painted gold, is tolldouble boiler. When hot add ed at the Ocala Stud Farm
rice arid salt and stir. Cook whenever a horse from the
until rice is tender. Add flav- Farm wins an important stake
oring, sugar, mix carefully. It was used for the first time
Whip cream, fold into rice when Carry Back won t h e
mixture as it begins to set. Kentucky Derby.

SHAKES

HOT DOGS
BARBECUE
Night Meer.:

Sun Ciru Thurs. 1:00 O.1.11
Fro & Sat. 200 a.m.

WH 6-0189
.oi.do et Trrosis

Enjoy the Channel 3
Movie Tonight and
Every Night!
Wednesday, October 25, 10:10 PM

"Task Force"

Thursday, October 26, 10:10 PM

"Saigon"

Friday, October 27, 10:10 PM

"Tarzan's New York
Adventure"

DO YOU WANT TUBE A QUEEN???

Saturday, October 28, 10:10 PM

"Reap the Wild Wind"

with Ray Wind
and John Wayne

with Charles Ruggles
and Ellen Drew

Monday, October 30, 10:10 PM

"Light That Failed"

with Ronald Coleman
and Ida Lupo

Ia

Adult Participants Must Be Ages 14 Thru 25
Junior Groups - Ages 6 Thru 13
Baby Division - Infancy Thru 5
Clubs &Organizations May Also Enter Person In Contest

Crowning Of Royalty - - On Stage Of Handy Theatre
•Beautiful Prizes- --Watches - Radios -Jew.elry - Flowers
•Second Prize Winners To Serve As Princesses
•All Contestants To Be Awarded Prizes
Crowns - Robes • Music -Stage-Show To

Be Supplied

For More Information Of

Contest Rules And Prizes
Call - Contest Director At JA 5-3749

Tuesday, October 31, 10:10 PM

"No Time For Love

To Enroll For

Citizens 14th Annual Yule -Tide
KING AND QUEEN CONTEST

Deadline For Entering Contest - November 15th
Al/ Winners Will Be Determined By Highest Amount Of
Money Reported At Close Of Contest in December

Sunday, October 29, 10:15 PM

"Parson of Panamint"

Fill Out This Application

with Johnny Weissmuller
and Maureen O'Sullivan

with Fred MacMurray
and Claudette Colbert

The Undersigned R•gu•sts and Gives P•rrelission to The Citizen,
Comrnitt•• Council to Enter My Nons• in Yule-Tid• Contest.

FULL NAMF OF CONTESTANT

.41

WSW

ofIRFSS

noioNr
Mail Or Bring This Aisphcotion re7S7Seuth Mein Street-le Citizens
Yulo•Tielis Conte., Directory

•

The family of physicist Charles E. Harrington All the
Harnngton children were
Carnation babies. "My doctor recommended Carnation,"
Mrs. Harrington explains.

This milk in the red.and-white can is the world's leader for infant feeding,

Fiye little Harringtons-and how they do grow!
(Their doctor recommended Carnation)

Daddy is a government physicist.
Mother is active in PTA,church and
community projects. "And I'm busiest of all at home," Mrs. Harrington
admits, "with five little Harringtons.
They all got started on a Carnation
formula."
Eight out of 10 mothers who feed
their babies a Carnation formula say:
"My doctor recommended it." Carnation is the safest, most nourishing
and digestible form of milk for baby's
bottle. Ask your doctor about Carnation - the milk every doctor knows.
This milk that's best for babies is
best for coffee, cereals and cooking,
too! Carnation is the milk you can
use like cream -with /
1
2 the fat calories, and at /
1
2 the. cost of cream. Try
Bunburger recipe, shown at right.

RECIPE:
(Mnikwa 6 seirtnnes)

——

—

CARNATION'S stay -moist BUNBURGERS
/
1
2 cup (small can) undiluted
CARNATION EVAPORATED MILS
1 egg
11
/
2 pounds ground beet
/
1
2 cup fine cracker crumbs
11
/
2 teaspoons salt
% teaspoon pepper
1 teaspoon dry mustard
Y. cup finely chopped onion
Vs cup finely chopped green pepper
American process cheese slices
Blend ingredients Form meat mixture
into 12 thin patties. Place each patty on
hamburger bun halt covering comrletely.
Broil about 5 minutes rEi to / inches from
Cowtosterl Cowsheat) Top each Bunburger with a cheese
slice. Broil until cheese bubbles.
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PROVIDENT HOSPITAL'S luncheon. (Photo left) V. S. Clyde Reynold s; Hazel
Volunteer Service Guild held G. members (left to right) Lowe: Dr. Robert Stripy,.
their Election of Officers re- Bernice Murray, chairman Lois Gladney Hall and Decently at a gay and colorful of the finance committee; lores Hobbs. (Photo center)

Ethel Cooper (left) V. S. G. arships and Clyde Reynolds, oper a ling room. (photo copal Church: Clyde Rey- V. S. G. luncheon; the Hon.
president, presents c Is etc k a Provident Hospital director. right) Rey. James B. Edden, nolds; Velma Crowe Han- James B. Parsons a is if Dr.
to Mrs. Betty Gross, director for air condition ing the rector of St. Thomas Epis- cock, social chairman of the Robert Stepto.
of nurses for nursing schol-

r

•

drewo
wa
eve
es.

An

dre•
and
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VSG Installs Officers At Colorful
Luncheon At Chatham Town Club

By EARL DEAN GRAY
vice and contributions to the social chairman and Earl Dean
It was an exciting gay and hospital. Thru their combined Gray, Cotton Ball. chairman.
colorful luncheon given by the efforts they have contributed: Members, Annabelle Brooks,
Volunteer Service Guild of annual requirements of bed Elizabeth Cosey, Ophelia Feilds,
Provident hospital at the beau- sheets for hospital patients, Marcella Fouche, Adell Gartiful swank Town Chatham wholesome recreation for stu- rett, Cathryn Gavin, Elsie Gill,
club; the purpose — "Installa- d en t nurses, nurses' three Mary Gunn, Lois Gladney Hall,
year scholarship funds, $9000 Velma Hancock. Rose Hawtion of Officers."
This event is important to stainless steel electrical steam kins, Delores Hobbs, Thallis
very guild member and they table, $3800 electrical device Jordan, Hazel Lowe, Helen
anticipate attending with great for counting blood cells, furn- Miller, Velma Murphy. Berenthusiasm; expecting some- ishing hospital rooms, operat- nice Murray, Mildred Powell,
thing outstanding and inter- ing several days a week a mo- Marcella Pride and Mary GarMRS. ROSA PAGE WELCH
esting. They are never disap- bile canteen (a service enjoyed den Williams.
pointed. Some note - worthy by the hospital patients.) airoperating
NEWLY ELECTED OFFI- sons are: (left to right) Car- retary: Gwendolyn King, Roberts, publicity chairman; speaker is always presented. conditioning t h e
CERS of the Provident Hos- ney
Ross. corresponding vice president; Charles Day- Ethel Cooper, president; Eu•
This year's social chairman, r o o m. These contributions
pital's Volunteer Service secretary: Beryl Cosey. as- '"—on, recording secretary; topia Simmons, treasurer
Mrs. Velma Hancock, present- serve as an incentive to all
to
Guild installed by the Hon. sistant financial secretary: Willa Grimes, sergeant-at- and Earl Dean Gray, Cotton
ed a group of distinguished V. S. G. members to strive
°Table Judge James B. Par. Mary Gillette, financial sec- arms: Judge Parsons; Gloria Ball chairman.
guests that left the members double their past efforts and
The Beatrice Caffrey Youth Roosevelt university faculty
spellbound, Rev. James B. Ed- continue to devote as much
in the Christian
den. rector of St., Thomas Epis- time and service to the hospi- Service. Inc., one of the units lay leader
Churches. She is most noted as
copal church, delivered the in- tal that they can afford. New- of the Cook County Commuof the a religious singer and intervocation. Mr. Clyde Reynolds, ly elected officers are: Ethel nity Service Division
Commission will preter of Negro spirituals. In
director of Provident hospital Cooper, president; Gwendolyn Illinois Youth
Page Welch 1952 she was awarded "The
introduced Dr. Robert Stepto. King, vice president; Charlene honor Mrs. Rosa
recording secretary; at its Merit Dinner on Fri- Distinguished Service Medal"
Davenport,
informative
an
delivered
who
The early Fall is a busy
Nov. 17th in the V.I.P. of the National Conference of
Carney Ross, corresponding day,
talk on "Hospital Welfare."
time for planning benefit.; and
Christiaes and Jews for her
The marriage of Miss Carita illusion of forest calmness.
room at McCormick Place.
were dressed alike wore coral
for giving them.
Hutchings. lovely daughter of
Lightine the candles were gowns with chiffon overblouses Honorable Judge James B. secretary; 'Mary Gillette, fiThis organization is working service in the cause of brotherIf the pre!Iminaries are any Mr. and Mrs Frank Hutchings. Shelia Allison and Charles and bell shaped skirts.
Parsons nistalled the officers nancial secretary; Eutopia M. in the field of delinquency hood. She has used her glorimdication of what's ahead, the Sr. of Macon. Georgia and Dr. Henry Hutchings IV, niece and
The coral pill box head- an honor that will remain in- Simmons, treasurer; Beryl Co- prevention and for three years ous gift of music to improve
fourth annual Fashion Show Roger Maynard Berkley, son nephew of the bride.
all
interracial relations. in 1952-53
dress, designed by her sisters, delibly in the minds of
sey, assistant financial secre- has been calling attention to she was sent by 5 Protestant
of the Park Manor Service of the late Mr. Berkley and
Given in marriage by her were made of chiffon, accen- V.S.G. members.) Funds raised
persons who have made an
at
Guild should be a colorful oc- Mrs. Andrew Buruss of MinSgt.
Grimes,
Willa
father, the bride was a vision tuated with a single rhinestone from the current year's pro- tary;
outstanding contribution in the church groups on a tour around
casion. There is an element of eral. Va., was solemnized in of
the world as a "Goodwill
loveliness in a gown of stud and tulle. They carried jects are turned over to the arms; Gloria Roberts, publici- development of youth.
mystery concerning the decor early fall at the historic
hospital at this annual lunch- ty chairman; Anne Freeman, Mrs. Welch, of Chicago, is a Ambassador." In her work in
ivory silk alpacca fashioned Birds of Paradise.
depicting familiar scenes Washington Avenue Presbyinter-racial relations she has
With an oval neck, threeDon Harris of New Bruns- e o n. Guild President Ethel
around Chicago.
sung before youth groups, conterian Church.
quarter length sleeves, and a wick, N. J., and nephew of Cooper presented a check to
F/orene Boggan. Fashion
ducted courses in inter-racial
The ceremony was perform- hell shaped shirt. A detachable
Mr. Reynolds, hospital director,
the groom was -best man.
Show Chairman and Mildred ed by the Rev. Lawrence Hay' full
understanding at inter-group
air-condition
chapel length train borderto
expenses
for
was
scheduled to and inter-denominational cone
"An African Holiday" was member,
Ushers were Drs. Thomas
Sears, President of Service good with Mrs. Rose Frayser ed With
another
grosgrain and aproom,
operating
the
After
L. Peacock, Floyd Mix, RoseGuild are not talking but "Por- as organist and Mrs. Leontine
slated to be presented by the be the guest speaker.
ferences.
pliqued in detail with French
dishowing slides and playing recram n Collins, and Richard check to Mrs. Betty Grass,
traits In Motion" promises to F. Espy. soloist.
On Nov. 27th, Mrs. Welch
Herzl School PTA on Friday
imported lace encrusted with
threea
for
nursing,
of
rector
he
as
Dr.
cordings
lectures,
Broadnax all of Chicago and
be lively and scintillateng.
at 7:30 p.m., in the assembly Turner will conduct a discus- will leave for Nigeria as a
Behind the altar, centered pearls- added to the simplicity classmates of the groom at year nurses' scholarship.
This affairs is to be held
short term missionary for two
against a uniquely arranged and elegance of the gown.
V.S.G. members are proud hall at 3711 W. Douglas blvd. sion with audience participa- years.
MeHarry Medical college, and
Saturday evening at Dunbar
background of fern, stood a
a
Turner,
D.
Lorenzo
An
of
years
exquisite
Dr.
thirteen
tiered
sertheir
of
double
tion.
and
Hutchings
H.
Dr. Charles
Vocational High School, 2900 candle tree flanked by spiralFor any information or reRomero servations please contact the
Carmencita
The
South Parkway. 8 p.m. (Oct. ing candlabras on either side. veil of ivory French imported William Hutchings, brothers
tulle
a
from
flowed
crown
atwere
They
Dancers—The Little Rome- Beatrice Caffrey Youth Servof the bride.
2110 Rev, Charles H. Webb
The beautiful white gladoli of ivory roses and lillies of
ros—will entertain with excit- ice headquarters, 213 East 50th
tired in white dinner jackets
is Pastor.
and mums at the altar, the the valley. She carried an
memand
trousers,
tuxedo
ing
calypso and African dance Street, KE 6-0700. Reservaand
candle and greenery in the uniquely designed ivory fan
routines.
bers of the bride's family
tions are $10.00 each.
windows completed the solemn shaped bouquet of white batan
wore the family crest.
There is no admission charge The Rev. Charles H. Webb,
orchids accented with lillies
AlCarita
The flower girls,
but the Herzl PTA invites pastor of Park Manor Chritfereon. Tallahassee. treasurer; of the valley and ribbons.
ian Church. 600 East 73rd St.,
lison and Starr Hutchings,
memberships. New members is Chairman of the Citizens
Miss Gloria Hutcnings and
Miss Erma Jackson. Tallahasnieces of the bride, wore white
T A LLAH ASSEE-- Mrs. Bet- see. representative to the Mrs. Gertie H. Allison. the nylon dresses with large sashwill be supplied with identity Committee for the Merit Dinty Dawson, West Palm Beach, Women's Congress: MISS Lillie lovely and charming sisters of ed with lace flowers appliqued
cards and a program yearbook. ner.
Tallahassee, the bride, were maid and around the yoke and sleeves.
was elected president of the M. Batchelor.
Miss matron of honor respectively. The headdress was a band of
City Women's Council of Flo- parliamentarian; and
rida A&M University recently. Gladys Rich, Durham, N. C., Bridesmaids were Mrs. Dove white fugi mums and tulle,
Savage Pickney, a childhood
Other officers elected were: reporter.
and they carried white lacy
Miss Bernice Lewis, Midville, Mrs. Annie L. Cooper, coun- pal, of Los Angeles, Calif.; Mrs. baskets lined with lillies of the
L.
of
Rebecca
Meredith
AtGa., vice-president: Miss Jac- selor for women, is advisor
valley and tulle and petals of
queline Martin, Tallahassee, and counselor for the organi- lanta; and Miss Janice Jackson carnations and mums.
of St. Louis, chums at Fisk
secretary; Miss Nancy P. JefHutchings,
university. The attendants who Thomas Charlton
nephew of the bride, dressed
in a white linen suit, was
ring bearer.
The mother of the bride
chose for the occasio., a coral
sheath with a chiffon overblouse and matching accessories while Mrs. Buruss, the
groom's mother wore a blue
chiffon sheath with stole and
matching accessories.
RECEPTION
A lavish reception followed
the nuptials at the beautiful
and spacious home of the
Hutchings. Mrs. Matilda Hartley was hostess and Mrs. Betty Hutchings kept the bridal
book. Mrs. Shelia Barnes, Mrs.
Barbara H. Wells, Miss Gwendolyn Dunn, Mrs. Mattie DR. AND MRS. MACEO D. red in Springfield, Ohio.
Thomas, Mrs. Mamie Hawk- PEMBROKE Were honored The bride is the former Miss
ins and Mrs. Rebecca Watk- recently at a wedding recep- June Green of Springfield.
ins served as floating hostess. tion given by the members Dr. Penbroke is the pastor of
The couple left immediately of the St. Mark Methodist St. Marks. They will reside
for a honeymoon trip to Idle- Church. The couple were near- In Chicago.
wild, Mich. They will reside
in Chicago, Ill.
Out-of-tdwn guests included
Master Sgt. Marceline Goodwin, Fort McClendon, Ale.;
Dr. and Mrs. James Allison
at ifillman's delicatessen department.. Plump salamis
and children, Chicago:Mr. and
Mrs. Donald Harris, New
by the yard. . .smoky or sweet, mild or hot. . ./inks
Brunswick. N. J.; Mrs. Fannie
loops of luscious mettwurst, bratwurst, liverwurst.
and
Mr.
Va.;
Buruss, Mineral,
You'll discover 72
97 delectable varieties in all.
Richard Broadnax, Chicago:
Dr. Thomas Peacock, Wilson,
earieties of cheeses. . .in chunks, slivers, slices,
N. C.; Dr. Floyd Mix, Chicago;
or wheel .s.too large to lift. And the hottest news of
Dr. Rosecrain Collins, Chicago:
CHINESE WORD used to describe Mrs. Grass'
all about our cold cuts is the price. You can choose
Mr. and Mrs. Charles Meredith,
Atlanta; Miss Janice Jackson,
the world's finest delicatessen from Chicago's most
Egg Noodles. "Delicious" of course!
Genuine
St Louis; Mrs. Dove S. Pickbountiful variety at prices far, far. below what you'd
ney, Los Angeles, Calif.; Mrs.
Mamie Cumming. Augusta.
expect to pay. How do we do it? Well, wouldn't Our
Georgia; Mr T. C. Williams,
comnetitors love to know!
Waycross; Mrs. Earnestin.,
GENUINE
Hill: Mrs. Beatrice Bryant.
EGG NOODLES
DR. AND MRS. ROGER marriage was solemnised in rita Hutchings, is the daughNew York; Mrs. Samuel HubMAYNARD BERKLEY cut the Washington Avenue Pres- ter of Mr. and Mrs. Frank
bard and Miss Carolyn Hubthe first slice of wedding byterian Church of Macon, Hutchings. sr., in whose
bard. Foray th; Mrs. Lilts
cake at their reception. Their Ga. The bride, the former Ca - beautiful and spacious home,
Mound Nell, New York. and
lake Meadows
63rd and Halsted Stores
The loop
the reception was held.
Rev. Lawrence Haygood.
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Park Manor Miss Carita Hutchings Is Wed
Benefit
To Dr. Roger Maynard Berkley

'African Holiday'For flerzl PTA

Elect Officers
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mANAssAs HIGH NEWS

BEACH GROVE
NEWS

THE

Jeb Stuart
Fan Club

MITCHELL
HIGH NEWS

SENIOR CLASS
Emma Hollowell, Yvette LusThe senior class has elected ter and Ernestine Hollowell.
its officers for the coming
By JOHN ARNOLD
The fellows always seem to
year. They are Billy Doss, have a relaxed and refreshing
CHURCH NEWS
president; Robert Williams, look attired in shocking hues By EDDY JEAN PICKETT
The Tri-community choirs
vice president; Lonnie Lott of red, plum purple, turquoise
were present at Bethel Baptist
Hi "Lady Top," and you too,
secretary; Yvonne Luster, as- black and green nylon and
church last week and had an
"Ole Great One." This is the
sistant secretary; Elmer Her- banlon sweaters.
enjoyable time singing from
Stuart
Jeb
By CLARENCE WITHERS TOP BOYS
International
back
2:30 to 5 p. m.
rison, chaplain; Gwendolyn
Seen wearing these sw eat. on the scene to bring you the
WILLIAM WILLIS
6 RAYMOND JACKSON
The pianist was Mrs. Eessie
Robinson, business manager; era
are '.'ance Moore, Fred latest happenings around the
PERCELL DUCKETT
Newhouse of Beach Grove, and
Carl Maple, parliamentarian; Pierce,
LIMELIGHT
Robert Williams. Wil- world of social events and jive.
WALKER SMITH
Mrs. Ruth Simpson was choir
and Frank McCree, sergeantlie C. Owens, Billie Moore. CONGRATULATIONS
The young lady selected for JAMES
manager.
NOLAN
at- arms.
Eddie Walsh, Eddie Kinnard
the
limelight this week is one AARON THOMPSON
We would like to extend a
Rev. H. W. Ball, formerly of
APPRECIATION
and Marvin Bledsoe.
of
very
high
standing at Mit- HERBERT GOODLOE
mr
ost ncere congratulation to
Beach Grove, is pastor of
Our hats are off to members
chel/ She is a member of the L. T. KNOWLES
and
sl Mrs. Thomas Marion,
Bethel Baptist.
Making quite an impact in
of the Junior Red Cross for sharp
Glee
club,
SOCIAL
Dramatics c I u b. RICHARD BAUGHNS
NEWS
double-breasted conti- who were joined in holy mathe excellent and enriching deA birthday party will be NHA and vice president of the RAY
nental suits are Ernest Roach, trimony on Sept. 20.
WILLIAMS JR.
votional program given on the Roosevelt
given
at
11-1
home
the
ef
Mr.
homeroom.
and
Howe, Osborn TayMr. Marion worked diligentTOP GIRLS
intercom just recently. Mrs. H. lor
Mrs.
J.
W.
Ball
daughfor
their
and Cabin Joyner.
ly for several menths as an
She is none other than Miss GLORIA WILLIS
Smith and Mrs. E. Amos are
ter, Elizabeth Ann, on her fifth Gloria Jean
. adviser for the Jeb Stuart
SPORTS NEWS
Willis. daughter MARGREE DELOACH
Red Cross sponsors.
birthday.
of Mr. and Mrs. Freeman Wil- DORIS J. DENNIS
Slowly, t h e procession International Fan club. He
Visiting
Mrs.
Daisy
Arnold
FASHIONS AND FADS
lis of 3382 Alta road. Religious- T ARB ARA CHEATHAM
marched in with dear old left Memphis for Fort Rocker
n last Saturday night were
. Good grooming and proper
Washington defeated a n d Alabama, on Oct. 11 for a MEMPHIS SONGSTERS
Mrs. R. L. Jones. Wilma and ly she is a member of the Rock ROLETHA JONES
—
dress are "musts" with young buried
returned
to
Amarica
year's
after
a
active duty with Uncle
of Ages Baptist church, where PATSY PAYNE
by the Manassas Tigers
Three Memphis singers met successful tour of Europe: James 11,
women and young men who suddenly
at Washington stad- Sam.
James Jones was here over she is pianist for the Junior BETTYE GRIGGS
recently in the lobby of the Jab Stuart, rock 'n' roll singwant to be socially acoeptable, ium,
Oct. 20, with a score of TRIBUTE OF WEEK
DORIS J. LITTLE
Pershing hotel in Chicago and er: and Roscoe Gordon, the the past week-end from St. choir
even on their school campusThis week we would like took time out to chat about
26 to 13.
SHIRLEY SHIPP
blues warbler. Slim plans to Louis, Mo., to visit his mother, NHA NEWS
es.
Washington is a good school. to pay tribute to Miss Barbara old times. From left they are return to Europe
The Mitchell High chaplet GEORGIA KNOWLES
the spring Mrs. R. L. Jones.
in
To know when and how to
but it could not hold on to the Perry. song stylist, and a Memphis Slim, who recently of 1882.
There were 62 persons present of the New Homemakers of THE UPBEAT
dress is a talent within itself, end.
graduate of Melrose High
for Sunday school at the Beach America, with its 53 members.
J. H. you don't know it but
and as is exemplified at this
school.
Even before it died on the
1111191111110111111111111111111111111901111111111111111111Mlielleilielelle1111110111160111101111111111111111111111111 Grove Baptist church last week, held their initiation of new C. B. is trying to get your girl
school, there are many who playing
and a greater number then members Oct. 16-18. The new
field, the Warrior team
Barbara has been chirping
namely M. W.
possess the rare gift.
for the morning service.
had been eulogized in Cora P. for eight years, and has apmembers were initiated in a
Let's take a look at the
A three-night drive, starting very humorous way. They wore Margree Deloach what's this
Taylor auditorium, where Tig. peared in the Flamingo Room.
smartly, dressed co-eds and er rooters
see" "Tears, Tears, Tears."
Sunday night, Nov. 19, will be bunny hats
paid the team its the Savoy Club, most of the
with a spoon
guys on our campus. First, it last
held at Bradford, Tenn., and
Clayton Barrett had a "Blue
high schools of the city, and :11111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111111I111111111111111I11111111111111111111111111111111111
respects.
around
their
various
neck,
and
11111111111111ell
seenns that shoe styles have
will be sponsored by Mrs. Daisy
Holiday."
Taking part in the services at the Avon Theater in West
other costumes.
made a complete change from were
Jenkins.
It is with patience that the Joanne? Charles Epps says,
E. C. is constantly telling C.
Rita Phillips, Gwendo- Memphis.
week
Last
unique
very
a
loafers to saddle oxfords in lyn
dreamer awaits his
The Jubilee club was remost comment.
M. (B.T.W.) she's "Got To Get
Robinson, Marving AlexShe
is
now
under
contract
program
was
school
held
the
in
favorable dream to come true, Bernestine
organized recently by the sponvarious combinations of black
ander and Bobby Reed.
From It All."
Prewitt, Father
to Fernwood Records of Memauditorium, where new mem- Away
sor, Mrs. Maggie Harris.
and white and beige and
The victory brings the Tigers phis. Her latest release is so it is with your scribes, Bertrand is out of bounds.
Jeanette is asking Richard to
Persons
bers
with
officers.
and
Mary
news to report
medium brown,
of the year
Wallace and Claudia
up to si..c games won and no "Bobby is a Bad Boy," which
"Look In tier Eyes."
Stephens, to relate to you those Freddie Norman Why Betty should send it to John Arnold, 1961-62 were installed.
Sporting these oxfords are defeats.
Gaston Armour what's this
Don't miss our home is constantly gaining popu- persons and
(Doug.)?
Route
2,
185,
Box
Rutherford,
events that make
Celestine Reynolds, Yvonne coming
The officers are president. I hear about S. S. and M. D.?
game with Father Laity all over.
Tenn.
Simone,
Be
sure
you
to
can
pick
have
up
school
our
the
your
your
most
versatile
Luster, Barbara Moore, Jae- Bertrand on
Carolyn Davis; vice president.
Tommie to
Wednesdey nigh,
Barbara specializes in pop in the city.
pick of the Melrose fellows if copy of the Tri-State Defender Jacqueline Harris; secretary, Alma is asking
nita Griffin, Shirley Moten and Nov. 1.
say it "One More Time."
and jazz, but she does a nice GAME OF SEASON
at
the
office
each
you
haven't
week.
already
found
the
Margo Dixon.
Jewelene Owens; asst. secre- I hear Jerrlean is telling
TEEN TOP TUNES
job with the blues, and dances The 1961-62 Golden Wild- one you want.
The oxford look is not only "The Life
tary. Barbara Hence; treasurer, James Rice (C.) she's "A Ware
I Live." Frankre as well as sings.
cats
gave
an
elaborate
Charles
exhiFife
you
have
an infor the girls, but is for the Matthews and George
Minnie Harris; reporter, Ida of Love."
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patrick.
held its first meeting of the
Baby," "This Heart of 'Mine," Tres- Mitchell went over for the Nelson (Versatility).
kelly green and white bulky Marva Crawford and Robert sie Levy
first touchdown. In the final
and Robert Earl.
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give a certain person your cluding scholarship, leadership divine."
the meeting at Tony's.
Stanley Richardson.
the appearance of a kuiotte "Operation Hear th reak," heart and HE refused it?
and character, we ran across
skirt, with white ruffled Marva Lovelace
Helen has started to speak- Miss Nealey Williams, a Seand Lesley
blouse, white socks and loafers. Neeley.
ing to males again?
nior and a wonderful, exBeverly Dukes wore a black
Bobbie Ester, that Ernest ceptionally friendly
young
"Drive Me Home," Bettye
bulky knit hip-length sweater Hurst and Johnny
Smith has found himself an- lady, who resides with her
Palmer.
other love, namely Laura parents, Rev. and Mrs. J. W.
with small burnt orange, CAMPUS
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medium yellow and turquoise
Williams, sr. at 979 Hamilton.
Sammie Bruce, Frank Dil- Scott?
stripes set off with matching worth,
Wardine went North "to get
In religious life, she is a
James Cox, Vance
pleated skirt, an outfit any Moor e,
away from it all' and to be member of the Lane Avenue
Patricia Scurlock.
near J. S. but was disappoint- Baptist church. Her Extracurgirl would be proud to own. James Thomas,
Gwendolyn ed?
ricular activities center around
Dressed casually for a day Seward,
Leon Phillips, ThomLynn Howell and Fred Carr the Charmettes, Sci-Chi-Biin class, Willie Wainwright as Jackson,
Bernice Lee, Marare tigheter than tight rope? Phy Science club, National
wore a simple but colorful out- garet Atkins,
Elton Montgom- DEFINITIONS
Honor Society, and the Stu:
fit consisting of a plain black ery, Ernest
Martin, Anderson
Love—a game never called dent Council.
wool skirt and paisley print of Harden,
Noble Gatlin, Char- off on
We wish you the best of luck
account of darkness.
royal blue and rose pink lene
Stewart, Leonra Thomas,
Baby Sitter — a modern Miss Williams.
blouse in a polished cotton. Annie Gray,
Sadie Rankins. mother's idea of a labor-saving LET'S READ:
Handbags this year are big Katherine, Hayes,
Juanita device.
"Alice Adams" by Booth
and roomy enough to carry a Holmes, Emily
Ragland, Oscar
Charm School — a place Tarkington; "The Green Years"
small kitchen sink, typical of Thrill, William
Burrows, Carol where you pay someone to by Archibald Cronin, and
"The
these large handbags are the Laws, Rita
Phillips, Sadie tell you what's wrong with Human Comedy," by William
monsters carried by Verdia Jones, Sam
Delk, Willie Eu- you, and give you advice
that Saroyan.
Foster, Millie Royal, Delores gene Jones, and
Roberta WU- a "friend" would give you HOW TO BE LIKED:
Cleaves, Delores Washington, son.
free of charge.
Speak to people. There is
Well Lady Top, and you Ole nothing as nice as cheerful
Great One, until next week, words of greeting. Be cordial,
if anything turns up, spank speak and act as if everything
you do is a genuine pleasure.
it!
CRACKS OF THE WEEK
Diane Briscoe, did he walk
(Doug.)
IL
4. Charlene Washington you home from the game?
Gloria Campbell, Walter
By BONNIE LITTLE
(FBH)
Pamela Baker and Larry
Plummer is gone, gone, gone.
& SIMONE McANULTY
5. Fannie Bush (BrAf)
Mitchell,
Effie Erby why the long
SPOTLIGHT
6. Carla Cunningham (Car.)
Shirley Purness and John
face everyday?
Capturing the title of Per- Edwards,
7. Bonnie McClough (Les.)
Mildred McCaster and Hazel
sonality of the Week is a very Camelia Guy and Norman 8. Diane Grey (Ham.)
Alexander think 80 is a lucky
charming and popular young Reynolds,
9. Margaret Abernathy (F13) number,
but we know better.
Memphien. She is none other Arthurine Holman and Rich10. Barbara Metcall (Ham.)
NOTE: Some one is trying
that Miss Diane Grey, the ard House,
BOYS
to organize a Lucky Hearts
daughter of Rev. and Mrs. W. Diane Grey a it d Marlin
I. Rudolph Myers (Man)
Club with 15 members.
R. Gray jr. of 1091 College. Tate,
2 Richard House (Mel.)
Henry Petty we just love
This year Diane is a senior at Maureen Allen a n d Don
3. Edmond White (Doug.)
your nickname, (Henricky)
Hamilton high school where she Brownlee,
4. Michele White (FBH.)
And yours too Willie Carr
is a member of such organize- Bettye Laster a n d James
5. John White (FBH.)
(Moochie).
tions as the National Honor Marshall.
6. Paul Sims (Car.)
Rudolph Cox, why rush to
society. Debutante society. Sen- HAVE YOU HEARD THAT: 7. Bishop Trotter (Les.)
get through collecting? Besior band, Library and Science Lynn Howell and Fred Carr 8. Marlin Tate (Ham.)
sie isn't going anywhere.
club and the library staff.
are tight? Jana Davis claims 9. Paul Hawkins (FBI
Thomas Elrod, do you feel
Religiously she is a member Andre Williams as her prize 10. Don Brownlee (Ham.)
alright now that you have
of the Metropolitan Baptist possession?
church. After graduating from There is a romance going beHamilton in June, Diane plans tween Brenda McCullough arid
to further her education at Elmo Shipp? How? bout 'that
Spellman college. So we all Margaret . .,.
say hats off to a very charming Charles WIlitsey and Dan
Ind popular young lady.
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pects? Charles Amy McNarly
265 E. McLemore
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she will make a stronger fight
for the day, ;355.00.
to get well since she was able
By
BY W. L. WILLIAMS
By MRS. M. N. RINGGOLD to get home.
Women's
Day
at
Macedonia
Even the ambet• PEARLEANE BILLINGSLEA
Baptist Church was quite a
Mrs. Flora Bell was killed
Our 'visit in New Orleans, ance drivers showed intereaf
The rally at Georgevi le success. Mrs. Elvia Burns when her husband's truck in
La., last week meant giving us in getting her safely home. WI
.Methodist church last Sunday member of the Little Zion Bap- which she was riding collided
encouragement to realize that do hope that she will soon belt
•was very interesting. The sum tist Church was guest speak- with another truck.
•
we are almost well, end that well.
of $200 was raised. Rev. 0. B. er. Her discourse was taken
Wesley Chapel CME church
We are especially glad US ga.
we may start going to differfrom Romans 8:25: Mrs. Geor- celebrated appreciation servDavis is pastor.
ent places after we are a bit learn that our young friend, V
Mrs. Allie Mae Taylor acci- gia Davis 88 year old mem- ices for their pastor, C. C.
stronger. Our friend. M r s. Donald Ilarris is now Dr. Dondentally fell and broke her leg. ber of the Pleasant Grove Bap- Dumas. Fifty-two dollars and
Mary J. McArthur has been ald Harris and his office is not
M.
C.
tist
BillingsMrs.
Church,
and
brought
Rev.
the gre- eighty-five cents was raised.
inspiration and encouragement too far from our home. Wg
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session
attended
etings. Her subject was "Wolea
the annual
o me. Not in worda, but in just know that he will do well
of Mt. Hope District Associa- men, Don't Grow Old" We will
seeing how bravely she is as a physician. He is young,
BESSEMER
tion at Mt. Conni Baptist accept what she said and stay
meeting a physical disability. handsome, courteous and rechurch in McVille, Miss., last young working in his kingdom.
When she came home from the garded highly by both young
By G. W. IVEY
Friday.
Mrs. Weltha M. Barker exhospital, she began bravely to and old. His mother is so hap• ••
tended
welcome
greetings. Funeral rites for Silas West
force a smile, and to meet py over her young son's sucThe sum of $410 was raised. were held at Greater St. Peter
hose coming to see h e r as cess. We have not seen Mr.
SOUTH EAST STARKVILLE
Mrs. Gladys Heard, general P. B. church. Rev. W. A.
pleasantly as a well person Harris since he is now a physichairman, Rev. C. J. Lowe. Clark, A. B., B. D. officiated.
By WILLA DuPREE
would have done. Consequent- cian, but we know that there is
Survivors include a devoted
pester.
ly, she is not being treated like happiness in that lovely home
Rev. Dude Coleman was
wife,
8 children, 18 grandMr. A. A. Shannon and son
an invalid, but more as one since their only child is home
found dead last Wednesday
children, 3 brothers, I sister, 1
who is a bit indisposed. She after being in medical school
Michael took Mesdames E. B.
aunt, 1 uncle andother relatives
and buried Surday at Longhas given encouragement to and in college before medical
Lathon and J. E. Janes to Holand
friends.
view.
school, and being the only one,
many.
ly Springs, Mississippi. Mrs.
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the Prince Hall Day for the pround grandmother of a fine late Rev. Cornelius Lemon to large congregation and tot- old time Westsiders met for church are doing their bit to- will be home with them for
un his leg .
Heriones of Jericho. Mrs. Bes- 6 lb baby boy, William Chris- hearse following final rites luwing of religious singers. the first time in recent years. wards preparing for their some time - unless? But he is
Mrs. Lelia Ann Henry was
sie McJunkins and Mrs. Beu- topher, born to her daughter, for th. pioneer Westsider and The eulogy was delivered by Thousands of friends and Woman's Day program for still quite young and one of
admitted to Felix Long Memorprominent Baptist minister. Rev. E. F. Ledbetter, pastor church folks paid their last Oct. 22. We had the pleasure our favorite, talented youths.
lah Cox were the most Ancient Mrs. Catherine Morris.
ial hospital last Monday night.
Metropolitan
Matrons, Mrs. Lathon is the Mr. and Mrs. Henry Thomas Rev. Lemon was the pastor of of
Baptist respects to the clergyman, of sitting through their rehearsJames Richardson is very ill
First
Baptist church. 3358 Og- church.. During a wake held who was buried next to his al hour last night, and found
of
Cleveland
are spending a
State Supervisor of the DisNEW ORLEANS
in Vets hospital, Jackson, Miss.
very
enjoyable
wife who died last year.
vacation with
trist. She reports a fine meetit unusually enjoyable EspecMrs. Albert Fowler is on the
ing. The meeting was held at their daughter, Mrs. Rosie Dozial the music by Mrs. Carolyn
By
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sick list.
ier and other relatives and
Moody. From this rehearsal we
Mrs. Doris Rose Winston the Anderson Chapel C M E friends of the city.
The
Greater
New Orleans
realized that their program
Church. The efficient pastor.
and son, James Earl. Miss
section of the National Council
when
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next
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week
annual
will
D.
Broomfield
Rev.
men's
responded
day
Margaret Williams and Miss
of Jewish Women is sponsorwas observed at Greater MaceCLARKSVILLE
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Mrs. Eula Mai Smith last Sun- be both interesting and pleasArie Lee Poslin were in town to the program.
ing a television school to inant.
good
We
need
donia
sermons
Missionary
Baptist
day.
last week from Chicago to at- The CYF of the City Road
By EDWARD BROWN, JR.
By CORTLAND R. RHEA
struct adults how to read and
church, Sunday, Oct. 15.
Rev. M. Tyce preached at such as are generally delivered
tend the funeral of their uncle. CME church was guest of the
write. According to the Counin
Some
morning
services.
A
Huntington
wonderful
play,
last
"The
Mis- Rev. T. M. Davis has been
Sunday. He
Mrs. Mildred C. Kelly, 39,
Cornelius Johnson of Cleve- CYF of the Ariderson Chapel
cil, there are about 70,000 perhow,
services
we
enjoy
at
this
sionary
was
Journey"
accompanied
will be ob- reassigned as the pastor of died at Memorial hospital, Oct.
by Robert
land was in town last weekend CME church on the 3rd Sunday
hour better than those deliver- sons in the New Orleans area
Tyce.
on business. He is the father in September. The young peo- served at Shady Grove Baptist Wesley Chapel CME church to 2, after being in declining Harris and Joe
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•
ed
later in the day or at night. who can't read Channels 4 and
church
Sunday night, Oct. 22, begin his second year. The health for sometime. Final rites
and grandfather of Miss Earline ple thoroughly enjoyed the
One can meet many former 8 are carrying the project.
at 7 p.m. sponsored by the conference was held at Mt. were held at Grace
fellowship.
and Pearline Johnson.
Temple
JACKSON
friends this week if they are The New Orleans Branch
church, Mrs. Hattie Cammack, Olive
Cathedral, Memphis, church on the afternoon of Oct.
Tommy Madison, jr., husb- During the Women's Day
in the home of Mrs. L. J. Pur- NAACP has announced its andirector; Rev. G. W. Slone, Tenn.; Bishop B. Julian Smith, 5. with the Elder
program
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at
C.
A.
AGNEW
Pleasant
Grove
Mrs.
V. S.
and of Mrs. Frances Grees
nell who has just been nual fall membship campaign.
pastor.
presiding.
Redd, officiating, assisted by
Madison is now stationed at Baptist church, Mrs. E. B.
Mr. and Mrs. L. B. Finley, of brought home' from hospital The goal is 7,500 members for
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A
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list:
fashion
will
be
other
and
talent
guest
Andrew
show
speaker.
individuals.
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The
is
deceased
Lockland Air Base in San Anthe New Orleans area. Mr.
and who is reported better.
She will use as her subject was observed at Ward Chapel a patient at Clarksville Memor- was a member of the afore- 278 West Chester at., were
tonio, Texas.
We have been so worried over Dave Poindexter is chairman.
"Women Working in God's AME church, Sunday, Oct. 15. ial hospital: Rev. Dr. Harris, mentioned church. She was at visitors last weekend in Jack•
•
her illness, but she even looks
secretary of the Interdenomin- one time proprietor of a son. Miss. They were guests in
Army." This day will be ob- Rev. E. R. Sample, pastor.
STARK VILLE
encouragingly better today. We READING
•••
ational Ministers' Aliance is beauty shop. She is survived the home of Mrs. Finley's sisUP
served. Sunday. Oct. 15. Mrs.
rovhinogpe she continues imBy FANNIE MOORE
now recuperating at her home. by five brothers, Chrystal. ter, Mrs. Lee Henry Hunt. They dpo
John Ella Janes. general chairTRUSSVILLE
NEW
YORK
(UN)- Amer-0
reported
a
very pleasant trip.
She was a recent patient at James, Lawrence, Fayette and
man and Rev. W. M. WashingMrs. Betty Joe Mabry. of
Mr. and Mrs. James Brown, We had just heard of the ill- ican readers spent $1.2 billion
Memorial hospital.
ton. pastor.
Claude
By L. R. MEYERS
Cole,
all of this cit.Memphis, Tenn., spent last
ness of Mrs. H. J. Black and last year for books of all kinds,
The funeral of Mrs. Hattie two sisters. Mrs. Novella Bail- of the lower Brownsville road,
Mr. and Mrs. High Woods of
week-end with her mother. Mrs.
are recent parents of a husky had begun planning how we up 13 per cent from 1959 and
The third anniversary servi- W. Wilhoite, widow of t h e ey, of Knoxville.
Jackson.
Tenn., were house
Tenn., and baby boy born
Josie Franklin.
Sunday, Oct. 8 could best serve in a helpful double the 1955 outlay.
ces for Rev. H. J. Lane reach- late Rev. Maurice
Wilhoite, Mrs. Virginia Thompkins, of
Miss Dora E. Collier and guests of Mr. Earl Brown and ed its climax last Sunday. Sev1961. All was going well at this way to help her get able to get Sales of fiction and nonformer
pastor
of
this
St. Paul AME'
mother on Tishomingo st. Mr.
city. Interment was in
Miss Marcie Gandy of Rust
writing. Mrs. Bonds is the into church and other helpful fiction hard cover books were
eral in and cut of town visitors Zion church, was held Oct. 19 West Lawn
Cemetery with daughter of
college, Holly Springs, Miss., Clyde Robinson of East St. were in attendance and
Mr. Fenner McGhee, activities as usual, when to our up 60 per cent over 1955, sales
joined
at
the
Fifth
Ward Baptist Birchette mortuary in charge.
spent the week-end with their Louis. Ill., visited his mother, the members in paying homage c,lurch.
a prominent member of Mother surprise she came to rehearsal of juvenile books doubled and
Mrs
.Wilhoite retired
Mr. and Mrs. Paul Coone
Mrs. Earon Pollard Ingram. over
last night and although not as paperback books rose by 45
parents recently.
at Mt. Joy Baptist church.
this year after teaching 38 were in Mars Hill, N. C. visit- Liberty CME church.
strong as usual, gave of her per cent. Textbook sales inMrs. Francis Witherspoon the weekend. Mr. Robinson also Rev
Miss
Mae
Harsten,
of
New
years
M.
L.
in
the English depart- ing relatives. P. Lawrence
Robinson, pastor
ideas and even chanted with creased by 70 per cent in the
returned home last week after spent many happy hours with of
New Bethel Baptist church, ment of Burt High school. She Cbone is now stationed at York City, is a pleasant and
the singers as they rehearsed
spending an extensive visit Mr. Mack King. a relative. Mrs. delivered
welcome
visitor
in
the
home
of
the
final message on was affiliated with a number Rapid City, S. D., Air Base.
with relatives and friends in Gladys King has returned home the
her parents. Mr. and Mrs. Al- the songs that Mrs. Moody will
occasion.
of clubs, served Fifth Ward
Rev. and Mrs. W. R. Wil.
Kansas City, Kan., and Wash- from Gary. Indiana. The stork
fracl
(MIKE) Harsten, at 118 play for them during their provisited her daughter, Maxie Services held at Mt. Canaan Baptist church for 35 years as hams have gone to Philadelington, D. C.
Jefferson
at. Many social cour- gramme Sunday morning. From
church clerk, choir member. phia, Pa
Mrs. Estella Sabers and Mrs. King Sanders. She reports that Baptist church last Sunday
tisies have been extended to the part we heard, we preSunday school superintendent. Rev. Cicero J. Webb made
Bessie Mae Alexander, of mother and son are doing fine. were highly enjoyed. A wonMiss Harsten during her short dict that every one will be
derful message was delivered and member of the Crescent his debut in this city as new
pleased with the music.
Sturgis. Miss., attended the Rey. and Mrs. McCleod were
stay here.
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in
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have
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of
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group
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parents, Mr.
Webb, who is an Steve) celebrated his 73rd ise Lewis back for classroom ALL THINGS ARE POSSIBLE WITH
in Gary. Indiana.
Ood. Are you facing problems? Try
of members made their way to hoite. who preceded her in evangelist, is ex-minister
of birthday quietly at home with duties after her sister was bur- this devine way to happiness and sucMrs. Mattie Quinn, of the and Mrs. MeCleod, and other
Mt. Joy in the afternoon where death in December. 1960.
Write Al Cortes DUennlare. P.O.
Bethel AME Zion church in his wife on Sunday, Oct. 15, ied two days ago. She had giv- cess.
New Light community died relatives from McGee. Miss..
Bot
483 Harvey, LA,
they appeared on the anniver- The funeral services of Elder Kingsport. Tenn.
Sept. 28 after a long illness. She worshipped with City Road
1961. He was recipient of sever- en of her time and energy go- DONATIONS PLEASE IF YOU ARE.
sary program of the Rev. Lane. Fred D. Hamner was held
The Poinzettia club sponsor- al useful gifts. He is a veteran ing to New Orlenas to do what worried. Please write Mme. Howwas the mother of Prof. Thomas CME church. Rev. McCleod is
ard- 7'717 Kinsman rd, Cleveland 4,
Miss Imogene Bean, spent Tuesday night, Oct. 17 at ed a "trip-around-the-world" of World War I.,
Quinn who is one of the the minister.
and is very she could while her sister was Ohio.
The wedding bells are ring- he weekend with relatives in Faith Temple Church of God outing on Oct. 29.
teachers at Henderson High
proud of his record as a soldier. ill, but somehow after seeing a-Personal :
in Christ. where he was a A program was rendered at
SECRETS FOR LOVE. WIN
school. The funeral was held ing in the home of Rev. and Birmingham.
Mrs. Hattie Ballard is at home her a short while ago, even I MAGICAL
the love of anyone you wish. Tree
Mr. and Mrs. Jodie Ham- member. Elder Hamner was a Friendship Baptist Church on again after another brief stay felt that she would recover. details. Send • self addressed enat New Light Methodist church Mrs. Ezell Carpenter of Biggersvelope to Ann, Box 7762. Chicago sit
custodian at the Madison St. Oct. 8.
with the Rev. W. G. Pruiett, ville. Miss., for their daughter. mond and childern of Norfolk,
at Jackson County General We went down to New Orleans Iii
Methodist church.
The Usher Board of Thank- hospital. Friends are hoping for for the last rites, in order to 12- Correepondence Clubs
pastor of Griffin Chapel Metho- before marriage, Miss Estella Va. are here visiting their
hart
Other recent deaths Mrs. ful Baptist church presented a
Carpenter. to Mr. Roy A. Rob- parents. Mr. Hammond is in
try and encourage Miss Lewis. LONELY? FIND WYE - ROMANCE
dist church, officiating.
her continued recovery.
Marriage.
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o: this city. The wedding he Army and stationed in
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film, "The Power of the ResMr. and Mrs. James Smith, But it was very sad around Dixie Club, Bog 1273, Ocala. Fla.
Wisdom.
was solorrusized in the home of Memphis.
surrection", which was de- of 427 S. Liberty. are the very the home and in the funeral LONELY, BE HAPPY JOIN THE
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s, •
the bride, her father, the Rev.
The Mt. Olive Baptist church signed to inspire Christians on hapPy grandparents
American Club, Box 757, Gary, Inof their parlors. Now Miss Lewis has <Dana
Send 10c for information.
by REV. W. W. HAMILTON Mr. Carpenter. performed the
celebrated its 75th anniversary Oct. 8. The film was operated first
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Oct. 20 - 23. Sunday, Oct. 23. by Frank L. Wilson.
ceremony. Only the immediate
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some
Friendship Baptist Church auto accident last Saturday.
Mrs. Carl J. Mrs. Mattie Donnell - presi- Tenn., was guest speaker.
R. S. Pickens which was a sueprice would come despite the guest of Mr. and
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person- principal
ities were celebrated at Mt. board
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By BILL LITTLE
Reed, who bowled over iron,
the 12 yard line.
COLLEGE TEAMS
Two
Mississippi
college CALL PROTESTED
Alcorn would not have forSo much noise was made Hillinry Reddrick are found
teams invaded Memphis for
on the number 9 hole at Ful- each Thursday evening trying
th,e unreeling of the first col- given the headlinesman had
ler Golf course Sunday most to get that 18 in before dusk.
legiate games of the year. Lo- the 14-12 count stood. That ofplayers thought another hole That out of town golfer was
cal fans were in for quite a ficial was responsible for the
in one had been scored instead Louis Atiles, staff sergeant
surprise at the rock and sock nullification of a beautifully
It was an Eagle by Emmett U.S.M.C. of New York City.
".rxn football exhibition d i s- executed 65-yard touchdown
(Monk) Simon another rarity He was the v.eekend guest of
payed by the Mississippi In- jaunt by McGruber in the third
in
golf. He was playing in a Mr. and Mrs. Edward I. Lewis
:d-ustrial Tigers and Alcorn period. The call brought vigthreesome with R. J. Acey and Jr. Incidentally look for some
11iaves last Saturday night at orous protest from the Alcorn
Melvin
Conley.
coaches, including the slamsparks to start flying if army
liblrose Stadium.
Henry Wright of White Sta- men and men in the army reming to the ground of the sta,Alcorn, not a big name
tion enjoyed the last week of serve are constanly denied
tistical and substitutions' chart
school among Negro colleges,
his vacation by golfing every playing privileges at the
by Marino Casem, Memphian
nine
14ut always on a representative
day. Rufus Jones, president of hole golf course on the grounds
on the staff. It Was indeed a
schedule, were the favorites.
the Jaycees and two of his f the Folunphis General Declose call and a sheet of tin
The Braves found their Holly
Buddies Leanord Laster and pot.
could barely be slid between
Springs opponents quite stubthe judgment.
born, as a matter of fact, it
took a field goal kicked ex- OLD BATTLERS PRESENT
When former principals of
pertly by halfback Malchi McLETTER CARRIERS FETED publicity manager. Remarks outfield and "Most Valuable
from left, are Pittman, manGruder, with less than three Manassas and Booker T. Wash- —
More than 50 persons were and presentation of season's Player"; and Otis Branch,
ington,
Professors J. Ashton present
ager; Marvin Brown, catchminutes to play from 28 yards
at a banquet given awards wire made by the pitcher, who won season's
Hayes
and Blair T. Hunt, were
Clyde Strickland, outfield:
away to give them a 15-14
recently to honor the Letter manager Z. P. Pittman. Mem- pitching award. On second er:
By GLOIdA TUCKER
Charles
introduce
d at halftime of the
Best Physique, Lois Becton
Williams, outfield:
comeback
Carriers baseball team, bers of the team, pictured row, same orcier, are Eugene
-victory..
thirty-firs
Clifford
Brady, first base; STUDENT COUNCIL
and Charles Armour.
t
game in the series champions of the Memphis
•
, The game started out as
in uniforms after winning Cumby. utility; William Dil- Willie Wal.ams, left field:
The student council held, its
between the two schools, fans Semi
Most Sophisticated, 'Doris
though both teams were run Pro league for the past championships, are from left. lard, third base: Larry Wil- Williams
weekly workshop last WednesWarr,
were
utility:
reviewing
and
two of the three seasons, and
Callier and Richard Smith.
rung owe signals, as their tint,
most colorful figures in the ions of the State co champ- front row, Columbus Echols, iams, pitcher; Robert Robin- Henry Sanders. pitcher. Aft- day. The purpose of the work,
ing frequently jammed things
of Tennes- shortshop, "Most Improved son. second base, who re- er having
Most Attractive, Carolyn
been served a tasty shop was to teach the members
history of prep sports. The two see in 1959
,1
and 1961. Toast- Player"; James Ross. pitcher, ceived "Best Conduct" award; chicken dinner,
- M. I. had quite a ball carriei
how to govern themselves and Spight.
the
payers
retired principals were staunch
master at the affair was Fel- infielder and outfielder: Mel- John Lewis, coach: Hardy
.
in halfback T. C. O'Neal; howMost Handsome, Theodore
and guests danced. An award the student body.
ton Earls, of the Regional of) ever, Alcorn's deepness in ma- athletic followers before leavvin Mathis, pitcher and out- Savage. statistician; Willie for the "Best Supporting Fan"
The speakers for the even- Randolph.
ing their jobs as administra
fice
of the U.S. Post Office fielder; Charles Hussey, out- Clark, catcher:
terial, especially at quarterWilliams,
and
was
ing
were Mrs. B. Winfield, Best Personality, Juanita
given to Walter "Flattors.
department, who was intro- fielder who got "Fielding pubj.c relations. On back row,
back, proved the difference.
top" Jackson.
a guidance counselor and Mr. Pearson and John Smith.
duced by J. D. Williams, Award": Richard Bradshaw,
"Ox" Clemmons, in town last
R. B. Thompson, the principal
Their second string, signal
spring on a recruiting mission,
Most Popular, Rena Elton.
caller personally was responsiTHE BAND
and Charles Cabbage.
ble for the game's first touch- was escorted around to the
Without'
complete
some
job
by
type of music. Most
jolting through for big chunks of
Versatile,
down. James Smith scarred his schools by none other than his
through for the point.
yardage until they got inside social functions programs, as- White and Jerry Johnson.
'
way 23 yards, passing within long time pal, Mr. Hayes. He
semblies
and
Malone
other
rolled
out to his left, the enemy's 20. The Red Devmeetings Most Talented, Shirley
is also known for his great
Jones
inches of abrupt tenacity, for
avoided being trapped for a ils simply couldn't adjust to would be sad affairs. Here at and Melvin
"off
the
Derden.
record"
sports jokes.
the first score after he found
Carver when we have asloss, then found Myers, who Melrose's stunning defense.
Neatest, Barbara Morris and
Mr. Hunt takes time out
receivers covered on a pass
had gone in motion. The 28Melrose, tired of being on semblies and programs the Eugene Campbell.
from
his duties at the Juvenile
play- Later in the game,
yard pan was snared by the defensive, recovered a band, under the direction of Best Dressed,
Ruby Hsrdy
Smith's luck took a nose-dive Court, and the Shelby County
Myers when he cut back to the Douglass fumble on the De- Mr. H. R. Rankins, is always and Otis Elder.
as. he was caught on a similar Board of Education, to root for
sidelines. On the next play vils' 13, to launch its score. on hand to supply music.
Most Humorus, Faye Mc-*
maneuver, having to hobble the green and gold. A lot of
from the eight, Williams scor- Dick House was knocked
The band officers are Melvin Dade and
out
Sammul Exum.
•
off te field after a cornfield momentum and mileage have
ed his third six-pointer by of bounds on the one. Larry Derden, president; Richard HIT PARADE
been recorded from scholars
e 'horse collaring.
Bonhart, vice president; Ruby
following three b 1 o ckers Mitchell sneaked over, to
1.
"Got to Get Away From
give
and athletes who have reached
?jLNASSAS ENTERTAINS
Hawkins, sec.; Ruby Hardy, It All,"
around right -end. The run Melrose a 6-0 third period
Catherine Smith and
adnrAlcom took their 6-0 lead for greater heights as a result
asst. sec.; Dorothy Bower chap- Otis Kerr.
failed for the point, leaving vantage.
The
Manassas
Tigers
roared
tying touchdown in the second
fit, the dressing room, and of the -phrase associated with back with three touchdowns quarter.
lain; Twymafr Heath, parliaManassas the margin at 20Melrose
2.
scored
"Aware
with
Billy Doss grabbed a
of Love," Shirley.
less
13.
Yielded the field to a buncI) of Elder Hunt "We are tops, we in the last half to edge the pass on the
than two minutes left in the mentarian; Yvonne Hill and Hill and Hilly Brown.
goal line for the
Well-tutored young musicians, lead and others follow."
Washington engineered a 55- game. House scored the touch- Peggy Wilks, librarians; Lena
Washington Warriors 26-19, in extra point to put Manassas
3. "Every Breath I Take,"
Derden, reporter; Lazell Har- Dorothy Satterfiel
who have gained much atten- OCCASION DAMPENED
yard drive, missing by the bar- down, set up by a
an explosive fray that virtual- ahead, 7-6.
series of
d and AnWhere there is a large gath- ly sewed up the prep
ris, student directress.
tion around town for being
est of margins ,to knot the penalties against
drew Cummings.
cham- SPEED DEMON
Douglass.
It
"ably" handled by their direc- ering assembled for the main pionship Friday night before
score. The Warriors used short was the hapless Red
The majorettes are.0 a r 1 a
4. "Just You and Me," Jackie
Devils'
Moments later the Warriors
t, able Emerson Able, band event, there usually are a piti- a record "standing room only"
passes and the line plunging fourth loss against one win. Cunningham, Jackie Foster, Foster and Charles
regained the lead on a specCabbage.
Vera
of fullback Oscar Reed, to
Merritt,
director of Manassas, put his ful few who manage to put a crowd of about 7,500 screamBobbie
Conely, 5. "Operation
Lester -is scheduled to open
tacular catch and run by halfGwendolyn Goodman, Delois Luette Draper Heartbreak," •
delt through its paces for an damper on the occasion. Such ing fans.
move the pigskin to the three, this week's slate of
and Kennett
games
back Bill Hayes. Hayes jumpexcellent between - the - game was the case among the esti
The defeat eliminated Wash- ed and speared Finley's throw Hayes wedged through for his Wednesday night at Melrose Strickland, Dorothy Dailey, Wilkins.
Irma Hawkins, Sandra Wil
StOw.
second tally. Ester's place- against the Golden
mated 7,500 overflow crowd ington from the title race, and with a one-hand
6. "Tears, Tears, Tears," AnWildcats. hams,
catch on the kick
.The majorettes were quite at Washington stadium last clinched a tie for the crown
Alone Watts and Geral- gela Flowers
hit the goal post above The game should decide
28, and with a good head fake,
and Harold
sec- dine Rice.
the upright, and bounced ond place between
qtdie too, lifting those knees as Friday for the Warrior-Tiger for Manassas. It was the Ti- eluded
Adams.
two teams
the covering defender,
high as some of the finest of game.
•
gers' sixth straight triumph, outracing a Tiger tackler for back to dim the Warriors' whose only losses have been WHO'S WHO SENIORS
7.
"Memories,"
Jackie
Miss Charm, Lillie Williams. Haynes and
backfield talent.
to Manassas. Douglass should
The 29 arrested, appeared in with only a Nov. 1 date with the end zone that appeared to 4ope.
John Jackson.
Mr.
Esquire,
PLENTY OF GAS
:Leading
20-19
Richard
with
Bonthe
clock
avoid
Father
8.
any
Bertrand,
"Look
City Court for charges rangtraps set by Carver
left on their have a good angle on' him.
In My Eyes," Zehart,
;eroding 5:18, the Tigers struck to get back in the win
11. L's O'Neal is far from be. ing from drunkenes
porta Thompson and John
column
Hayes runs the 220 yard dash
s to fight- schedule.
Most Studious, Sandra St. Henry
quickly
a classy runner; however, ing. Just to the
to
put
the
Warriors
on
Bobby
Thursday
Williams,
Miller.
night at Washfive foot during the track season. Ronleft of the
Clair and Henry Robinson.
beak under a seven point de- ington Stadium. On the
With just a little bit of day- gate where the paddy
9. "The Life I Live," Carla
same
wagon five, 142 pound stick of dyna- ald Ester kicked the paint to ficit.
Miss Senior, Marlene Shaw. Cunningham
It was the same thorn gridiron Friday night,
Icght ahead of him, he can was parked, it
mite,
almost
single-ha
and McArthur
ndedly
give Washington a 13-7 halflooked like a
HamilMr.
Senior,
that had pierced the sides of ton returns to action
really turn on the speed. Once processing
Charles H. Roberts.
against Brown,
center for refugees. proved to be the destructive time lead.
Washingt
he's started and the defense One tall offenden
on that had again Fathe; Bertrand.
10. "Too. Much In Need," •
An illegal shift penalty had
jumped and force against the Warriors as
Most Likely to Succeed, Di- Gwendolyn
done the damage. Two reserve
ranages to corral him, some- ran when he
Williams' four touchdowns
Goodman
caught the of- the speedy senior halfback ran prevented a Manassas touchand,
anne
Smith
and
suffers from the thuds that ficers looking
James
Gray Twyman Heath.
the other way. and caught passes for 25 of down from counting just be- backs broke through for good against Washington, enabled
they get from brute strength He appeared
yardage
that highlighted a him to take over the league
fore the Warriors took the lead.
under the influ- his team's points.
her generates from his 200. ence of alcohol when
With fans settled back to The touchdown was a 42 yard drive to the Warriors' five. scoring lead with 62 points.
he was
pound, 6 foot 2 inch frame. written up;
Williams, t h e villain, sifted Myers, last week's leader,
apparently, his watch the highly touted of- pass and run by Doss.
O'Neal quickly put M. I. in the seat on the
through from that distance. drops to third with 46 behind
cold ground fenses collide, Warriors run- GAME'S BIG "IF"
lead with two lightning-like brought him around.
ning and Manassas passing
It was apparent that Coach- The Warriors we're well spent Hayes of Washington, who has
by this time, being unable to 49. Reed is next in line with
liursts for touchdowns in the
The officers were slightly they were treated to just the es Charles Lomax of Wash- muster a
drive with the en- 44 points.
Third quarter of 58 and 61 amused.
opposite. Washington opened ington, and Johnny Johnson of
If
he
gave them his
suing kick-off.
yards.
PREP LEAGUE STANDINGS
correct address, his goose was up with an unexpected wide Manassas were anxious to get
The large turn-out went TEAM
James Thomas, pilferer of
open passing game that took to the dressing rooms to design
W
L
Tied
still cooked.
as Alcorn pass to set up the
Manassas
the play away from the Tigers something that would solve away convinced that they had
6
0
0
second M. I. TD, ran for the
Melrose
in the first quarter. Early in the intsigue their teams were seen one of the best-played
4
1
0
high school games ever. Among
two-point conversion.
Lester
Unlike other bears, the the quarter, the Warriors were facing.
3
1
0
the
partisans
who
.....The Braves set up the eh- polar bear has fur overshoes guided by Howard Finley
gathered
Bertrand
3
2
0
The Manassas mentors got
for this thirty-first renewal of
niaxing thrilling field goal af- which protect the soles of his passes to the four yard line their information over
Washington
3
2
0
quick, the
city's oldest prep rivalry
ter they scored, to make the feet . . . his sight is better. The long drive was culminated and according to second
Douglass
1
4
0
half were
Gilbey's Distilled London Dry Gin. 90 Proof, 100%
Professors J: Ashton Hamilton
Ftelore 12 to 14, on a draw play and he has an extraordinary by a quick flip over the line play, their diagnosis and ad0
5
Grain Neutral Spirits. W.& A.
0
Gilbey, Ltd., Cincinnati, Ohio. Distributed by National
*hat went to fullback Smith sense of smell.
Carver
to end Charles Lee. The kick justments were correct. On the Hayes and Blair T. Hunt of
0
5
0
Distillers Products Company.
Manassas
and Booker T.'
was wide for the conversion. other hand, Washington took
Washingto
n,
former principals,
Manassas, a well-composed longer patching up their deunit, was not to be denied as fensive flaws, and although respectively. Both of the retired
principals
of the town's
she stormed back, using one there was a noticeable change
of her more successful offen- in their defensive maneuvers, oldest high schools, were insive weapons, long runbacks the man-in-motion still posed trochiced at half-time.
Lester and Melrose scored
of kickoffs. The Tigers con- a problem.
sistently hauled back kicks
The fact that the Warriors victories to move ahead of
near midfieTd. However, the stayed longer for their half- Washington in the challenging
FULL SET OF TOOLS
Washington defense stiffened time talks, posed one of the position in other games playnear its goal and 'held the big "if's" in the minds of fans ed last week. The Lions, with
'CONTACT:
Tigers for downs.
leaving the stadium. The War- an initial throttle wide open,
PLAYS PUZZLING
riors were greeted with a 15. rolled to a quick 26-0 lead in
Both teams supplemented yard penalty for delaying the handing Carver a 26-12 spanking—the Cobras' fifth straight
their attacks for this impor game.
tant clash, which explains the
The turning point of the winless game. Lester scored 13
early difficulty they had con- game resulted from this tardi- points in, each of the quarters
taining each other. Manassas ness which forced Washing- in the first half, to coast to
BROTHER Mb
HUNKY DORY
installed a man in motion se- ton's kick-off from their own their third win against a sinto 6, 10 to 11, 1:30
gle
6 to
defeat.
it to 1:30
ries that had Washington try- 25 yard line. Another good
Carver did not score until
ing to adjust all night. That runback and two plays wers-!
the
fourth
period
when
the
was their top pass
all the Tigers needed ,to dent
Cobras tallied twice, but it
Rudy Myers.
the end zone, with the subsewas too late to overcome the
Myers went in
otion to quent conversion giving Manthe right and Willie a slipped assas a 14-13 margin. The first big Lester lead.
through from the leftside and play after the Warriors' kick, Halfback James Nave tallied
before he was noticed, he was gave the Tigers a first down twice to lead the first half
on the receiving end of a 46 on the Washington 39. Malone assault on runs of 25 and 11
yard pass from quartet hack then passed to Williams for the yards, respectively. Bonny
Benny Malone, good for the touchdown. Williams made it Bonner and Robert Pratcher
a scored the others. The Cobras were completely befuddled on Pratcher's 42 yard runoff the reverse. Bonner and
Charles Wright ran for the
Lester extra points.
Ed Taylor scored on a 17yard pass from Charles Cabbage, to put Carver in the
scoring column. R. C. Mangrum scored from 11 yards
out to end the scoring.
DEVILS BEDEVILED
Melrose kept pace with Lester by giving Douglass many
chances to score, and when
they didn't cash in, the Golden
Wildcats turned a third quarter fumble into a 12-0 victory,
adding an insurance marker
in the final stanza on penalties marked off against the
Red Devils for personal fouls,
Thursday night, at Melrose
stadium.
RF:UBEN
Douglass had three scoring
100 er SO PROOF
WASHING1ON
endeavors stifled inside the
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Melrose five-yard line, one on
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FARM FOR SALE!

Near Cairo, III.
120 Acres
$14,000 TERMS

PARKER HOUSE SAUSAGE CO.
— 4605 S. State St., Chicago 9, Ill., KE 8-1112
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DEFENDER

NEW HAIR DISCOVERY developed in 1951 by M r s.
Christina Jenkins and on
which she received a patent
the following year, is rapidly developing into a new industry. Training beauticians

in the new method is A. L.
Jones of Nu Hair of California. In photo at left, client
confers with Jones to determine best possible tresses
for her. In center photo, the
customer's natural hair is

DOWN TO EARTH
Farm Talk
By James G. Gregory

being prepared for the adding of the new hair. In the
photo at right, the customer
is shown with the beautiful
tresses that cannot be detected from her natural growth

after the process is completed. The new discovery corr•c t s baldness, thinness.
short stubborn growth and
covers chemically damaged
hair.

New Hair Discovery
Gaining Popularity;
Can Select Tresses

DISCUSS FARM PROBLEMS
— Secretary of Agriculture
Orville L. Freeman, third
from left is shown last week
discussing farm problems

with newly appointed consultants of the Agricultural Stabilization and Conservation
Service. Left to right are:
Rev. Benjamin H. Hill. ME

dition, color and texture of the hance the beauty of their treshair.
ses. Bald spots, thinness, short
COVERS BALD SPOTS
stubborn growth or chemicalLocale offers no barrier to ly damaged hair are some of
the success of the business. the problems corrected by
Thjs combination reduced the
THE COTTON CROP
Under the guidance of Ar ewaiting list. The cost to the Women come to Jones from as Jones and his staff. Many of
visible need for in the 1961-62
Reports on the 1961 cotton year by a small amount.
nold L. Jones, Hair Weev. the customer ranges from $49.50 far away as Alaska and Mexico his patrons refer to him as
crop show continued improvepatented new hair discovery, to $250 depending on the con- to have new hair added to en- "Dr. Jones" because of the
ment as favorable weather PRICES RISING
is gaining wide spread popuPrice and Income Outlook. larity as a beneficial beauty
generally prevails over the cotton states. The Sept. 1 estimat- Cotton prices have been slowly aid for women. The service is
ed yield of 437 pounds is above rising in recent months. This also used by men to a lesser
the 10-year average but below is probably because of pro- degree.
the 1960 yield of 446 pounds. spective increases in cotton
Hair Weev is a method and
Total production of 14.3 mil- supports and the generally re- apparatus by which strands of
lion bales is essentially the tarded condition of the 1961 human hair are matched with
crop. The cheaper grades have the growing hair in color and
same as 1960 production.
had the greatest rise.
texture and applied next to
In Tennessee a similar patWith prospective supplies the scalp for either length or
tern of improvement has taken
place with the cotton crop. The adequate prices are likely to thickness.
Once the hair is applied by
estimated yield of 535 pounds remain near supports during
is well above the 10-year av- the fall season and into 1962. Jones, a woman may shampoo,
erage and closely approaches Price supports for middling comb, brush, press, curl or
AGENTS WANTED
the 1960 yield of 545 pounds. one-inch cotton have been set dye her hair just as she might
do
her
own.
Unlike
old
fash429 South Main
at
a
minimum
of
33.04
per
Total Tennessee crop is estimated at 580,000 bales, almost pound for 1961. This price sup- ioned attachments, the new
to
MEN
10 VVOM r_;1\
New 1961 slim line
the same as 1960. If favorable port level is the biggest single hair does not slip or slide and
apply
weather continues, including factor in future cotton prices. is undetectible.
FULLER PRODUCtS
The fastest growing line of
late. frost, yield may be fur- Careful attention to harvest- USE REAL HAIR
Negro greeting cards in the U
ther improved.
Real human hair imported
ing practices and to marketing
U.S. CIVIL SERVICE TESTS! S.A. today.
On Aug. 1, 1961, the carry- of the cotton crop will pay from Oriental and European
Men-wornsn, 18-52. Start high os
5102.00 a week. Preparatory trainover of U. S. cotton was 7.2 substantial. dividends
this countries is used by Jones in
ing until appointed. Thousands of
million bales the smallest since year as is usually the case. the method. He stresses the
lobs open. Exp•ri•nc• usually unimportance
of
using
only hu1956. The 1961-62 supply of Lower grades will probably
ecessary. FREE information on
jobs, salariim requirements. Write
cotton, including both carry- sell to better advantage on the man hair in all cases. ,
TODAY
giving
phon•. Lincoln
Many
of
the
larger
dealers
over and production, will like- early market; the better grades
Service, Pekin 74 Illinois.
and big name manufacturers
ly be a little below 1960-61. It later in the season.
in the cosmetics industry keep
is estimated that total utiliza
tion will be somewhat less than A full grown raccoon aver- a watchful eye on the progress
FOR RENT
1960-61 with exports nearly a ages 30 to 36 inches in length, of the method and blocked by
CONCRETE BLOCK GARAGE
the
patent,
they
offer
vast
million bales less than last weighs between 15 and 25
FOR BODY BMOC
CALL - BR 4-0721
year and domestic use con- pounds and is about 12 inches sums of money to get in on the
ground
floor
of
this
young
LADLES CLOTHING_ SIZE Alt:
siderably more than last year. high at the shoulder.
Myst Go To rust Buyer
business that is rapidly ex—
BR 6-7413
panding into a multi-million
FURNISHED BOOM
QUIET HOME
dollar industry.
BLOCK TO BUS
Nu Hair of California, home
ALL CONVENIENCES
SEE TO APPRECIATE
based in Los Angeles and
BR 2-1175
headed by Jones, operates a
USED CLOTHING IN
training program for licensed
EXCELLENT CONDITION
beauticians who come from all
parts of the country to take
Men Suits. Coats. Jackets. Sizes 40
- Shoes Site 13
Reg. to 44 Long
the $350 five day course.
Boys Husky Sizes
Ladies Clothes. Shoes, Purses
Jones' students immediately
3 Pieces Matched Lugpage
start earning upwards of $200
Many Other Items
BR 6-2858
984 North Idlewild
a day. Many of them talk to
NEEDED
their patrons prior to taking MiS. ..r see ise sets es.0n in wenwa
MAIDS
50
ear wow wIthest rwr sr teems ie.. sr 555.
For Chicago New York. Cleveland
the course and thereby build a
Seven firing ranges were re$30 to S60 Weekly

minister of Tulsa. Okla.; Dr.
Lawrence A. Davis. president of Arkansas AM & N college. Pine Bluff: Secretary
Freeman; Dr. Solomon Hill,

president of Shorter college,
N th Little Rock; Administrative Assistant Secretary
of Agriculture Joseph M. Robertson;
Joseph
Bradford.
assistant editor of the Alabama Extension Service; and
Dr. Walter Miller, CME minister of Chicago. Listening in
at extreme right are Harry
Bass, information specialist
of ASCS; and A. S. Bacon.
staff assistant of the Federal
Extension Service.

clinical appearance of his offices and the nature of his
work.
Operators
interested
in
learning the method should
write to A. L. Jones, Nu Hair
of California, 4502 South
Broadway, Los Angeles, Calif

Advertise In The Want-Ad Section

3 Lines For 2 Weeks
Call

.70

JAckson 6-8397
3 MEN

CHRISTMAS CARDS

High School Cadets
To Start Training In
New Firing Ranges

cently constructed at Memphis
Negro high schools, and full
marksmanship courses will be
instituted for members of the
National Defense Cadet Corps,
according to Major George
Robinson, commander of the
Memphis corps.
The firing ranges have been
inspected by Third Army staff
officers and are considered
the best in the area, and on
per with any of the latest in
the United States.
Built at a cost of $162,000.
the seven ranges have side
walls and roofs of pre-cast,
pre-stressed
concrete
with
channel joists and two ends of
masonry to match other buildings on the high school campuses.
AUTOMATIC VENTILATORS
The interiors feature curved
peg-board over mineral type
insulation with accoustical tilesurfaced ceilings which controls firing noises.
Downrange bullet shields,
costing $2,000 each, have dark
gray surfaces to cut down on
the eyestrain and are illuminated by incandescent beam
lighting focused on targets.
Automatic ventilators clear
away the smoke and help cool
the buildings. Each has lavatory facilities and a storagc
room which can be used as a
private office by the cadet colonel.
The uprange portion of th.y
buildings are equipped with
flourescent lighting, bulletin
board and blackboards, and
movable furniture.
Each school has rifle teams
now in training, and cadets
will compete in intra -school
championships shoulder - to shoulder matches during the
early part of the second semester.
The seven ranges are equipped for conventional firing
and "trainfire," where cadets
shoot at pop-up targets.
The ranges will serve some
1,850 high school boys. Thin is
the third year that NDCC
training has been available in
the local schools.
Boys may take the training
from the sr:phomore through
the senior year. It is comparable to ROTC training, except
that it is controlled by civilians
ond 4t directly by Army per

JesseB. Simple, better known as

Free Room Board, TV
Ticket Sent, References Needed.
Write or Call
United Employment Agency
Memphis, Tenn
2572 Lamar
CIL 8-1.760
Jo 7-6124

FOR SALE

Simple, born in the pages of t h e

Pick Up Payments On
French Provincial Furniture
L/ving Room - Dining Roo-r
Bedroom and Stereo
Telephone GL 8-8357

$90 Weekly Earnings

HE BEST
OF SIMPLE

YMCA
NEEDS YOUR SUPPORT NOW!
JOIN TODAY!

IMPRINTED FREE

THE "Y" FACILITIES ARE TO SERVE
YOUR NEEDS AND INTERESTS

OFFICE SPACE FOR RENT
As LitleFor

TRI-STATE DEFENDER

JA. 64391

MADAM
DONNA
Spiritualist Reader and Advisor

NAME:
ADDRESS.
I CITY AND STATE.

"I GUARANTEE SUCCESS WHERE OTHERS FAIL"
V 'Ise you seldom failing advice Upon matters of life, such
as Jove, courtship. marriage, divorce, lavi suits, speculation
and transactions of all kinds. I seldom fail to reunite the
seNtrated. cause speedy and happy marriages. Overcome
eripplieN, rivals, lovers' quarrels, evil habits, stumbling
blocks, and had luck of *II kinds. I Lift Voil out of sorrow
and hipuble and start you on the path to happiness and pros
PeritY1 there Is no heart SO sad or horn,' sit dreary that 1
rannot bring it sunshine: in fact, no matter what sw 1w sour
hope. fear or ambition, f guarantee to tell it all before you
utter • word to me and after 1 am finished. If you are not
absolutely satisfied and I do not fulfill every word and claim
above, then you pay not a penny. LOOK FOR A BROWN
AND WHITS TRAILER WfTRTWO LARGE RLAYcK HANDSmiles north of Millington no Highway 51 N. at Hanks' Grocery. DO NOT its: vlisLEn BY ANY OTHER HEADERS,
LOOK FOR MADAM DONNA.
Hours are 9 a.m. to 9 p.m. Doily and Sunday

Tuosday Is My Day Off

L_

MON&

WI*,OM. Om.

amlow ••••

•••.

•••

—

PH. TI 7-31152 MUNSFORD, TENN.

Comfortable, Modern Furniture,
Private Bath -- Clean Wash Rooms - Showers . .
Weekly Rates: $5
Modern Swimming Pool -- Year Round Swimming: 75x30 ft. Diving - Swimming - Wading Sections. Underwater Lighting —
Beautiful Sun Deck. Holds AA Rating.
Regulatior Gym Equipped with Stage: Spectators Section with
Leagues, Tournaments, Competative
1200 seating capacity
Matches, Classes - Boxing - Community Programs
Forums Cl
7-Large Club Rooms: Club Meetings
Conferences - Teas - Socials

I. Is. Dormitory Rooms:

As

Contact Mr. Whittier Sengstacke

Seventh Avenue, New York, 31, New York.

SALARIES TO SAO WEEKLY
best Working
lobe
Guaranteed

254 SOUTH LAUDERDALE STREET — JAckson 6-2523

3.

4,

This book combines everybody's favorite stories from SIMPLE SPEAKS HIS MIND,
SIMPLE TAKES A WIFE, and SIMPLE STAKES A CLAIM into one highly hilarious,
socially penetrating, and sometimes moving panorama of Harlem life, its trials and
tribulations, its humor and its tears-711E BEST OF SIMPLE. Order your copy (Hard
cover $3.95. Paperback $1.65) now from your local bookshop or by moil enclosing
this coupon with chick Of money order mode out to: Market Placa Gallery, 2305

MAIDS
NEW YORK JOBS

ABE SCHARFF BRANCH

Fashion Enterprises
6651 Michigan Avenue
Chicago, Illinois
WITH YOUR NAME

DOCTORS - LAWYERS - BUSINESSMEN. ETC.

Langston Hughes

311 — Giving

FOR SALE
MEDIUM UP RIGHT PIANO. NICE
condition end finish. Price 5145.00—
Terms.
Telephone BR 6-7895

You Can Have One or Two Modern, Convenient Offices
In The Tri-State Defender Building.

by

Box

MAKE BIG MONEY

$1.85

$30 MONTHLY

r

P.O.

sironoy, too A, Main St., 11•Mts
stead. Long [Blend. N Y.
re. rockets sent. A-.
SELLING NEGRO CHRIST- forma
conditions, rem, room, board. Pint.
MAS CARDS IN YOUR
SPARE TIME. SEND FOR Baker Electric Co., Inc.
FREE SAMPLES AND SELL2219 Young Ave.
ING KIT. NO EXPERIENCE
BR 6-0016
NECESSARY. COST YOU
NOTHING TO TRY. WRITE Licensed & Bonded Electricians
TOFree Estimates
Fashion Greeting Cards
We wire new room additions,
Post Office Box 311
ranges, dryers, air conditioners,
Memphis, Tennessee
hot water heaters, electric heat.

2

collection

For Chicago - New York
saes 31-50
To 660 Weekly
Fre• Room, Board. I V.
Ticket Bent, References Needed
Write or Call
United Employment *gooey
2572 lamer. Memphis, Tenn.
FA. 7-6124
GL 8-1760

PROMOTION TO
QUALIFIED MEN
Write to
Details

DEFENDER, now lives anew in a
laughable, lovable, and very readable

20 MAIDS NEEDED

4ge lb - 45. High School Education
Men with sales experience preferred
Must or neat in appearance. Car is
Nerve's: v. Able to furnish Bond.

ORDER YOURS NOW

20 cards

PORN. ROOM FOR RENT. IN QUIET
home. 1 block to bus. All conveniences. See to appreciate.
WH 8-4311

-'$10

-.Clean,

.-For

JOIN THE "Y" TODAY:
ANNUAL RATES

MADAM BELL
(English Lady)
YOU KNOW SHE IS NOT
A GYPSY
This is her new office at the Missism
sippi State Line. MADAM BELL is ,
hack after a long time of being away.
and at last she is hack to stay in her
new home.
Are you Dissatisfied with marriage?
Have you lost faith in your husband, wife or sweetheart? Are you in had health: Are you discourage'
If any of these are your problems, come let MADAM
BELL advise you at once. She will read life to you
just as she would road an open book. Tell you why
your job or business is not a success. If you have failed in the rest come set MADAM BELL at once.
Located on Highway 51 South, Just over Mississippi State Line on the way to Hernando. Her home
Is 2 blocks below where she used to stay right aside
the DeSoto Motel. Be sure to look for the RED
HOUSE and you'll find her there at all times. (She
never had an office In West Memphis.)

Bgict

Catch yellow bus marked WhItehaven State LIM
and get off at State Line and walk 2 blocks and see
MADAM BELL'S HAND SIGN.

